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ABSTRACT
ADDRESSING MARGINALITY: SLOWLY DEVELOPING
READERS IN RESPONSIVE LEARNING COMMUNITIES
SEPTEMBER 1990
BETH GILDIN WATROUS, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA
M. Ed., ANTIOCH GRADUATE SCHOOL
M. Ed., KEENE STATE COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Robert L. Sinclair

Students who fail to establish an identity as a reader run
the risk of becoming disconnected from both school and society
due to the important position reading holds in our culture.
Therefore it is crucial to determine how classroom teachers can
help marginal readers increase their participation in the
classroom learning community.
Three major research questions guide the study:

1. Do participating teachers conceptualize reading as
encompassing a broad or a narrow range of
behaviors?
2. How do teachers’ theories about reading
development, reading instruction, and learning
potential impact upon their interactions with
slowly developing readers?
3. How do curriculum, instructional groups, and
classmates influence efforts to help slowly
developing readers increase their participation in the
literate classroom community?
I

I
vi

The study employs qualitative research methods. It
describes the theory and practice of two first grade teachers
recognized for their commitment to helping marginal readers.
Data collected over a four month period of time are drawn from
participant observation, audiotaping of classroom reading events,
and interviews/conversations with teachers, students, and
parents.
Data indicate that participating teachers conceptualize
reading as encompassing an extremely broad range of behaviors.
Teachers’ theories of reading and learning stress motivation, selfconfidence, support, challenge, and shared roles among teacher
and students.
The study concludes that teachers can help marginal
readers increase their participation in the learning community
through explicit language that reflects social and cognitive goals,
support and challenge, and focus on students as resources to one
another. It further concludes that slowly developing readers
benefit from participation in the same language-rich environment
as peers when teachers modify and extend learning experiences
to meet individual needs.
Ensuring success for all students involves careful analysis
of existing practices to determine if teachers’ theories about
reading, learning, and student potential expand or limit
classroom alternatives for students whose reading development
differs from that of peers. Further, it requires examination of the
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role of classmates and family in promoting or hindering student
progress. The challenge for educators is to explore ideas and
practices that demonstrate promise for helping slowly developing
readers reach high levels of competence.
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CHAPTER 1
NATURE OF THE STUDY

Statement of the Problem

Less than twenty years ago, literacy was viewed as “a central
variable among that complex of factors that distinguished modern,
developed or developing, and advanced societies and individuals from
the lesser developed areas and persons of the world” (Graff, 1987a,
p. 2). However, in the last decade assumptions about literacy have
come under critical examination. Literacy is currently viewed less as
an independent variable and more as a dependent factor when
considering issues of social and economic development. Traditional
assumptions, or bases of understanding, have been shaken by
questions concerning the various impacts of literacy (i.e. social,
cognitive, skilled-linked), the problems of persistent illiteracy in
modern, technological societies, the recognition of various types of
literacy (i.e. oral, alphabetic, graphic, mathematical), and rapid
advances in non-print communications technology (Graff, 1987a).
Although the meaning, contributions, and impact of literacy
can no longer be simply stated, “...‘new literacies’ are not relegating
older, traditional modes to the dustbins of the past” (Graff, 1987b.
p. 393). Rather, the relationship of print to other forms of
communication is changing. Examinations of literacy in specific
contexts provide insights into these transformations (i.e. Heath, 1983).
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Henc6, although the benefits of literacy are no longer
uncritically assumed, the ability to read, or construct meaning from
written text, remains key for individuals who wish access to the full
range of social and intellectual opportunities available in
contemporary, technological society. Reading continues to be a
powerful tool for learning and communication. It provides access to
information and ideas. It enables individuals to influence one another
and, in turn, to feel the influence of diverse persons, cultures, and
times. It feeds our imagination and gives us access to other worlds.
Within the context of the school, success in reading remains
closely linked to successful student learning. Many schools attempt to
provide a varied set of learning experiences, opportunities for active
participation in many “ways of knowing” (Teale, 1988, p. 7). However,
for reasons both historical and economic, reading and writing remain
the cornerstone of contemporary, formal education.
Given this situation, it is fortunate that the last twenty years
have brought forth not only a changing concept of literacy, but also a
dramatic leap in our understanding of oral and written language
acquisition (Goodman, 1986; Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984;
Holdaway, 1979; Smith, 1986). Teachers are learning to build upon the
vast store of language skills their students bring to school. Some
educators are creating learning environments that reflect what
children know, that support students as they respond to new
challenges. Increased attention has been given to learning styles and
to individual differences in student learning. In some schools,
respected children’s literature holds a central place in the reading
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program because of its power to instruct, to inspire personal responses
(Rosenblatt, 1984), and to “form the bridge across cultural difference to
literate language” (Holdaway, 1979). More gradually, our criteria for
defining and assessing the reading process are being refined (Glazer,
Searfloss, & Gentile, 1988; Heap, 1980; Jaggar & Smith-Burke, 1985).
Reading is beginning to be reconceptualized as a complex
interaction between cognitive and social processes. Reading
development, within this framework, is the process wherein an
individual becomes a member of a literate community, a community
that places high value upon written language (Bloome, 1987; Cazden,
1986; Spindler, 1982; Spindler & Spindler, 1987). This conception of
reading is helpful in understanding why there continue to be
struggling readers in spite of our increased understanding of both
language acquisition and differences in student learning. For
example, success in reading and reading-related tasks may vary for
individual students depending upon the nature of the task and the
context in which it is presented (Erickson & Shultz, 1981; Goodman,
Goodman & Hood, 1988; Hood, McDermott & Cole, 1980). It may vary
depending upon how the definition of “what counts as reading” either
denies or provides opportunities to gain community membership
(Bloome, 1987; Heap, 1980). It may vary depending upon the ways in
which students and teachers support all children as developing
readers within the classroom community.
Students who become disconnected from productive involvement
with reading may experience a variety of problems. They may be
grouped or sorted in ways that suggest they are less worthy than their
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fellow classmates (Collins, 1986; Gearing & Epstein, 1982). Their
social-emotional development may suffer due to a tendency on the part
of both school and society to equate reading ability with social and
intellectual prowess (Johnston, 1984). Both social and intellectual
development may suffer if sorting produces inequalities in reading
instruction that result in continuation of the failure-producing
conditions (Allington, 1985; Gambrell, Wilson & Gantt, 1981;
McDermott, 1974, 1976). Social and cognitive development may also
suffer if labeling results in a fragmented approach to the support of
students experiencing learning difficulties (Wang, Reynolds &
Walberg, 1986; Will, 1986). Students who endure situations such as
these over an extended period of time run the risk of becoming
disconnected from both school and productive society due to the
important position reading continues to hold in our culture. We must
discover ways to ensure that all students construct and maintain
positive identities as readers within school and non-school settings.

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this study is to develop insights about how
classroom teachers create learning environments that help slowly
developing readers increase their participation in the literate
classroom community. An additional purpose is to suggest promising
practices for furthering the growth of marginal readers in regular
classroom settings. Specifically, the study focuses on ways in which
reading development, and hence recognition as a reader, is supported
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in two classrooms identified as environments in which marginal
readers experience success without hindering the progress of others.
First, the range of behaviors considered evidence of reading in those
classrooms is identified. Second, the likely impact of teacher theories
about reading development, reading instruction, and learning
potential upon efforts to support more slowly developing readers is
considered. Finally, the environment for learning is examined to
consider factors beyond academic competence that may affect
instruction, interactions, and achievement for marginal readers.
The study is based upon data from researcher observations and
audiotapings of representative portions of the classroom reading
program, teacher interviews, notes and reflections, interviews with
students concerning their perceptions of themselves and their
classmates as readers, and parent interviews. The researcher served
as participant observer in order to be a familiar member of the
classroom team and hence able to bring an understanding of teacher,
students, and classroom to the process of data collection and analysis.
Conditions currently thought to foster self-directed learning were used
as criteria for an initial identification of conditions in participating
classrooms likely to promote learning for more slowly developing
readers. Other conditions emerged throughout the process of data
collection and analysis.
Three broad questions served as a guide for this
investigation:
1. Do participating teachers conceptualize reading
as encompassing a broad or a narrow range of
behaviors?
5

2. How do teachers’ theories about reading
development, reading instruction, and learning
potential impact upon their interactions with
slowly developing readers?
3. How do curriculum, instructional groups, and
classmates influence efforts to help slowly developing
readers increase their participation in the literate
classroom community?

Definition of Terms

A BELIEF is an opinion or conviction. It may represent
confidence in, or acceptance of, an alleged fact or body of facts as true
or right without positive knowledge or proof.

A COMMUNITY is a group of individuals possessing its own
leaders and followers, shared symbols and traditions, explicit and
implicit laws, and social organization. As such, it has its own
CULTURE. Fully participating COMMUNITY MEMBERS
demonstrate patterns of behavior and competencies valued in the
prevailing culture.

The concept of the EMERGENT CURRICULUM is central to the
definition of curriculum as ENVIRONMENTS FOR LEARNING- The
emergent curriculum includes the ongoing modifications made in
both the expressed and the implied curriculum in order “to insure
harmony between the uniqueness of the individual learner and the
character of the curriculum” (Sinclair & Ghory, 1987).
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literate classroom community is a classroom in
which instructional organization, material objects, actions, and
speech indicate that literacy is highly valued within that setting. The
process of acquiring LITERACY is conceived as the process of
becoming an author and thinker (Wolf & Perry, 1989).

READINC^ is a process in which individuals make meaning as
they interact with written language. SUCCESSFUL READERS are
those who make reading-related decisions that enhance meaning and
foster critical thinking. They understand the purpose behind each
interaction with print and respond to text in ways considered
appropriate within their classroom community. MARGINAL
READERS are students whose pace, or manner of learning, differs
from peers in ways that may hinder successful participation in
reading and reading-related activities. In many instances they are
simply ST,OWT.Y DEVELOPING READERS.

TEACHER EXPECTATIONS are the inferences teachers make
about the future behavior or achievement of students based upon
current knowledge and/or untested assumptions.

TEACHER REFT.ECTION upon marginal readers
involves ongoing observation and analysis of student learning and the
ways it is enhanced or hindered by the learning environment. It may
be affected by TEACHER EXPECTATIONS OF AND THEORIES
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about marginal readers and by TEACHER THEORIES ABOUT THK
TEACHING AND LEARNING OF REAHTNC

A THEQfiY is an effort to explain phenomena observed or
experienced. It represents a particular conception or view of
something to be done or of the method of doing it. A theory is viewed as
a proposed explanation whose status is still conjectural.

Significance of the Study

The expectation exists that each student will learn to read in
school, ideally in his or her own classroom. However, despite
teachers’ best efforts, some students fail to fully participate as
members of the literate classroom community. It is reasonable to
assume that by examining primary classrooms in which marginal
readers interact productively with teacher and peers, this study sheds
some light on ways to create learning environments that foster
reading development, and hence full community membership, for all
students.
This study is timely and of potential significance for both
veteran and perspective teachers. It can serve educators in several
ways. First, teachers need to be skilled in making ongoing
assessments and modifications that ensure an appropriate match
between learner and curriculum. These skills are particularly
critical for teachers of marginal readers, due to the strong
relationship between literacy and school success. They are critical for
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teachers of young readers at-risk of becoming marginal if successful
intervention is to prevent their degree of marginality, and hence their
need for intensive intervention, from increasing. Teacher skills
become even more critical as support grows for heterogeneous
groupings and mainstreaming of students with special needs (Will,
1986). These new organizational structures create a tremendous need
for classroom teachers skilled at making informed decisions for
heterogeneous groups whose members include students at a variety of
stages along the reading development continuum.
Second, this study extends our knowledge of ways successful
teachers reflect upon marginal readers as members of a literate
classroom community. It adds detail and depth to our understanding
of ways that cognitive, metacognitive, social, and physical factors
impact upon students’ ability to form and maintain their identity as
community members. As educators gain a deeper understanding of
the multiple factors that affect developing readers, it increases their
ability to create successful learning environments for greater
numbers of students.
Third, this study can be useful in helping teachers approach
reading with marginal readers as a problem solving challenge. It
illustrates ways in which marginal readers are sometimes at a
different, albeit legitimate, stage of development from their peers,
needing some combination of increased time and modified instruction
to come into their own as readers. It has potential implications for
both preservice and inservice teacher education as it provides insights
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into how educators might reflect upon these students in increasingly
positive and productive ways.
Finally, in focusing upon the insights of those closest to the
learner, this study lends support to the concept of teachers as a
valuable partners in classroom research and curriculum design for
marginal readers.

Delimitations of the Study

This study is based upon some assumptions about reading as a
process combining both cognitive and social factors, about teacher
theories and expectations concerning the teaching and learning of
marginal readers, and about effective learning environments for
marginal readers.
First, it is assumed that definitions of reading have changed
over the past century from reading as process (Huey, 1968; Thorndike,
1917), to reading as product (Chall, 1967,1983; Gough, 1984), and back
full circle to reading as process (Goodman, 1967; Harste, Woodward &
Burke, 1984; Holdaway, 1979; Smith, 1986). Second, it is assumed that
reading is not a solitary process, but a social process, that both peers
and the environment for learning (Sinclair & Ghory, 1987) may exert
significant influence upon students trying to gain recognition as
readers (Au, 1980; Bloome, 1987; Collins, 1986; Gearing & Epstein, 1982;
McDermott, 1976; Mishler, 1972; Rosenholtz & Simpson, 1984;
Rosenholtz & Wilson, 1980). Third, it is assumed that reading is
valued in classroom communities and, consequently, that acquiring
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and maintaining an identity as a reader is critical to both self-image
and community membership (Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Crowley,
1988; D. Goodman, 1988; Goffman, 1959; Wuthnow, et al., 1984). Fourth,
it is assumed that skilled teachers monitor student progress as an
integral part of reading instruction, that teachers may monitor
through careful observation of, and reflection upon, behaviors
demonstrated during reading and reading-related interactions
(Glazer, Searfloss & Gentile, 1988; Goodman, Goodman, & Hood, 1988;
dagger & Smith-Burke, 1985). Fifth, it is assumed that teachers’
theories about the learning potential of more slowly developing
readers and about the teaching and learning of reading may affect
their interactions with marginal readers (Good & Brophy, 1987;
Hargreaves, 1972; Harste & Burke, 1977). Finally, it is assumed that
teachers who are particularly effective in assisting marginal readers
can be recognized by their building principals.
This study emerges from the work of core schools in the
Coalition for School Improvement, a partnership between the
University of Massachusetts and 40 public schools in western
Massachusetts. Educators in these schools have been working toward
the goal of providing equal and high quality education for all students.
Many of the 11 core schools have given the improvement of oral and
written language top priority as they work toward providing both
excellence and equity for all students. Some of the schools make it
possible for marginal readers to remain in their own classrooms as
much as possible. They offer various types of support within the
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regular classroom rather than depending exclusively upon “pull-out”
programs that separate marginal readers from classmates.
Participation in the study was sought from two teachers in
grades K-3 who are recognized for their commitment and skill in
helping students at varying stages of development, and with varying
skills and talents, feel successful as readers. The study focuses upon
teachers in grades K-3 because of their critical role in designing
successful learning experiences for young readers. It focuses upon
young readers at-risk for marginality because, if these children are
not successfully assisted, their degree of marginality, the intensity of
intervention needed to help them read, and their chances of
remaining marginal are all likely to increase. Participation was
sought from six students (three from each class) about whom teachers
had reading-related concerns. Comments were also sought from any
classroom aides and special needs teachers who work with
participating students.
Some conclusions from the study may be generalizable beyond
the classrooms and schools represented due to the nature of the
criteria used to identify conditions that support marginal readers and
help them develop a healthy view of themselves as readers.
Specifically, because the criteria are based upon our most current
understanding of language learning and of the competencies of
mature readers, it is assumed some findings will apply across
settings. In addition, some elements of the study may be used to
facilitate similar investigations or to spur further inquiry into teacher
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thinking and classroom environments that support marginal
students as they form and maintain their identity as readers.
The study gathered data through participant observation,
audiotaping, interviews of classroom teachers, support staff, students
and parents, teacher notes and verbal reflections, and examples of
student reading and reading-related projects. Teacher notes and
reflections, interviews, and examples of student work helped interpret
and give meaning to data gathered during observation. Efforts were
made to gather data representative of each of the teachers, students,
and classrooms involved in the study. However, in spite of exerting all
possible efforts to conduct the study in an unbiased manner, the beliefs
of the researcher may have had some effect upon the collection,
analysis and interpretation of data.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

The purpose of the chapter is to provide a conceptual base
that supports the three major research questions that guide the
present study. Specifically, three issues regarding the teaching
and learning of slowly developing readers are examined. The first
section of the review supports the first research question. Possible
relationships between the process of reading development and the
creation of marginal readers are considered. In addition, reading
is viewed as both a cognitive and a social process. This part of the
review also advances the idea that, when viewed as a sociocognitive process, reading is characterized by a broad range of
behaviors rather than a narrow set of criteria. The second section
supports the second research question. The review considers the
role of the teacher in providing appropriate and high quality
learning experiences for all readers. Research that links
differences in both instruction and teacher behaviors with
teachers’ theoretical orientations toward reading, teachers’
theoretical orientations towards pedagogy, and teachers’
expectations for individual students is summarized. The third
section centers on the third research question. The review
considers environments for learning that support both cognitive
and social aspects of reading development. This part of the review
investigates how teachers can help readers by creating conditions
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for self-directed language learning in the classroom. Specific
organizational strategies that may optimize language learning for
diverse groups of students are considered.
Historically, reading development has been associated with
the cognitive domain. In the process of providing a conceptual
base for the three research questions, this review of literature
indicates that reading development is more than a cognitive
process. Rather, reading is a complex interaction between
cognitive and social processes involving individual student,
teacher, classmates, and text. Hence, the review suggests that the
goal of increasing success for readers who develop more slowly
than peers may be a more complex issue than was previously
understood. As a result, the review shows there is promise in
pursuing the line of inquiry reflected by the research questions. It
suggests these questions are of worth because resulting data may
extend our knowledge of how all children can become successful
readers and help educators better understand the contextual
factors that may support or constrain progress in reading
development.

Rpading Development and Marginal Readers

This section of the literature review examines possible
relationships between the process of learning to read and the
creation of marginal readers. The issue is examined because of
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the possibility that the way students learn to read may create
problems that hinder them from becoming productive learners.
First, the process of successful reading is described to provide a
framework for defining and understanding reading difficulties.
Next, marginality and identity formation as a reader are explored.
These concepts are established as means researchers use to
understand not only how individuals actively construct meaning,
but also how students’ actions may change in response to changes
in the social and academic environment. Finally, the concept of
reading as a socio-cognitive process is examined with respect to
students who struggle to attain literacy. This examination
illuminates ways in which cognitive skills are embedded in larger
social and cultural frameworks.

Students Who Successfully Read and Write

What skills does one need to successfully use written
language? The traditional view of reading indicates that reading
is a linear process in which print is seen by the reader, processed
and interpreted within the brain and, finally, understood, or given
meaning. Parts (letters and sounds) are synthesized to form
increasingly larger wholes (words and sentences). The reader
thus decodes the print and gains meaning following successful
decoding and word recognition (Chall, 1983; Gough, 1984, Samuels
& Kamil, 1984). Two of the three prominent reading instruction
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theories, the phonics and the skills/word recognition theories, are
based upon this linear view of reading. Weaver (1988) clusters
both of these theories into what she terms word-centered
approaches.
An alternate theory, the whole/natural language theory,
suggests that reading and writing are meaning-constructing
activities, transactive processes involving the interaction of
student and text (Goodman, 1986; Graves, 1983,1985; Harste,
Woodward, & Burke, 1984a; Rosenblatt, 1983a, 1983b). They are not
simply decoding (reading) or encoding (writing) activities because
the reader brings meaning to the text in order to take meaning
from it. As Rosenblatt (1983a) states:
It is easy to observe how the beginning reader draws upon
the past experience of life and language to elicit meaning
from the printed words, and it is possible to see how
through these words he organizes past experience to attain
understanding, (p. 26)
Whole language is hence a psycholinguistic, or meaning-centered
approach.
The whole language approach is especially relevant to this
study as it holds promise for more effective interaction with
beginning, as well as older, underachieving readers (Goodman,
1982,1986; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988; Weaver, 1988). It may
also be highly appropriate for students viewed as having more
serious written language disorders, for example, those who need
assistance using a range of meaning-construction strategies or
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those who need the support of a meaning-based method that can
highlight analytic features in context.

Strategy Emphases in Reading Develonmpnt.

Many researchers warn of the danger of thinking about
reading development in terms of predefined stages (Taylor, 1989;
Weaver, 1988), for individual readers grow and develop in distinct
ways. However, as Denny Taylor notes, “We cannot predict the
ways in which individual children will encode as use language,
but we can be informed of the many aspects of the global patterns
that appear to come into play.” Taken in this light, the strategy
emphases considered below may be a useful guide for
understanding reading progress within the present study. They
represent a distillation of the stages suggested by Cochrane,
Cochrane, Scalena and Buchanan (1984), Holdaway (1979),
Weaver (1988), and include some of the early stages noted by Chall
(1983). Strategy emphases are not considered in a strictly linear
manner by socio-psycholinguistic theorists. Rather, they are
thought to overlap and vary in length due to the highly individual
ways in which language learners develop. The emphases
described below are labeled with Weaver’s terms which suggest
the skills and strategies used most heavily within each
developmental phase. A strategy emphasis can be extremely
helpful in decision making for slowly developing readers, as it
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focuses on existing strengths and indicates strategies that require
further development;
1- Schema emphasis; The student engages in reading-like
behavior by reconstructing favorite stories from contextual cues
and prior knowledge of the story. Written words are not yet being
matched to spoken words.
2. Early semantic/svntactic emphasis: The student begins
to recognize some sight words and letter-sound correspondences.
These skills/strategies are used in combination with context and
prior knowledge to create a closer match between the child’s oral
rendition and the written text. An understanding of print-voice
match supports the child as she moves back and forth between use
of memory and use of print.
3. T^ater semantic/svntactic emphasis: The student makes
increasing use of print, but continues to depend heavily upon
context. This emphasis results in many miscues that fit the
context both semantically and syntactically, but do not visually
resemble the word on the page (i.e. fruit for apricot or, more subtly,
house for home). Most children move toward increasing use of
print in combination with context. However, some troubled
readers remain overly dependent upon deep structure, or
meaning, to the exclusion of surface structure, or features of print
(Vellutino & Scanlon, 1986). As a result, these students experience
difficulty attaining precise meaning from print.
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GT^pho/phonemic emphf^ffis' The reader shows
increasing concerned for reading exactly what is printed on the
page. This concern may manifest itself in increased use of
grapho-phonic cues to figure out unknown words. Some children
may even over-use phonics to sound out words without as much
concern for meaning as in earlier stages. This over-reliance on
surface structure is temporary for most students, but may be more
permanent, and thus more problematic, for others.
5. Simultaneous use: The reader makes simultaneous use
of semantic, syntactic, and grapho-phonemic cueing systems to
predict and confirm and thus make meaning from text. Reading
is fluent and independent; strategies can be adjusted to successful
reading of a variety of genres and writing styles.

Roots of Literacy

Research into early literacy development suggests that the
process of becoming literate begins long before schooling and
takes place in very individual ways (Mason & McCormick, 1986;
Mason, 1984; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Due to the complexity of
children’s literacy development, some researchers prefer to think
of five roots of literacy rather than five literacy stages
(Y. Goodman, 1986). Goodman’s analysis of early literacy
research suggests that children develop these roots at varied
times and in varied ways as they explore their environment and
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gain increased understanding of how written language works.
The five roots noted by Goodman include: development of print
awareness in situational contexts (i.e. environmental print),
development of print awareness in written language that is not
situationally embedded (i.e. books, magazines), development of the
functions and forms of writing, use of oral language to talk about
written language, and metalinguistic/metacognitive awareness
about written language. These roots therefore support the five
stages described earlier. In addition, they emphasize children’s
metacognitive and metalinguistic awareness about written
language, their ability “to analyze and explain the process of
language itself-to talk about language as if it were an object of
study” (Y. Goodman, 1986, p. 11).

Deveinning an Understanding of How Language Works.
Children who can think and talk about how language works and
about their strategies for interacting with written language may
increase their chances of becoming successful readers. For
example, through metalinguistic thought, students may come to
deeper understandings of the differences between oral and written
language that are critical to successful written language
development. As a result, they may better understand how to
bridge the gap between their more well developed (oral) and their
less mature (written) language skills. Cazden (1975) and Dyson
(1986) suggest this knowledge may be intuitive (when children act
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on the basis of knowledge), as well as overt (when children can
explicitly describe that knowledge).
Vygotsky’s work on concept formation, thoughts, and inner
speech (1986) are helpful in understanding less explicitly
articulated, or intuitive, knowledge. Vygotsky suggests that newly
acquired concepts may be formed and used quite accurately in
concrete situations, but be difficult to express in words, especially
in a purely abstract plane. Similarly, inner speech, or “thinking
in pure meanings” (p. 249), is not easily verbalized. To be
understood by others, the abbreviated, idiomatic structure of inner
speech must be transformed into fully expanded oral language.
Pure thought must be connected to speech, a task even more
complex than the translation of one oral language into another.
Vygotsky suggests the egocentric, external speech of yoimg
children may actually be a stage in the development of mature
inner speech. Taken from this perspective, students’ self-talk
during written language activities may be imderstood as one
aspect of their intuitive knowledge, an aspect that may further the
transition toward overt knowledge.
Based upon analyses of several research projects
(separately conducted), Rowe and Harste (1986) conclude that
metalinguistic awareness is not an end in itself, but a means “by
which language users come to evaluate their own language use,
and make decisions at points of uncertainty” (p. 256). Their data
suggest that metalinguistic awareness is not a prerequisite for
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successful language learning but, instead, is knowledge that
develops as students engage in “novel and uncertain situations
which bring language concepts and processes to conscious
awareness” (p. 256). The authors indicate that, regardless of
where students are in their development, a conscious
metalinguistic focus is most productive when tied to making
meaning from, rather than analyzing fragments of, print.

The Concept of Marginality

All children can learn, if given an educational environment
that is appropriate to their needs (Bloom, 1976; Bnmer, 1960;
Dewey, 1916; Sinclair & Ghory, 1987; Tyler, 1988). If this is indeed
the case, then who are the marginal learners?
Sinclair and Ghory (1987) state that “to be marginal is to
experience a strained, difficult relationship with educational
conditions that have been organized to promote learning” (p. 13).
Kravitz (1986) describes the marginal student as one who “does not
or cannot meet the functional expectations of the defined
environment” (p. 16). This mismatch may exist due to the nature
of the physical, social, or intellectual conditions within which the
student is asked to perform. Hood, McDermott, and Cole’s (1980)
study of a nine-year old learning disabled student stresses that
“both performance and non-performance can be understood in
terms of the particular configuration of supports given a child at
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different times (p. 165). Data from their study of a ten year old
boy s reading and thinking development suggests ways that
environmental constraints may support or hinder the display of
specific skills/processes at specific times.
A condition of non-alignment with ones learning
environment may come on suddenly due to a specific series of
events, or it may develop gradually. It may be temporary or it may
continue for such an extended period of time that it becomes a
permanently disabling condition. The condition can be reversed if
the existence of the non-aligned state is recognized during its
early stages (characterized by student testing and coasting).
Permanent marginal status is more likely to take hold for
students who progress into the later stages, (characterized by
retreating and rebelling) (Sinclair & Ghory, 1987).
Bloom (1976) discusses two concepts of individual
differences that may strongly affect considerations of marginality.
He urges educators to attend to individual differences in learning,
a product of the interaction between the learner and the social and
educational environment, rather than individual differences in
learners, which are explained by characteristics of the learner
alone. The former represents an interactive view of individual
learning that takes all factors into account. The latter divorces
student from context. Hence, it fails to consider their interaction
when exploring possible reasons for marginality.
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Many types of students become marginal. Their learning
difficulties may be culturally, socially, instructionally or
neurologically induced. Some fail to work up to potential despite
average, or even exceptional, intellectual endowment. They
underachieve in school and run a high risk of underachieving as
adults as well (Comer, 1987). Others have a long history of severe
academic difficulties and make minimal progress from year to
year. A smaller number actually fail to progress academically for
years on end.
Marginality is not determined by race, gender, family
background, or economic circumstances. It is, however, a
condition that is experienced by disproportionate numbers of lowincome, cultural minority, and linguistic minority students.
Cummins (1986) proposes that “students from ‘dominated’
societal groups are ‘empowered’ or ‘disabled’ as a direct result of
their interactions with educators in schools” (p. 21). The role that
educators take in relation to critical dimensions of school
organization determine the degree to which these students will be
empowered or disabled in the school setting. Cummins suggests
the most critical dimensions of school organization include
promotion of students’ culture and language, degree of
commimity involvement and use of evaluation and instructional
methods that foster independent learning.
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Identity Formation as a Reader

Theories about the formation of social identity (Bateson,
1972; Berger & Luckmann, 1966; Goffman, 1959; 1980; Royce, 1982;
Wuthnow, Hunter, Bergensen, & Kurzweil, 1984) are helpful in
understanding the behaviors of more slowly developing readers as
they negotiate membership and status within reading group and
classroom community. Students’ ability to successfully negotiate
is key to avoiding a designation of marginality by any combination
of self, peers, and adults.
Personal identity is both ascribed (created by birth and
socialization) and achieved (Royce, 1982). Ascription yields only
minimum competency in an identity. Individuals must
consciously affirm and reaffirm identity for it to remain a valid
and recognized part of their being. They must demonstrate
competence during ongoing assessment by adults and peers in
order to remain a recognized member of the group.
Periodic displays, or signals, that communicate an
individual’s knowledge of literacy norms are assessed stringently
by the group, for they serve both to maintain bonds between
members and strengthen boundaries separating them from non¬
members. Members engage in cultural labeling; they “assign
labels to others in response to cues they have learned as
diagnostic” (Royce, 1982, p. 200). Royce’s work on ethnic identity
formation suggests that students engaged in identity formation as
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readers need access to group members, and to occasions when key
behaviors occur, in order to learn culturally appropriate uses of
language and language-related behaviors. They need practice in
ascertaining a range of culturally acceptable reading behaviors in
order to emerge as one whose interpretations and assessments
count. Thus, student identity as a member of a literate culture
may be achieved and maintained through this combination of
appropriate demonstration and practice. Further, although most
students assume literacy as a birthright, many must work very
hard to acquire and maintain it.
Identity formation as a reader may be strongly tied to the
reality individuals experience and come to accept as their own.
Students experience this reality through playing roles, through
participating in a social world. Berger and Luckmann (1966)
define roles as types of activities performed by types of actors. As
individuals take on the variety of roles played out in everyday life,
they take on the world those roles define. As they play the roles,
they learn and practice the skills needed to accurately enact them.
As roles are enacted with increasing competency, they are
internalized and the individual is inducted, or socialized, into
society. The ability to define oneself as a reader thus requires
experience with, and participation in, a variety of socially
acceptable reading roles. Goffman (1959) suggests that social
relationships arise when one person plays the same role on a
series of occasions in relation to a particular person or persons.
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The individual may believe in his role, or consciously use it as a
means of deception. In either case, outward signs are used “to
embellish and illumine one’s daily performances with favorable
social style” (p. 36) and thus establish membership or increase
status within the social order.
Goffman (1959) cites material wealth, wisdom, and cultural
knowledge as examples of the criteria used by different ethnic or
cultural groups to accord high status. Knowledge about language
learning, especially reading, is a clear criteria for status in public
school classrooms.
“Roles and therefore identity are socially bestowed in acts of
social recognition” (Wuthnow, et al., 1984, p. 45). Accordingly,
literacy identity is a social product that may only be imderstood
within the particular social context in which it is shaped and
maintained. In short, identity formation as a reader depends not
only upon the existence of shared definitions of reading, but also
upon the student understanding of socially acceptable ways to
establish oneself as a reader within home, school, or classroom
community.
For students who are in the process of identity formation as
readers, each reading event may be an opportunity to gain status
with peers by presenting the image of self-as-reader. Those who
are less than successful may be denied both self-esteem and the
respect of peers. In Goffman’s terms, these children have failed to
manage their image in ways that convince themselves and their
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audience that they are participating members of the community.
On the other hand, negative, or oppositional, image management
may occur as a form of political resistance to the dominant
community (Erickson, 1987). McDermott’s (1974) discussion of
reading failure among “pariah groups in host communities”
supports the idea that resistance to learning may represent a
strategy created to deal with the politics of everyday life.
Specifically, he suggests that if teachers continually reject
students’ language and customs, many children will “reject the
teacher’s code and seek the more rewarding alternatives of the
peer group” (p. 111). In the case of McDermott’s study, attending
to reading meant one played the teacher’s game. Inattention
meant playing the peer group’s game. Peer group members
succeeded in subverting the teacher’s role, but did not succeed in
learning to read. They identified as non-readers rather than
identify with a community that rejected part of their personal
background.
Ogbu’s (1987) contrast between views of schooling held by
caste-like minorities, such as Afro-Americans, Puerto Ricans,
and Native Americans and immigrant minorities, such as
Asians, suggests reasons for variations within minority
responses to schooling. Ogbu indicates that caste-like minorities
develop a collective oppositional identity system from their
collective experience of subordination and exploitation. This
identity is protected and maintained by an oppositional cultural
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system which regards certain forms of behaviors as appropriate
because they are in opposition to the practices and preferences of
the dominant group. Immigrants, because of a differently
perceived relationship with the dominant culture, may form a
different, but not oppositional collective identity and cultural
frame of reference.
Thus, students who consciously or unconsciously fail to
learn what is being taught may do so in order to retain
membership in a cultural identity that they value, but feel is
devalued by the school. Harman and Edelsky (1989) support this
concept with data from Fine’s study of high school dropouts.
Some of the dropouts indicated they left school due to increasing
alienation from their home community. They cut short the
development of an identity valued by the dominant culture even
though that identity provided access to a wide range of
experiences within the community-at-large. Access was feared by
these informants as it might lead to ever increasing language and
cultural differences between home and school or workplace.
Harman and Edelsky (1989) suggest that critical analysis of
both dominant and subordinate discourse become part of the
school curriculum to help students better understand how
language, may “contribute to [people’s] understandings of what
[they] are allowed to say and therefore allowed to be.” The study of
language as a way of better understanding both identity formation
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and oppression has the potential to transform literacy-related
alienation into positive, and highly conscious, change efforts.

Culture and Language Learning

Literacy is a cultural matter. A disproportionate number of
students who fail to become fluent readers and writers are
children from cultural backgrounds that differ from those that
influence the language of school (Bernstein, 1971, 1972; Cummins,
1986; Holdaway, 1979; Labov, 1972; Wells, 1985,1986).
As noted earlier, some students may resist developing an
identity as a reader if they fear they must give up their own
cultural identity in order to do well in school. Others may aspire
to achieve literacy, but may experience great frustration within
the learning process. These difficulties may occur for a variety of
reasons. First, speakers for whom English is a second language
and speakers of nonstandard dialects may suffer a disconnection
from the language of school. Difficulties may also be experienced
by children for whom the norms and expectations of school, as
expressed in language, are at variance with those of the home.
Hence, differences in language form (phonology and syntax) as
well as language use (the correct time and manner in which to
speak) may cause some children to feel alienated from the school
setting.
I

I

I
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Recent research into language learning has shown that
young children may have different strategies for making sense of
language or different preferences in what they attend to” (Wells,
1986, p.l29). Wells has written extensively on the Bristol Study, a
longitudinal study that examined variations in children’s
linguistic development and its consequences for progress in
school. His findings indicate that although there was little
correlation between oral language achievement and family
background when achievement was based upon preschool
children’s spontaneous conversations at home, there was a clear
correlation when these same children were assessed on a
combination of oral and written language development during the
first year of school.
Wells raises some serious questions concerning language
learning in the schools. Are there aspects of the school
environment that make it more difficult for some children to
progress at a rate that would be reasonably predicted on the basis
of early ability? What cultural and/or social factors may interfere
with the ability of some children to extend their command of oral
language into the written mode? Is the measurement of
achievement (a comparison among students of the same age)
biased against children who simply learn more slowly than peers?
Would there be fewer “low achievers” if progress (the amount of
skill or knowledge gained within a particular period of time by an
individual) as opposed to achievement was the unit of
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measurement? These questions underscore the fact that a great
many difficulties in language learning may be caused by
significant differences between the student’s culture or learning
style and that of the school.
Labov (1970, 1972) discusses differences in black and white
students’ language use in different social situations. These
differences may have a strong impact upon school success. In
verbatim examples that highlight the influence of social situation
upon language form, he contrasts the “defensive, monosyllabic”
(1970, p. 158) behavior produced during an interview between a
black student and a white adult with the rich display of verbal
skills produced by that same student during an interview with a
black adult. Labov uses linguistic analysis of verbatim
conversations to dispute the myth that “middle-class language is
in itself better suited for dealing with abstract, logically complex,
or hypothetical questions” (1970, p. 169). In debunking the deficit
myth, Labov’s examples add support to the work of many linguists
who describe Black English as a system “that differs from other
dialects in regular and rule-governed ways, so that it has
equivalent ways of expressing the same logical content” (p. 185).
Unfortunately, the prevalence of the deficit myth may cause
teachers to devalue the language, and hence the thoughts and
contributions, of nonstandard speakers. Children who experience
such threats to their identity as valued and competent members of
the classroom community may cease to participate due to
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combinations of frustration, anger, and despair. Labov (1970, 1972)
urges that educators learn about dialect differences in the school
community so students’ thinking skills can be validated and
nurtured regardless of differences in language form.
Del pit (1986,1988) applauds efforts to help students value
their own culture and thought processes. However, at the same
time, she urges that teachers help students attain competence in
the standard linguistic forms, “the codes needed to participate
fully in the mainstream of American life” (1988, p. 296). She
states;
I prefer to be honest with my students. Tell them that their
language and cultural style is unique and wonderful but
that there is a political power game that is also being
played, and if they want to be in on that game there are
certain games that they too must play. (1988, p. 292)
Delpit’s argument supports that of Harman and Edelsky: the
study of interrelationships between language and power is a
critical aspect of the language curriculum. However some
researchers suggest Delpit asks students to abandon their culture
at the school-room door instead of suggesting ways educators may
help bridge the gap between home and school cultures (Bloome,
conversation. May, 1990). It is only through understanding the
codes and tools that support both the status quo and their own
culture that students will be able to make significant changes in
the power structures that affect their lives.
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There is considerable evidence that cultural differences in
communication style, as well as language form, can create
interactional difficulties within the school setting (Heath, 1983;
Kiefer & DeStefano, 1985; Michaels, 1986; Philips, 1972; Wells, 1986).
Children from varied communities may come to school with
varied concepts about written language and varied ways of
approaching literacy. They may be competent in their everyday
home lives, yet feel unsuccessful in the classroom (Dyson, 1986).
For example, Kiefer (Kiefer & DeStefano, 1985) relates an incident
in which she continually tried to press several Amish students
into daily conversation. Until she became aware that in Amish
culture children are seen but not heard, she failed to understand
these students were expected to remain silent in the presence of
adults. She almost referred them to special education for possible
speech and language deficiencies although they were, in fact,
quite competent language learners.
Philips’ (1972) research into patterns of speech usage
among Native American students indicates ways in which
traditional Native American ways of learning differ from those of
the dominant culture. Because Native American children are
accustomed to long periods of silent observation followed by
independent practice, the elaborated verbal directions and
discussions typical of public school educators are unfamiliar and
uncomfortable.
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Heath s study of literacy learning in three communities
suggests that each community’s way of taking from the printed
word and using this knowledge are interdependent with the ways
children learn to talk in their social interactions with caregivers”
(1986, p. 98). Before the age of two, children from the mainstream
community were socialized into the initiation-reply-evaluation
sequences central to classroom lessons through naturally
occurring parent-child interactions during bedtime stories.
Although children in the non-mainstream communities
experienced many functional uses of print (i.e. via advertisements,
labels, price tags), their experiences did not train them to
successfully engage with the types of tasks (i.e. identifying and
labeling features), questions (i.e. What’s that?), and socialinteractional rules that govern school-oriented bookreading and
instruction.
Heath worked cooperatively with teachers and parents to
modify the classroom lessons of black children having academic
difficulties. Her intervention consisted of helping teachers
incorporate the types of interrogatives used by parents in
nonschool settings into their lessons. The incorporation of home
questioning styles that asked students to describe in their own
words (What’s happening here?) and to relate subject matter to
their own personal lives (What’s this like?) increased the
participation of previously passive and nonverbal students. Once
students were participating, teachers could move toward building
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familiarity and comfort with the school-t3T5e questioning styles
critical for academic development in these classrooms.
Dyson (1986) relates Heath’s work to her own studies on
metalinguistic awareness. She notes that teacher sensitivity to
the ways children come to know written language and,
consequently, to the perspective each child brings to written
language activities can help eliminate the “senselessness of
certain school literacy activities for a child apparently oriented to
using, rather than taking apart, print” (p. 218). She notes that
teacher understanding and respect for a child’s intent during
interactions with print can build bridges between the literacy of
school and that of the home.
Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines’ (1988) six-year ethnographic
study of familial contexts in which poor, young, black children
were successfully learning to read and write extends the t5rpes
and uses of literacy identified by Heath (1983). Data reveal a wide
variety of ways the families use reading and writing for genuine
social, technical, and aesthetic purposes. However, data from this
study as well as Heath’s indicate that students might succeed at
using complex communicative abilities in their daily lives and
still fail in school due to differing definitions of literacy across
settings.
Au’s (1980) research in the Kamehameha Early Education
Project in Hawaii represents another example of the relationship
between cultural communication patterns of classroom discourse
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and successful reading development. Two groups of Hawaiian
first graders were exposed to culturally different types of reading
instruction. One group followed the mainstream pattern of turn¬
taking (one person speaks at a time) when discussing reading
stories. The second group used an overlapping talk pattern that
allows students to build upon each others’ comments. This type of
speech pattern is reminiscent of “talk-story,” a way of speaking
found in traditional Hawaiian commimity and family life.
Student participation in talk-storylike discussion was far more
enthusiastic than in Anglo-structured discussion. Further,
student imderstanding of text, as measured by tests given
immediately after each lesson, was greatest for students
participating in the talk-storylike discussion format.
Research into cultural aspects of language learning
strongly suggests that bridges between culturally diverse ways of
learning and using language can and must be built. Failure to do
so may deprive a growing percentage of language learners from
obtaining a high quality education in public school classrooms.

T.iteracv Experiences across Cultures

Cultural differences cannot be understood simply in terms
of monolithic differences between groups of people. The issue
becomes far more complex when the existence of differences
within each culture are considered. Children of any race, sex, or
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socio-economic status whose early literacy experiences include
numerous and varied opportunities to engage in written language
events are likely to be more attuned to the culture of school than
those whose experiences do not (Harste, Woodward & Burke,
1984b). These authors, reporting on international research into
the cognitive processes involved in learning to read and write, cite
literacy opportunities, rather than group membership, as a
differentiating factor in successful versus unsuccessful
acquisition of written language skills;
Homes where books were out and readily available, where
paper, pens, pencils, crayons, magic markers, and other
instruments were handy, where children seemed quite
naturally to be included and involved, seemed to provide the
key conditions for children to go exploring and for parents
to involve themselves in using and encouraging reading
and writing, whether they ‘technically’ reported that they
knew what they were doing or not. (p. 42-43)
Quantity and quality of materials was not a factor; the visible
presence of the materials was what constituted the key difference
between more or less frequent occurrence of written language
events in the home.
Holdaway (1979) emphasizes comfort with the language of
books as critical to success within the culture of the school. Like
Harste, Woodward & Burke (1984b), he emphasizes types of
experiences (comfort with book language before school entry;
associating book language with both home and school) that are not
linked to race, sex, or socio-economic status.
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Becoimng literate is greatly facilitated by a natural
familiarity with and love of book language—ideally the
learner identifies himself with the dialect of books and lays
personal claim to it. The alien, formal dialect favoured by
^
associated system of values and attitudes
which some children fear, constitute a barrier between
them and the special dialect of book language which they
need to accept if they are to be gladly literate. The dialect of
books frightens them unnecessarily because they have
learned to fear the dialect of the school, (p. 17)
Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines’ (1988) study (see p. 37) supports
and extends the experience-oriented ideas of Harste, et al. and
Holdaway. These authors argue that “sex, race, economic status,
and setting cannot be used as significant correlates of literacy” (p.
201-202). However they warn that unless the conceptualization of
school-based literacy is broadened, it will be difficult for the
literacy of some homes to be supported and extended in the school
They stress that:
Literacy is not a discrete event, nor is it a package of
predetermined skills. The complex, yet oversimplified,
boundaries that we have established so that we can count,
weigh, and measure literacy do not exist. They are of our
own making, (p. 201)
Children of any background who come to school with a very
limited understanding of the purposes of literacy and the
possibilities for obtaining meaning from the print that surrounds
them often experience difficulties learning to read and write.
Wells (1986) defines this situation as one of linguistic
disadvantage, a “relative unfamiliarity with the significance of
literacy and with its forms and functions” (p. 146). His data reveal
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linguistic disadvantage most clearly in the ease with which
children adjust, or fail to adjust, to the linguistic demands of the
classroom. He notes that:

Although they might acquire the mechanical skills of
decoding print to speech and forming letters, words, and
sentences in writing, unless they discovered the value of
these skills at school, the children rarely achieved a level of
independence by the age of 10 sufficient to make reading
and writing enjoyable and rewarding activities. As a result,
they tended to be less successful in other areas of the
curriculum as well... (p. 145)

As suggested by Heath (1983) and Taylor and Dorsey-Gaines
(1988), it is critical to discover whether a child is truly lacking in
home-based literacy experiences or whether a gap exists between
the literacy of home and that of the school. If a gap exists, cultural
differences may be recognized, legitimized, and bridged. However,
if a child has participated in few literacy experiences, the school
environment must convey the significance, forms, and functions
of literacy in varied and understandable ways so the learner can
benefit from formal education as much as his more experienced
peers (Wells, 1986).

Reading as a Social Process

The different ways that families organize, think about, and
engage in literacy activities underscore the complex relationships
between reading development, literacy experiences, and culture.
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When viewed from a broader perspective, culture may be
understood as one dimension of reading as a social process
(Bloome, 1985; 1987). The two remaining dimensions include the
social context of reading and reading as a socio-cognitive process
(Bloome, 1985,1987; Green & Wallat, 1981; Wilkinson, 1982). Each
dimension stresses the interaction of student and environment in
the development of successful language learners. The social and
socio-cognitive dimensions are briefly defined in the following
paragraphs. Further discussion is incorporated into sections two
and three of this chapter (teacher theories/expectations and
language learning environments).
The social contexts of reading are formed by “how people
interact with each other, by the social status they give each other,
and by who gets to do what, with whom, when, and where”
(Bloome, 1985, p. 136). The social context of two reading groups
may be very different. Even within a single group, the context may
change given natural variation in text, teacher support, and turn¬
taking rules during a typical week or month of reading activities.
The work of Allington (1983), Collins (1986), Eder (1981), Green,
Weade, and Graham (1988), McDermott (1974,1976) and others on
communicative competence and differential access within
classroom reading events (discussed on p. 76-83 illustrate the
relationship of social context to opportunities for successful
reading development.
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In considering the socio-cognitive dimension of reading,
Bloome (1987) suggests that “reading itself is simultaneously a
process of socialization, enculturation, and cognition” (p. 126).
Children learn culture-bound ways of thinking such as problem
solving, inferencing, and conceptualizing as they learn to read.
The degree to which children gain access to these higher level
thinking skills may vary based upon the ways in which they learn
to read. Vygotsky’s work on the social nature of concept
development (1962,1978; 1987) and the zone of proximal
development (supported language learning) (1978) clearly
illustrates this dimension. Scribner and Cole’s (1978)
investigations into the relationship between literacy without
schooling and general cognitive development also strongly
suggests that different literacy practices tend to foster different
cognitive skills and strategies.

Identification Issues

Reliable identification of struggling students may falter due
to “limits of certainty” (Heap, 1980, p. 265) in reading skills
assessments. Heap contends that “any assessment of reading
ability, processes, or skills is culturally and socially organized”
(p. 265) because assessments are based not only upon varying
definitions of reading competency, but also upon varying school
and classroom contexts in which competency is demonstrated. In
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short, reading criteria, or what counts as reading, may differ
considerably across teachers and environments.
In addition, a teacher’s (or tester’s) frame of reference
(Goffman, 1980; Heap, 1980) when asking a reading-related
question may be misinterpreted by the student. Misinterpretation
can lead to a “frame clash” between student and questioner
(Green & Harker, 1982; Harker & Green, 1985). Ideally the frame
clash is recognized and the question clarified. However, if
misinterpretation goes unnoticed (a danger especially likely in the
case of standardized tests), the student’s competence at the target
skill or process may be misjudged.

Individual Difficulties

Not all reading difficulties are caused by alienation from
the language and culture of school or by a a lack of early literacy
experiences. Even children whose school-based literacy is well
supported by culture, language, and opportunities for practice
may experience written language difficulties.
Some readers may fail to progress due to an inability to
relate to the style of reading instruction that predominates in the
classroom or school. Garbo (1987) discusses the “misguided
presumption that there is one right way to reach children to read
and that there is something inherently wrong with any student
who cannot learn to read by that method (p. 198). Her research
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into reading styles indicates that many poor readers fail to learn
within the context of reading programs requiring strongly
analytic/auditory reading styles. These students may be
predominantly global, tactile, kinesthetic learners whose ability to
learn is thwarted by the manner in which reading is taught,
rather than by an inability to make meaning from print. Case
studies such as those by Church and Newman (1985) support
Carbo’s conclusions.
Other readers truly struggle to learn even within an
environment designed to assess and serve students with a variety
of learning styles. These readers seem to have difficulty
coordinating all of the linguistic strategies potentially at their
disposal (Cochran, Cochran, Scalena & Buchanan, 1984; Phinney,
1988). They may underpredict, approaching the text word-by-word
rather than as an integrated whole. They may overpredict,
reading fluently but making mistakes that show little concern for
meaning. They may depend heavily upon one cueing system to
the exclusion of others, for example, neglecting to use decoding
skills even when context alone proves insufficient for figuring out
an unknown word.
Phinney (1988) describes students who struggle with
written language because they are unable to make effective use of
the linguistic cues around them and, consequently, fail to make
meaning from print. In mild cases, these students realize that
what has been read does not make sense, remember additional
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cueing systems at their disposal, and use them in a trial and error
manner until meaning is attained. Reading is not fluent, but it is
still understood as a meaning-making activity. In more extreme
cases, either the other cueing systems remain unavailable, or
meaning-making is not recognized as the goal and the student
fails to successfully interact with the text.
Children with severe written language difficulties often
have problems with non-visual memory and meaning-related
tasks (i.e. learning the sounds associated with certain letters and
combinations of letters, retrieving the names of common words,
using sentence context to help identify individual words, and
comprehending syntactically complex sentences, homophones,
and idiomatic phrases). The latter (idioms, etc.) have as much
negative impact upon social relationships on the playground as
upon academic success in the classroom (Wiig & Semel, 1980). As
a result of insights into individual differences, educators are
beginning to better match teaching strategies to individual
learner in ways that take all aspects of the child’s development
into account.
Summary

There is compelling evidence that connections exist between
reading difficulties and the process of being taught to read.
Students experiencing success learning to read and write may be
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viewed as passing through a series of reading stages (Weaver,
1988) or, alternately, as acquiring the roots of literacy
(Y. Goodman, 1986). In order to better understand students who
struggle to read and write, a number of issues/concepts must be
explored. First, the ways in which students may become
temporarily or permanently marginal must be examined
(Sinclair & Ghory, 1987). Second, the ways identity formation as a
reader may be tied to the reality individuals experience and
incorporate as their own (Goffman, 1959) or experience and reject
(McDermott, 1974; Harman & Edelsky, 1989) must be
acknowledged and further explored. Third, literacy must be
understood as a cultural matter. Findings from various studies
indicate that mismatches between home and school cultures may
seriously affect success in language learning (Au, 1980; Heath,
1986; Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). In addition, access to early
literacy experiences (regardless of culture) may critically affect
language learning (Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984b; Holdaway,
1979; Wells, 1986). Fourth, reading may be imderstood not only as
a cognitive process, but also as a social process related to culture,
to the classroom context of reading and to the transmission of
culture-bound ideas and ways of thinking (Allington, 1983;
Bloome, 1985,1987; Collins, 1986; Scribner & Cole, 1978). Finally,
reading difficulties unrelated to home culture or experience may
result from inaccurate assessment (Heap, 1980), mismatches m
teaching/leaming style (Carbo, 1987; Church & Newman, 1985), or
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extreme difficulty in making meaning from print regardless of
instructional method (Phinney, 1988). Hence, the literature
suggests reading is most accurately conceptualized as a sociocognitive process characterized by a broad range of behaviors,
rather than a narrow set of criteria.

Teacher Theories and Expectations

This section of the literature review addresses how
teachers’ theories and expectations may impact upon teaching,
learning, and the success or failure of specific students. The issue
is considered because teacher-student interactions are guided by
personal theories and perceptions that may either enhance or
diminish possibilities for successful student learning. First,
theories of learning, especially language learning are considered.
The concept of meaningful learning, the theory of socially driven
cognitive development, and the transactional theory of language
learning are each explored. These theories represent frameworks
for better understanding the ways participating teachers speak of
their classrooms. The theories also provide direction for data
collection and analysis. Next, studies examining teachers’
theories are reviewed to establish the argument that teachers
perceive and process information through personal theoretical
frames. Finally, the research on differential access to reading
instruction is explored to establish the possibility that teacher
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expectations and theories may affect the match or mismatch
between individual readers and the instruction they receive.

Theory: Definition and Role

We “interpret our interactions with the world in the light of
our theory (Smith, p.54, 1986). An individual’s theoretical
orientation provides a framework from which to predict, reason,
and otherwise make sense of the world. This frame helps
organize the possible definitions of a situation and guides
personal involvement therein (Goffman, 1974).
Kuhn (1970) explores the role of theories, or paradigms, in
guiding scientific inquiry. He notes that, throughout history, new
paradigms have been developed by innovative thinkers when old
ones failed to explain inconsistencies or contradictions between
the observed and the expected. Toulmin (1972) expands upon
Kuhn’s ideas. He describes the evolutionary nature of concepts in
society and their importance in furthering human
understanding. Facts and truth are viewed as theories or
hypotheses that are constantly tested and revised in the light of
new conceptual frameworks.
Harste and Burke (1977), in discussing their research on
the teaching and learning of reading, define theory as “a system of
assumptions through which experiences are organized and acted
upon” (p. 32). They define a theoretical orientation toward reading
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as a ‘particular knowledge and belief system held toward
reading’ (p. 32). Hence teachers’ theories may be considered a
flexible set of assumptions, a filter through which facts are
perceived in ways that guide decision making and action.

Theories of Learning

Theorists and educators have long debated the meaning of
human learning. Definitions include learning as a change in
behavior (behavioral psychology), learning as a “change in the
meaning of experience” (Novak & Gowin, 1984, p. xi) (cognitive
psychology), and learning as cognitive growth driven by social
interaction (socio-cognitive psychology). Behavioral theory
stresses rote learning driven by external motivation strategies; it
depends on positive adult reinforcement. Cognitive theory
stresses successful concept development driven by internal
motivation; knowledge becomes rewarding in and of itself because
learning is successful and meaningful. Socio-cognitive theory
stresses internally motivated cognitive growth driven by
successful interactions between content and context (including
adults, peers, and setting). Internal motivation may be especially
crucial for preventing or ameliorating situations in which
students become marginal in their learning. Because internally
motivated students take responsibility for their own learning, they
are more likely to move forward despite obstacles that come their
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way. They are more likely to understand the purpose of learning
in their lives and to persevere in reaching their goals. Hence, for
the purpose of this study, the following discussion will focus on
understanding the conditions that foster self-directed learning.

Meaningful Learning

Novak and Gowin’s (1984) classroom studies investigate
how students learn new scientific information. Based upon the
work of David Ausubel, their theories stress the importance of
meaningful, as opposed to rote, learning. To learn meaningfully,
students must relate new knowledge to relevant concepts and
propositions they already possess. Concepts become differentiated
(elaborated or changed) during meaningful learning. As a result
of differentiation, concepts can be related to larger amounts of new
information following each learning experience.
Meaningful learning is increased when students learn how
to learn. Students must be taught not only about the concepts
involved in the new knowledge imder study, but also about the
learning process itself (Novak
1989; Yaden

&

&

Gowin, 1984; Winograd & Paris,

Templeton, 1986). Although Novak and Gowan’s

theory of concept development is most highly developed with
respect to cognitive development, it addresses the growth and
differentiation of students’ affective structure in similar terms.
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Jerome Bnmer (1960) states that “...any subject can be
taught effectively in some intellectually honest form to any child at
any stage of development” (p. 33). His work supports Novak and
Go win’s (1984) emphasis upon the importance of concept
development. However, the latter argue that Bruner (and other
developmental stage theorists such as Piaget) may place too much
emphasis on age-related readiness and not enough emphasis on
the progressive differentiation and integration of concepts that
allow individuals to acquire new learning.
The educational philosophy of Dewey (1916,1938) stresses
the importance of reflection upon experience as the basis for
meaningful learning. Dewey describes educationally valuable
learning experiences as those that take student interest into
account, but also insure a continuity of experience. In order to be
meaningful, present educational experiences must “live fruitfully
and creatively in subsequent experiences” (Dewey, 1938, p. 28).
While Dewey often places less emphasis than Bruner (1960,1966)
and Novak and Gowin (1984) on the role of student-teacher
interactions in the construction of new knowledge, all four
scholars concur in defining meaningful school learning as a
combination of action and reflection, reflection upon experiences
carefully designed to support students’ interests and individual
development.
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Interrelationships between Content and Context

Increasingly, psychologists feel that learning cannot be
considered independent of the context in which it occurs (Hood,
McDermott, & Cole, 1980; Scribner & Cole, 1978; Vygotsky, 1978).
These scholars fear cognitive developmental work may be “overly
concerned with describing mental changes which are assumed to
occur independent of contextual influences” (Rogoff, 1984, p. 1). As
a result, they stress interrelationships between the content and
the context of intellectual activity when considering the thought
processes involved in problem solving and other types of cognitive
growth.
After conducting and analyzing a variety of studies on
thought and language, Vygotsky concluded that the cognitive
skills children acquire are directly related to how they interact
with adults and peers within specific contexts. He suggests that
children’s development is guided by social interaction, that it
adapts to the tools and skills experienced within socially
structured learning situations. Further, an individual’s
interpretation of the specific context in which a skill is learned
may affect his ability to generalize that skill across contexts.
Vygotsky’s theory of a zone of proximal development (1978),
“the distance between the actual developmental level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of
potential development as determined through problem solving
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under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers”
(p. 86), is critical to the creation of strategies for increasing
student learning. It implies that the pace and manner in which
new concepts and skills are introduced and supported may have a
strong influence upon student’s independent reading, writing,
thinking, and content area skills.
Vygotsky’s learning theories suggest that effective
instruction must be aimed at a student’s proximal (future) level
•
while simultaneously offering support at that level. Cazden (1988),

j
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referring to this type of support as a scaffold, notes that it fosters
I

performance before competence by helping the student do “at first
I
I

with help what he or she could very soon do alone” (p. 107).
t

Instruction that gently initiates a student into competency can

1

provide struggling students with a realistic vision of their
I

potential growth and development. Accurate teacher assessment
of a student’s proximal zone is essential to prevent the

j
I
<
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discouragement of working too high (beyond the proximal level,

!
I

hence far above the student’s independent work level). It is also
essential to prevent the boredom of working too low (within the
actual developmental level, thus offering little or no opportunity
for new learning). Accurate assessment of the proximal zone
helps troubled students meet new challenges through their own
efforts given appropriate instruction, guidance and feedback.
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Theories of Language Learning

Several theoretical models have been advanced to explain
the nature of language learning. As in general learning theory,
the three that are most widely known are the behavioral, the
cognitive, and the transactional (Harste, Woodward, & Burke,
1984a, 1984b). The behavioral model assumes that the
environment shapes the learner. The cognitive model assumes
that the learner determines what is learned from the
environment. The transactional model assumes that it is the
interaction of the learner with the environment that determines
what is learned.
Many scholars feel the transactional model provides the
most accurate picture of language learning that linguists and
educators possess at this time because it takes into account the
power of both the learner and the environment for learning
(Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984; Lindfors, 1987; Rosenblatt, 1983).
In addition, because the transactional model integrates student,
language, and language learning environment, it is helpful in
illuminating possible connections between language and
successful or unsuccessful school learning. A brief description of
the transactional model will follow as it is particularly relevant to
this study.
The transactional model assumes that meaning resides
neither in the child, nor in the language (either oral or written),
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but is actively constructed as the child brings both skills and
experiences to bear upon language. For example, in hearing or
reading the word mountain, a child from New England might
picture a physical structure that is much smaller and rounder
than a child who lives in the Rocky Mountains. An inner city
child whose only experience with mountains is the mountain of
dirt in the corner lot would have another interpretation of that
very same word. The knowledge these children bring to bear upon
language will, of course, increase as their knowledge of the vast
possibilities within the world broadens and deepens over time. As
they grow, they will develop an understanding of language that is
not only personal and unique to them, but also has elements in
common with an ever widening portion of the world’s population.
They will hear and see multiple possibilities in each word or
phrase and will skillfully interpret language within the context in
which it is used. As Vygotsky (1962) states;
The sense of a word is the sum of all the psychological
events aroused in our consciousness by the word. It is a
dynamic, fluid, complex, whole... The dictionary meaning of
a work is no more than a stone in the edifice of sense... (p. 8)

Theories of Teaching

Teachers’ implicit and or explicit pedagogical theories
likely influence their interactions with students. Interaction
analysis researchers have noted distinctions between direct, or
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teacher-centered, and indirect, or student-centered teachers.
Many other teacher role styles have been noted in the literature,
each of which “clearly embody different interpretations of the
classroom role, different conceptions of the teacher-pupil
relationship, and different educational philosophies” (Hargreaves,
1972, p. 149). Hargreaves cites Herbert Thelen’s concept of a
teacher role model:
It is as if the teacher had a model in mind and operated
consistently to make the classroom conform to this model; it
represents the teacher’s idea of what the classroom should
be like. When the classroom situation deviates from this
image, the teacher tries to rectify matters by taking
action... The teacher’s model summarizes for him the
principles of learning; his action is taken to maintain the
model, using principles of educational method as his guide,
(p. 150)
Thelan suggests seven interactional models which indicate both
teacher and pupil roles: Socratic Discussion, The Town Meeting,
Apprenticeship, The Army Model, The Business Deal, The Good
Old Team, and The Guided Tour. Students who adhere to their
role automatically give credence to the related teacher role, thus
helping to maintain that educator’s theory of teaching
(Hargreaves, 1972). Students who deviate from their assigned role
may cause dissonance. Dissonance can result in a wide range of
responses from attempts to enforce student conformity to
modification of the teacher’s theories of appropriate teacherstudent relationships.
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Teachers’ decisions, as well as their role-defined
interactions with students, may be influenced by their conceptions
of the teaching process, Borko, Eisenhart, Kello, and Vandett
(1984) note distinct differences among the four teachers in their
study of reading instruction when these educators are considered
along a decision maker/technician dimension. Differences exist
although participants all work at the same school, teach the same
grade, operate under the same constraints, have similar
background characteristics, and work with students who are
similar in terms of achievement and demographics. These
teachers “differently interpreted policy statements, differently
organized their classrooms, and differently conceived their roles
in relation to students” (p.130) despite so many commonalities.
Borko, et al. conclude that teachers’ different conceptions of
teaching and of the roles and responsibilities of teachers cause
them to operate very differently from one another. Their study
suggests that teachers who feel responsible for student learning
tend to make plans that build in decision making during both the
planning and the interactive phases of teaching. Conversely,
teachers who feel responsible for teaching tend to make decisions
about how to implement prescribed instructional programs. The
range of issues about which further decisions may be made is
quite small within the latter framework, regardless of the reading
theory espoused.
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Sardo’s study of teacher planning styles (in Clark &
Peterson, 1986) suggests that experienced teachers tend to plan the
flow of activities rather than the details of each lesson. In
addition, Sardo finds the degree of specificity and explicitness of
student learning objectives to be on the higher end for teachers
who view the teachingAearning process as content oriented and
teacher centered. These factors are on the lower end for teachers
who perceive the teachingAearning process as process oriented
and student centered. Highly specific student learning objectives
may tend to be used by the former in an overly rigid manner. Less
specific objectives may tend to be used by the latter as a point of
departure to be monitored and revised over time. Thus, teacher
conceptions of the teachingAearning process may impact upon
successful curriculum design for students who require a
constantly emerging curriculum.
McNair’s (1978-79) study (part of the South Bay Project)
investigates the nature of teacher decisions during instruction.
Through a series of simulated recall interviews, teachers analyze
videotapes of themselves in the process of teaching a reading
lesson.

McNair’s findings suggest teachers’ decisions may

involve “minute adjustments to maintain the flow of activities
which has been established long before” (p. 42). No major changes
are made as long as the fine-tuning activity keeps everything m
order. In addition, she notes that teachers involved in her study
had strong individual personalities which were far less apparent
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in the classroom than during informal conversation with
researcher and peers. She wonders whether “their actions and
their thoughts were constrained in many ways by the normative
society of the public school” (p. 42). In other words, do some public
school teachers feel societal constraints that prevent them from
acting upon their theories of teaching and learning to change
unproductive practices and develop more promising ways to work
with troubled students? Perhaps traditional conceptions of
schooling and learning act as constraints upon their imagination
and prevent them from recognizing the variety of paths students
may follow toward successful learning.
Joyce (1978-79), commenting upon similar findings across
the entire South Bay Project suggests further research should be
conducted in schools where teachers operate from frameworks
other than a recitation model of teaching. He questions whether
teachers might think more “as instructional designers do,
continuously selecting new methods and materials and ways of
reaching children” (p. 76) if they were teaching inductively or non¬
directively. “Would the use of a different approach to teaching
change the available cues, the nature of the criteria for selecting
the cues to attend to, and the routines for processing information
and responding?” (Joyce, p. 77).
Morine-Dershimer’s research (1978-79) adds substance to
Joyce’s queries. Her findings reveal relationships between the
type of curriculum management system used by a teacher and the
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concepts generated by that teacher when asked to sort and assess
pupils according to self-created categories. For example, a
teacher who emphasized opportunities for student choice within
the curriculum created categories like self-direction and
growth/progress when sorting pupils. A teacher whose
curriculum emphasized independent progress through teacherselected reading materials sorted pupils according to attention to
assigned tasks and involvement in instruction. Thus, teacher
observations of student ability and progress may be intimately
connected to the t5rpes of learning environments they create
(McNair & Joyce, 1978-79). These, in turn, are connected to their
theories of teaching and language learning.

Theories and Expectations about Individual Students

Because teachers are guided by their beliefs about what
students need and their expectations about how students will
respond if treated in particular ways, it is essential that teacher
beliefs be sensitively and accurately formed. Brophy and Good
(1974), Good (1981), and Good and Brophy (1987) review research on
the effect of teacher expectations student achievement on teacherstudent interactions. Their findings indicate that if teachers have
low expectations for students, they tend to call on them less often,
wait less time for a response, move on quickly at any sign of
failure, accept poor performance, criticize errors more frequently.
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praise accomplishments less frequently (or offer unearned
praise), and give less attention and/or less accurate and detailed
feedback. High expectations for students result in more praise,
more support, more verbal interactions and verbal responses to
students’ comments, more time spent on reading instruction, and
greater demands for high performance.
While these findings strongly indicate that teachers behave
differently toward students for whom they hold different
expectations, studies on how teachers form their expectations
suggest that teacher perceptions of students are largely accurate
when based upon the best information available (Good & Brophy,
1987). In fact, teacher expectations of language learners, when
formed by careful observation and documentation of students in
the act of reading and writing, are considered more accurate than
those formed by standardized test data (Goodman, Goodman &
Hood 1989; Jaggar & Smith-Burke, 1985). Further teacher
perceptions are usually revised when more accurate information
is available (Anderson-Levitt, 1984; Good & Brophy, 1987). Hence,
expectations (high or low) are only likely to become self-fulfilling
when they are rigidly maintained in the face of new and
contradictory information.
The role of selective attention is a primary factor in the
perception and interpretation of new information. Joyce (1978-79)
notes that in the profuse flow of activities within a classroom,
teachers cannot possibly notice everything. He suggests that what
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they do notice is not raoidom, but is based upon a pre-established
“problem frame” (p. 75) that creates boundaries within which
decision making will be carried on. Boundaries are often defined
by the criteria for student behavior considered appropriate within
a given activity. Joyce considers teacher observation a perceptual
sorting process that is carried out according to criteria that differ
across teachers and activities.
McNair (1978-79), Morine-Dershirmer (1978-79), and
Shavelson and Stem (1981) describe situations in which smoothly
flowing routines relieve teachers of the need to closely monitor
reading events. Perhaps only when events or individuals do not
operate according to plan is the boundary into the “problem
frame” crossed, creating the possibility of new perceptions and
interpretations. New perceptions are then interpreted in light of
“certain behaviors that their memory of previous events and their
understandings about students lead them to expect” (AndersonLevitt, 1984, p. 327).
Anderson-Levitt suggests that memory includes a theory of
teaching, an individualized theory about teaching each student, a
theory of social relations, and an individualized theory about the
tone and content needed to commimicate effectively and
appropriately with each student. Information from memory
affects cues noticed, interpretation of cues, and related
action/reaction on the part of both teacher and student. While
Anderson-Levitt’s model is not meant to be taken literally, it is
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helpful in understanding the complex interrelationships among
prior theories, social interaction, and speech acts during teacher
interpretation of ongoing student behavior. In short, it is helpful
in understanding the social construction of “facts” in the learning
environment.

Teacher Perceptions of Individual Students

“Once teachers selectively perceive what is going on, their
various schemata, particularly their theories about individual
children, organize their perceptions into interpretations of what
has happened” (Anderson-Levitt, 1984, p. 327). Results from her
study of a first grade teacher’s interpretations of day-to-day
reading behaviors suggest that while teacher theories about a
student may be the basis for initial interpretations of an incident,
such interpretations are actually “a hypothesis waiting for
confirmation or challenge from subsequent events” (p. 325). This
finding supports Good and Brophy’s (1987) earlier noted
conclusion that inaccurate teacher perceptions tend to be
reevaluated in the light of contrary evidence.
Data from Mehan, Hertweck, Combs, and Flynn’s (1982),
study of behaviors leading to special education referral, further
support the notion that teacher perceptions are socially
constructed and context bound. In their study, teachers identified
46.4% of targeted behaviors in referred students and only 13.9% of
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the same behaviors in nonreferred students when viewing
videotapes of classroom events. Such data could indicate a strong
expectancy effect; teachers might be concentrating on the behavior
of one child and ignoring that same behavior in another.
However, these researchers feel that;

Instead of attending to behavior in isolation, teachers are
attending to action in context, which includes the student,
the task, the lesson, and the situation in which the action
transpires... Because the teacher is attending to organized
configurations and not discrete elements, a piece of
behavior is not the same when it is conducted by different
people in different contexts, (p. 313)

Mehain, et al. (1982) conclude that teacher theories and
expectations interact with student behavior to create a perceptual
structure which exists neither in the head of the perceiver, nor in
the object of perception. Quoting from Cantor and Mischel’s (1979)
summary of research into implicit personality theory and person
perception, they note that structure is “a function of the
interaction between the beliefs of observers and the characteristics
of the people observed” (p. 315).
The issue of whether or not new information is perceived is
critical to the goal of increasing success for more slowly
developing readers. Goldenberg (1989) conducted a year long
study of nine Hispanic kindergartners considered at-risk for
reading difficiilties on the basis of teacher assessment. By the end
of first grade, four children were reading at grade level (by school
norms) while five were performing substantially below grade
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level. Data from teacher assessments and interviews, classroom
observations, and parent interviews indicate that what made the
difference in achievement was not objective factors such as
parents’ education or child’s group placement at any particular
point in the year. Rather, “teachers’ and parents’ subjective
perceptions of the child at each point during the year and the
actions or inactions to which these perceptions led” (p. 49)
constituted factors critical to student learning. In the case of each
successful child, someone perceived a need to act in a way that
was somewhat out of the ordinary and that had an academic
focus. Fortunately, these actions resulted in increased gains
through the combined efforts of parents and teacher. However,
the perceived need for action was fortuitous; it was precipitated by
a suggestion from the researcher in one case and teacher
irritation over specific instances of low attention and effort in
three others. Poor academic achievement per se was not
annoying or disruptive enough to cause special action.
Goldenberg’s (1989) findings support those of Marland
(1977). Marland’s study of interactive decision making suggests
that although teachers spend time deliberating about adaptations
for particular students and situations, they rarely do hypothesis
testing (monitoring hypotheses about student learning) or
optimizing (striving to improve a situation that is already going
well). Thus, students who manage to coast along, or who flounder
without being disruptive, may fail to be perceived as children in
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need of assistance. Perhaps teachers who do engage in ongoing
monitoring and hypothesis testing are those with especially
strong observation and diagnostic decision making skills. These
teachers may conduct an ongoing monitoring and analysis in
ways that foster appropriate and high quality educational
experiences for all students.

Theories of Reading

Harste and Burke’s (1977) field research indicate that
teachers and students have distinct theoreticEil orientations
toward reading. Data fi-om miscue analysis, student interviews
(Burke, 1976), and teacher assessments of student reading
strategies suggest that both teaching strategies and reading
strategies are consistent with the theoretical orientation from
which an individual operates.
DeFord’s (1985) work supports the construct of theoretical
orientation in reading by validating an instrument that
discriminates among teachers on that basis. Her data reveal the
same three clusters of theoretical orientations noted by Harste and
Burke (1977): phonics, skills, and psycholinguistic (whole
language). These clusters can be placed upon a continuum based
upon the types of reading activities each teacher is willing to omit
from reading instruction. Although individual teacher theories
may fall at different points along the continuum. Harste and
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Burke (1977) and DeFord (1979,1985) found these three major
clusters to predominate.
Teachers operating from a phonics orientation emphasize
sound/symbol relationships, the smallest language units, as the
basis for decoding written language. Phonics rules are
introduced and practiced within texts that contain few
phonetically irregular words. Irregular words are introduced
later as sight words; however, because decoding is viewed as the
basic strategy for reading mastery, they receive little emphasis.
Teachers operating from a a skills orientation emphasize
word recognition (sight words) taught in conjunction with a
hierarchy of discrete structural analysis skills. The latter
(including phonic analysis) are introduced only after a wide
repertoire of sight words has been built up and practiced. Texts
are based upon careful introduction and repetition of an
increasingly complex sight word vocabulary. Teachers espousing
both the phonics and skills orientations view reading development
as a process of learning the parts (decoding skills and sight
words) so the whole (meaning) can be revealed.
Teachers operating from a psycholinguistic orientation
emphasize an integration of the four language systems (reading,
writing, listening, and speaking) and the three cueing systems
(graphophonic, syntactic, semantic) as the basis for making
meaning from print. Readers are taught to proceed from the
whole text to the parts from which it is made, from hypothesized
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meaning to the details that allow confirmation of accuracy.
Because teachers believe meaning is achieved through a process
of prediction and confirmation, students are encouraged to use a
variety of strategies such as prior knowledge, context clues, word
recognition, and phonic analysis to develop increasingly accurate
interpretations of text. Students’ approximations and selfcorrections are highly valued within this orientation. If what is
read does not make sense, students are expected to check all cues
(letter, soimd, grammar, word meaning) and self-correct to
achieve a closer approximation to text. Texts feature natural
language (language that reflects the way we speak), rather than
controlled vocabulary (vocabulary that features specific sight
words or phonics rules). Teachers espousing a psycholinguistic
orientation views reading development as a process in which the
parts (specific vocabulary and skills) are learned within the
context of the whole (meaning).
In recent years, researchers have noted that some teachers
who operate from a psycholinguistic orientation give careful
attention to the context in which reading takes place (Allen &
Mason, 1989; Bloome, 1985,1987; Green & Wallat, 1981; Harste,
Short & Burke, 1988). They include interactions with people and
environment as well as text when considering both progress and
problems. These teachers operate from a socio-psycholmguistic
orientation (Weaver, 1988).
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The influence of teachers’ theories, or conceptions, of
reading is supported by data from a variety of studies. Harste and
Burke (1977) indicate that a wide variety of reading-related
decisions may be affected by a teacher’s theoretical orientation;
1) goals selected and weighing of goals; 2) selection of diagnostic
and instructional procedures and materials; 3) information
selected for diagnosis and weighing of such information;
4) reading behaviors perceived as appropriate; 5) criteria for
reading growth; 6) kind of classroom environment perceived
necessary for reading growth. Data from their research indicate
that both teachers and students “operate out of one orientation or
another consistently across [a variety of] information processing
or decision points” (p. 33). Ray’s (1987) study extends this finding.
Her study indicates that teachers’ theoretical orientations remain
consistent not only decision making points, but across ability
groups as well.
Kamil and Pearson (1979) also suggest that “Every teacher
operates with at least an implicit model of reading...” (p.lO). Their
data indicate that teachers’ beliefs about reading influence both
identification and integration of information about students and
instructional decisions.
Borko, Shavelson, and Stern’s (1981) analysis of four
methodologically diverse studies indicates that teacher
conceptions of reading in conjunction with ability estimates and
school environment factors (i.e. resources, class size) may affect
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the criteria teachers use when forming reading groups. One
difficulty the authors note, especially when considering marginal
readers, is that the reading group as a whole, rather than the
individuals who comprise it, may become the basis for long-range
instructional decisions such as pacing. These decisions may
impact heavily upon students of varying needs and abilities within
the group. Further research is necessary to determine whether
teachers’ theoretical orientations impact upon their ability to
make decisions that serve the needs of individuals within a group.
Stremg (1969) and Keogh (1983) indicate that techniques of
diagnosis may vary with teachers’ conceptions of reading. Keogh
found that although teachers gather a variety of information to
facilitate decisions about grouping for reading instruction, they
weight the importance of the diagnostic information according to
a variety of personal factors, the most potent of which is their
“beliefs about reading, about learning to read, and about reading
instruction” (p.l93). This finding is supported by Barr’s (1975)
study in which teachers perceptions about highly effective reading
activities matched the criteria they used when grouping students
for reading instruction. Teachers who grouped students for
phonics instruction valued activities involving learning
letter/sound correspondences and structural analysis of words.
Those who grouped for basal reading, but employed a more
eclectic instructional method, valued interesting stories, listening
centers, student writing and word lists most highly.
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Phinney’s (1988) framework for considering troubled
readers is based upon observations and reflections in both
resource room and regular classroom settings. The diagnostic
categories and accompanying suggestions for helping each type of
reader derive from her implicit theories of reading and reading
instruction. Descriptions of readers as underpredictive,
overpredictive, global, strategy dependent, and overloaded suggest
a psycholinguistic, or whole language, theory of reading. The
theory provides a way of looking at readers to determine the ways
in which they do or do not interact productively with the reading
process.
Because students’ theoretical orientations are influenced by
their learning environment, teacher theories guiding classroom
instruction may have a strong impact upon student theory
formation. Various studies support the notion that teacher
theories influence how students engage in the reading process.
Harste and Burke’s (1977) research indicates that student reading
performance, at least in part, mirrors the type of instruction
received. Students appear predisposed to apply reading strategies
based upon the theoretical model operationalized in their learning
environment. Mitchell’s study (1980) suggests that students may
understand what teachers value, even after as little as one hour of
contact.
DeFord (1981,1985) notes that student reading behaviors
may be influenced by teacher theories. In specific, first grade
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students’ approach to reading and writing may strongly reflect
their teacher’s theoretical orientation. DeFord (1985) cites data
from Andrews’ study of a classroom featuring a word recognition
(skills) orientation to reading instruction. Students demonstrated
behaviors such as word-by-word reading, substitution of
vocabulary list words for graphically similar words, skipping all
unknown words, reluctance to read new material, and
overcorrection and poor comprehension, even on familiar
materials. These behaviors reflect an instructional emphasis
upon previously taught sight words. They suggest little focus
upon strategies for making meaning with unfamiliar text.
Ray’s (1987) research confirms and deepens the notion that
teachers’ theories may have a strong impact upon the theory
building of emerging readers and writers. Data indicate that
students’ theories “seem to develop from initial vicarious and/or
structured reading experiences” (p. iv). More mature readers, on
the other hand, seem to cling to the teacher’s activities that mirror
their own beliefs, and ignore or reinterpret the activities that do
not match their theory. Rasinski and DeFord’s (1989) warning
about the dangers of mismatch between student theories and form
of reading instruction is relevant here. Some divergence between
teacher and student theories is likely workable. However, extreme
divergence may lead to difficulties such as the split between school
and home-based literacies described earlier (i.e. Heath, 1983;
Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988).
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Links between Theory and Practice

The controversy over whether teachers function as decision
makers or technicians in their classrooms (Borko, Eisenhart,
Kello & Vandett 1984) may challenge the notion that teachers
make decisions consistent with their theoretical orientations.
Some data indicate that teachers are reflective individuals who
continually make judgments and decisions about classroom
strategies and materials in order to provide optimal reading
instruction (Clark & Peterson, 1986; Shavelson, 1976; Shavelson &
Stern, 1981). Other data indicate that multiple concerns such as
covering material (Buike, Burke & Duffy, 1980; Yinger, 1977),
minimizing complexity, and responding to policies and
procedures established outside the classroom (Duffy, 1982a, 1982b)
may guide instructional decisions and overshadow or contradict
the influence of theory.
The latter data do not necessarily contradict the assumption
that theory guides practice. Rather, it may speak to issues such as
implicit versus explicit theories (Clark & Peterson, 1986), depth of
belief in an espoused theory, the need to balance theoretical
orientation with district policy, and depth of knowledge about
reading instruction (Conley, 1984).
Some theories are implicit; they are only partially
articulated. Research on teachers’ implicit theories has
attempted “to make explicit and visible the frames of reference
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through which individual teachers perceive and process
information” (Clark & Peterson, 1986, p. 287). This partially
articulated, or perhaps emerging, nature of some teachers’
theories may help account for the unclear conceptions of reading
and observed discrepancies between theory and practice revealed
by many studies (Duffy, 1981). Harste and Burke’s work with
classroom teachers indicate that teachers may change the
reading methods they use while retaining their original
theoretical orientations intact. In doing so, many modify new
methods to accommodate personal theories about reading.
Similarly, teachers may decide they need to act in a manner
inconsistent with personal theory to accommodate existing school
or district policy. Thus a variety of decisions about how to
accommodate while creating the least possible dissonance
between personal belief and professional requirements are filtered
through theory.
A teacher’s ability to use knowledge about reading
instruction may depend upon how well she can select from that
knowledge when approaching different instructional situations.
Conley’s (1984) study on how teachers use their knowledge to
teach reading in the content areas, indicates that teachers with
similar knowledge may use/expand upon it differently when
conducting lessons. He suggests that teachers with high levels of
knowledge may be able to productively generate relationships
among plans, goals, and actions. Hence, they may be particularly
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effective both in negotiating between personal theory and external
constraints and in creating modifications to meet individual
student needs. Conversely, teachers with lower levels of
knowledge may be less able to act as decision makers regardless of
their theoretical orientation.

Differential Access within Classroom Reading Events

Research into differential access within classroom reading
events indicates that teacher expectations in combination with
teacher theories may affect student access to “the literacy of
authors and thinkers” (Wolf & Perry, 1989, p. 44). Expectation and
theories may guide both curriculum and interaction in ways that
influence how lessons proceed and the range of social and
academic skills students have the opportunity practice. Hence,
teacher expectation and theories may strongly influence not only
the academic, but also the social context of classroom reading
events; the ways students interact with one another, the status
they accord each other, and the types of learning opportunities
they find as they interact with teacher and peers (Allington, 1983;
Collins, 1986; Green, Weade & Graham, 1988; McCormick, Mason
& Bhavnagri, 1986; McDermott, 1974,1976; Mishler, 1972).
Research into differential access has compared teachers
according to the types of communicative strategies used during
whole group instruction. Related studies have compared the
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nature of reading instruction used with students designated as
higher or lower achieving readers. Both types of studies shed
light upon the subtle and not so subtle differences students may
experience as language learners. Cazden (1988), in reviewing
many of these studies, notes that the research does not indicate
blatant or purposeful discrimination. Rather, differences tend to
reflect qualitative aspects of reading instruction and practice.
Allington (1983), summarizing a large number of reading
instruction studies, concludes that “good and poor readers differ
in their reading ability as much because of differences in
instruction as variations in individual learning styles or
aptitudes” (p. 548). His data analysis further supports the notion
that good and poor readers have differential access to high quality
reading instruction. Allington notes a number of important
findings that were consistent across all studies. He finds that
while both good and poor readers are offered equivalent amounts
of instructional time, poor readers actually need more time in
order to be given equal instruction, due to factors such as lower
learning rate and increased distractibility. Further, poor readers
tend to be taught with an emphasis upon letters, sounds, and
words. This lack of emphasis upon meaning may affect not only
comprehension skills but also interest, causing the previously
noted tendency toward distractibility. In contrast, better readers
tend to have the opportunity to consider skills in context, and thus
experience an emphasis upon comprehension and personal
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meaning. A combination of instructional emphasis plus ample
time for silent reading gives better readers more time to practice
real reading. Poor readers, on the other hand, tend to practice
segmented skills which are more difficult to apply independently.
Finally, poor readers tend to be interrupted more frequently
following oral reading errors. Such interruptions interfere with
attempts to retain meaning (due to loss of information in short
term memory) and practice self-correction strategies.
Mishler, in a comparative analysis of verbatim teacherpupil exchanges in three first grade classrooms, notes differences
among teachers in strategies that guide both the content and
process of learning. Cognitive, or content, strategies represent
“the rules that underlie and guide ways in which information is
sought, concepts attained, and problems solved” (p. 270).
Specifically, Mishler notes differences in how attention is focused,
how children are encouraged to search for information, and
range of possibilities envisioned for alternative answers to a
question. Social, or process, strategies represent the social
standards and rules that guide how students learn within their
classroom community. Teacher differences cluster around
sensitivity to language as a resource for independent thinking,
modes of authority and control, (from authoritarian to
collaborative) and the integration of individuals (including the
teacher) into a cohesive group.
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Green, Weade, and Graham (1988) also examine how
instruction and the opportunity to learn are influenced by a
lesson’s organization, delivery, and social and instructional
demands. Two teachers each taught the same storyreading and
discussion lesson to their respective classes. Discourse analysis
suggests that the way each teacher guided the lesson created
differences between the groups in students’ understanding of
teacher goals/expectations, opportunities for student engagement
with text (through extended discourse about the story), and
student recall of text. Thus the degree to which teacher and
students can establish and maintain common understandings
about the form and content of both the academic (content) and the
social (participation) aspects of a lesson may affect opportimities
for student learning.
McCormick, Mason and Bhavnagri’s (1986) study of ways to
increase book knowledge among preschoolers underscores the
importance of student-teacher negotiations in fostering
opportunities for student learning. As model lessons increasingly
fostered child-initiated verbalizations, children learned how to
engage with teachers about the flow, structure, and content of
lessons. Students who have these opportunities at home and
school may develop patterns of thinking and participating that
promote higher level cognitive and metacogmtive skills.
Wolf and Perry (1989), reporting on Harvard Project Zero,
provide examples of children’s written language development
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over a three year period. Examples come from classrooms where
students are encouraged to draw from a variety of written
language systems (i.e. numbers, letters, graphic representations,
musical notation) to record their knowledge and feelings. Initial
records are reflected upon, fine-tuned, and used as the basis for a
wide range of student discoveries and decisions. Classrooms
providing opportunities for this “full version of literacy” (p. 49) are
contrasted to classrooms in which literacy is portrayed only as a
process of encoding and decoding. Wolf and Perry feel the former
give students access to the “literacy of authors and thinkers” while
the latter promote only the “literacy of scribes and clerks” (p. 44).
McDermott (1974,1976) reports differences in critical
aspects of first grade reading instruction across ability groups.
Different patterns of turn-taking strategies occurred in high
versus low-ranked groups as teachers and students interacted
and responded to each others’ verbal and large motor signals. In
high-ranked groups, turn-taking proceeded in a smooth sequence
and discussion centered around meaning. In low-ranked groups,
turn-taking was more disorderly, leading to less time actually
being spent on reading instruction. Further, instruction focused
on sound/symbol sequences and other specific skills and rarely
addressed story content.
Eder’s (1982) work on first grade reading instruction
indicates that students may actually be socialized to different
turn-taking norms based upon their assigned group level. While
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interruptions were relatively common in all groups at the
beginning of the year, the teacher responded very differently to
these behaviors. Interruptions were often reprimanded in the
group but recognized as a legitimate way of taking the floor
in the low group. Consequently, by the spring, the low group had
acquired a different set of rules regarding participation in reading
group events than the high group.
Teachers in the McDermott and Eder studies may have
hesitated to interfere with interruptions due to well meaning
efforts to encourage oral communication among lower-ranked
students. However, the danger is that low-ranking students may
not receive the type of practice in turn-taking needed to
demonstrate communicative competence in a wide variety of oral
and written language events.
On the surface, this conclusion may seem to contradict
Au’s findings concerning Hawaiian talk-story. However, the
introduction of talk-story into Hawaiian reading group
discussions represents the use of a systematic, culturally
embedded discourse strategy to strengthen home-school
connections. The overlapping discourse style is viewed by
children not as a series of interruptions, but as a series of clearly
marked points of entry into the discussion. This culturally
familiar turn-taking system can become an effective bridge into
the mainstream system once reading skills are firmly established.
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Collins (1986) builds upon the work of McDermott, Eder, and
others in examining interaction patterns in low versus highranked first grade reading groups. He suggests that student
intonation and phrasing during oral reading may influence
teacher perception of performance and differential use of
correction strategies. In this study, teachers provided different
responses to relatively flowing versus relatively staccato readers
at the same basal reading level. In numerous cases, identical
miscues resulted in either decoding-focused or comprehensionfocused corrections, depending upon reader prosody. Collins is
careful to note that these differences do not represent “the result of
overt decisions to consign one group of students to a year of
decoding drill” (p. 130). Rather, he feels “teachers appear to have
implicit models of what literate behavior soimds like... As a
consequence of this, they appear to have differing expectations
about students’ readiness or ability to assimilate the skills
necessary for literacy” (p. 137).
Studies by Cunningham (1976-77) and Moll, Estrada, Diaz
and Lopez (1980) confirm the role of dialect difference and non¬
native accents in differential instruction. Cunningham’s data
from two hundred and fourteen graduate students in four regions
of the United States concerning which oral reading errors they
would correct, indicated corrections in seventy-eight percent of the
semantically appropriate dialect miscues and only twenty-seven
percent of the semantically appropriate nondialect miscues.
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These education students seemed unaware of the fact that many
of the dialect miscues retained meaning. For example, a large
number failed to understand that “here go” means “here is” in the
language system of many black children.
In the study by Moll, et al. (1980), observers noted the
Spanish and English reading instruction of second and third
grade bilingual students. The English reading lessons
concentrated upon decoding and pronunciation, making them
more like lessons in English as a second language than lessons in
meaningful reading. Moll, et. al. believe the lack of emphasis on
reading comprehension may have been caused by teacher
confusion between non-native pronunciation and actual reading
errors.

Summary

Teachers’ implicit personal theories and expectations
concerning learning, teaching, reading, and specific students
may have a critical impact upon struggling language learners.
Theories that stress meaningful learning (Bruner, 1960, 1966;
Dewey, 1916,1938; Novak & Gowan, 1984) and take into account
interrelationships between learner, content, and context (Harste,
Woodward & Burke, 1984; Hood, Cole & McDermott, 1980; Rogoff,
1984; Vygotsky, 1978, 1986) demonstrate promise for illuminating
the reasons behind student success or difficulty.
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Teachers’ decisions and interactions with students may be
influenced by their theories of teaching (Borko, Eisenhart, Kello &
Vandett, 1984; Morine-Dershimer, 1978-79). The accuracy of
teacher perceptions, the ability of teachers to revise perceptions
upon receipt of new information, and the role of selective attention
in perception and interpretation of new information are all
critical factors affecting sensitive monitoring and interpretation of
student progress (Anderson-Levitt, 1984; Goldenberg, 1989; Good &
Brophy, 1987; Joyce, 1978-79).
Teachers’ theories about reading influence a range of
factors including goals, diagnostic/instructional procedures,
materials, groupings, definitions of appropriate reading behavior,
criteria for reading growth, and environments for reading growth
(Borko, Shavelson & Stern, 1981; Harste & Burke, 1977; Keogh, 1983;
Ray, 1987). In addition, they may have a strong impact upon
students’ reading theories and strategies (DeFord, 1981,1985; Ray,
1987). Finally, teacher expectations and theories may cause
students to experience differential access to knowledge within
classroom reading events (Allington, 1983; Collins, 1986, Green,
Weade & Graham, 1988; McDermott, 1974,1976). This section of
the review indicates that teachers’ theories and expectations may
have a strong impact upon their interactions with slowly
developing readers.
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Environments for Successful Language Learning

This section of the literature review identifies conditions for
self-directed learning and suggests ways these conditions might
be operationalized. Learning conditions are examined because
the absence or presence of factors associated with language
learning may affect the successful development of marginal
readers. In addition, the critical role process evaluation may play
in fostering productive interactions between student and
curriculum is reviewed.

Conditions for Self-Directed Learning

Many scholars agree that all people are capable of learning
given appropriate learning conditions (Bloom, 1976; Bruner, 1960;
Dewey, 1916; Sinclair & Ghory, 1987; Tyler, 1988). Ralph Tyler
(1988) notes that;
Some children are called non-learners, but close
observation reveals that these children are learning. They
may not be learning what the school seeks to teach. They
may be learning to play basketball, to gain friends, to do
other things that seem important to them, and appear to be
impervious to teaching in the classroom. But they are
learning. The task of the teacher is to stimulate and guide
young people to learn what is educationally valuable, (p. 2)
Tyler identifies seven conditions for conscious human
learning. These conditions foster meaningful learning by helping
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students understand and take responsibility for their own
progress. They foster meaningful learning by valuing social as
well as cognitive aspects of the learning experience. The seven
conditions include:
1. Motivation: incentives that cause students to engage
in, reflect upon, and practice new t3T)es of learning
experiences.
2. Clear learning objectives: discussions and
demonstrations that provide the student with a
clear conception of what he/she is trying to learn.
3. Appropriate learning tasks: tasks that provide a
real challenge, but can be successfully completed
when effort is applied.
4. Confidence that supports willingness to attempt
the task: student self-confidence that he/she is capable of
learning at high levels of achievement and is a valued and
contributing member of the classroom community.
5. Rewards and feedback: increased satisfaction from
successful learning through feedback designed to
increase that success.
6. Opportunities for practice in which each subsequent
practice goes more broadly or more deeply into the
task than the practice that preceded it.
7. Opportunities to practice in a variety of contexts
and circumstances thus supporting transfer of
skills.
Tyler’s seven conditions take into account the four major
features, or objectives, of a theory of instruction described by
Bruner (1966). Tyler’s words are in parentheses when they
differ from those of Bruner:
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1. To foster a predisposition toward learning
(motivation, confidence),
2. To structure each body of knowledge so it can most
readily be grasped by the learner (clear objectives,
appropriate tasks).
3. To appropriately sequence the material (practice at
increasingly deep levels of understanding).
4. Rewards; immediate/deferred, extrinsic, intrinsic.
In addition, Tyler stresses the critical role of feedback
and of varied practice leading to transfer of skills. The latter
are vitally important in supporting the transactive nature of the
learning experience. These seven conditions will be used as a
baseline throughout the chapter when considering conditions
for successful learning.

Organizational Strategies That Foster
Self-Directed Learning

Since marginal students have a broad range of abilities
and needs, no single solution or model of teaching will serve
them all. However, basic conditions for self-directed learning
such as those described by Tyler underlie many promising
practices currently in use. Two important elements that also
unify such practices include the effort to design multiple
means by which students may reach common goals and
multiple forms of evaluation to assess their progress
(Goodman, Goodman, & Hood, 1989; Levine, Levine, & Eubanks,
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1987). Several organizational strategies that support
meaningful learning will be described. They include mastery
learning, individualized programs, accelerated programs,
groupwork (process-oriented cooperative learning), the
development of a supportive one-to-one relationship with a
mentor or teacher, and a flexible and innovative approach to
problem-solving at the building level.
Bloom (1976) envisions each student, given appropriate
time, evaluation, feedback, and corrective procedures, attaining
mastery of learning tasks. Since much of the variation in
learning outcomes among students may be attributed to
environmental conditions both at home and at school, and since
only school conditions are fully within the control of the
educator, it is the school environment that must be carefully
modified to allow all students to move forward productively in
their learning. Mastery learning practices allow all students to
acquire the underlying concepts and prior knowledge needed
for complex concept development. Small numbers of students
require some additional support due to their capacity to learn at
a rate and level of complexity that is either less, or far greater,
than peers. At times any student may require this “inequality
of treatment” (p. 216) in order to assure equality of learning
outcomes due to the wide range of concepts encountered across
the various subject areas.
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Mastery learning, like any other organizational tool, can
foster or hinder student success depending upon how it is used.
Rasinski and DeFord (1989), in their comparison of three types
of reading instruction in three first grade classrooms, note that
the mastery learning classroom emphasized mastery of content
(segmented reading skills) while devaluing process (peer
interactions and student participation in curriculum design).
Mastery learning classrooms that fail to integrate social and
cognitive aspects of meaningful learning are unfortunate
examples of how a valid concept (individualized instruction)
may be poorly understood and operationalized.
Tolstoy describes the essence of individualized
instruction when commenting upon successful reading
instruction in Yasnaya Polyana, an experimental school for
peasant children on his estate. He emphasizes the
individuality of reading development and the necessity of
varying methods to support this growth;
Every individual must, in order to acquire the art of reading
in the shortest possible time, be taught quite apart from any
other, and therefore there must be a separate method for
each. That which forms an insuperable difficulty to one
does not in the least keep back the other and vise versa... The
best teacher will be he who has at his tongue s end the
explanation of what it is that is bothering the pupil. These
explanations give the teacher the knowledge of the greatest
possible number of methods, the ability of inventing
methods and, above all, not a blind adherence to one method
but the conviction that all methods are one-sided, and that
the best method would be the one which would answer best
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to all the possible difficulties incurred by a pupil, that is, not
a method but an art and talent, (in Wiener, 1967, p. 58)
Carefully designed accelerated intervention programs may
hold promise for students who develop more slowly than peers.
Levin’s accelerated school concept (1987) stresses bringing
students up to grade level by the end of sixth grade so they cem
succeed in mainstream secondary education. This program
emphasizes reading and writing for meaning across the
curriculum and the application of learning to everyday problems.
Instructional strategies such as peer tutoring and cooperative
learning play an important role in curriculum implementation.
Goodlad (1987) and Cohen (1987) advocate carefully designed
groupwork that allows students the opportimity to learn from one
another, regardless of differences in ability. Within such groups,
differences may become assets to be shared, rather than liabilities
to be endured, due to the multiple abilities tapped within each
task. The concept of groupwork assumes the existence of different
types of intelligence (i.e. cognitive, visual-spacial, social) that may
be called upon in different types of situations or different aspects of
a complex task (Gardner, 1989). It assumes that students need to
make mistakes, to struggle to imderstand new concepts and
perspectives on their own, and to generate knowledge through
discussion and experimentation. Cohen notes that:
If students are properly prepared, heterogeneous
groups can represent a solution to one of the most
persistent problems of classroom teaching. If students
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are able to use one another as a resource, everyone can be
exposed to grade-level curriculum and even more
challenging material. Lack of skills in reading, writing,
and computation need not bar students from exposure to
lessons requiring conceptualization. At the same time,
these students can develop their basic skills with
assistance from their classmates, (p. 19)
Johnson and Johnson’s research (1980) indicates that
cooperative learning strategies can help facilitate the successful
integration, or mainstreaming, of special education students with
peers. They note that effective mainstreaming requires more than
simply integrating students into classrooms. Rather, it depends
upon integrating slowly developing learners into cooperative
learning experiences with peers.
Goodland and Anderson (1987) suggest that flexible
groupings not only within, but also among, grades may minimize
competition and comparisons among children and build on
individual strengths and differences. They contend that nongraded schools may support learning as an ongoing process by
eliminating arbitrary boundaries such as grade levels and related
inappropriate practices such as retention. Students in cross age
groups can be both teachers and learners. This dual perspective
may make it easier to appreciate ones own progress along a
continuum of lifelong learning.
Boyer (1983) and Sinclair and Ghory (1987) stress the power
of a positive relationship between an individual teacher and a
marginal student. Boyer suggests matching each marginal
student with a teacher, tutor, or other mentor who has high
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standards, clear goals, and the ability to build trusting and
supportive relationships with marginal learners. Ferguson (1985)
and Rosch and Associates (1985), in describing the increased
success of marginal students within alternative high schools,
praise small group settings in which students feel teachers both
care for and respect them both as learners and as people.
Tyler (1986) and Sinclair and Ghory (1987) stress the role of
the principal-teacher team in seeking creative solutions to the
problems of marginal learners. When building-level decision¬
making is possible, educators can come together to examine their
understandings of marginality and to generate ideas that may
increase productive learning for these individuals. Flexible
timing, alternative programming, and alternative methods of
instruction and evaluation all become viable options when
decisions can be made and implemented by those closest to the
learner.

Conditions for Self-Directed Language Learning

Language plays a crucial role in school learning because it
pervades the entire process. “It is much more than the medium
for conveying the message; it helps to form the message (King,
1985, p. 20). Rhodes and Dudley-Marling (1988) note that although
children tend to mature as readers and writers later than they do
as speakers and listeners, the four language systems develop in
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concert with one another, each contributing to the development of
the other. Oral and written communication skills develop in
analogous ways, as both are governed by the same principals of
language learning (Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984; Holdaway,
1979; Lindfors, 1987). Conditions for self-directed language
learning thus apply to all forms of language learning.
Various authors describe these conditions. Cambourne
(1987) and Rhodes and Dudley-Marling’s (1988) descriptions are
particularly helpful for teachers wishing to design effective
environments for language learning.
Cambourne considers the natural conditions under which
children learn to speak. Each of these conditions is similar, or
related to, one of the general learning conditions described by
Tyler (see p. 85-86). Tyler’s term precedes Cambourne’s
description to provide a simple means of relating the two;
1. Motivation/objectives: Children learn to speak as a
result of constant immersion in a flood of
meaningful and purposeful language.
2. Motivation/objectives; Children learn to speak
because they constantly view demonstrations of
meaningful and purposeful use of speech.
3. Tasks/practice: Children learn to speak because
they are given responsibility for their own
learning; they explore words and ideas at their own
pace and based upon their own interests.
4. Confidence; Children learn to speak because we
expect that they will learn and we act accordingly.
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5. Rewards; Children learn to speak because they are
rewarded when their approximations of language come
close to standard speech.
6. Feedback; Children learn to speak because they
receive corrective feedback in non-threatening,
informal ways. Their approximations are frequently
transformed into standard adult form within the
course of conversation;
Child'. Will we go there the day after this day?
Adult: Yes, we’ll go there tomorrow.
7. Practice; Children learn to speak because they have
many opportunities to use speech, to practice what
they have been learning.

Cambourne’s notion of student choice and responsibility (item #3)
is not directly mentioned by Tyler. It complements and extends
the definition of appropriate tasks and practice by providing a
vision of how independent learning and intrinsic rewards may be
supported and strengthened.
Rhodes and Dudley-Marling (1988) describe conditions for
successful language learning that complement Tyler and
Cambourne, although they speak less directly of rewards and
feedback. Their emphasis is upon the ways in which the
environment communicates and supports the importance of oral
and written language development. Again, Tyler’s words precede
each description;

1. Motivation/objectives; Children’s language learning
focuses upon meaning and communication, not upon lorm.
Children learn to use language because it accomplishes
something for them.
2. Motivation/objectives; Children use language when
they are surrounded by concrete objects, people, or
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events about which they wish to communicate and
when it is personally important for them to
communicate. Their early use of language tends to
be both situational and concrete.
3. Objectives: Children abstract the rules of language
from the flow of language around them. They then apply
these rules to their own language use.
4. Tasks: Children are largely self-directed in their language
learning.
5. Confidence: Children develop language at differing
rates of speed; however, all can achieve success given the
basic conditions needed to foster effective language
learning.
6. Practice: Children learn language because they have
frequent opportunities to use it.
7. Practice: Children learn to use language within an
increasingly wide variety of contexts and to vary their
language in ways that are appropriate for each situation.

Organizational Strategies That Support Self-Directed
Language Learning

Clearly, a great deal of agreement exists concerning the
conditions necessary for successful language learning. However,
far too frequently these conditions fail to be implemented in school
settings. Typically classrooms have not been excellent language
learning environments because experimentation with language
has been discouraged (Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984). Three
related practices may contribute to this lack of experimentation.
First, reading and writing are taught separately rather than
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being utilized as related language systems. Second, children are
rarely allowed to explore ideas by talking with one another. Third,
reading and writing are expected to be enacted with precision at
all times and in all situations. In all, fewer risks are taken and
less learning takes place. As Wells (1985) has so clearly stated,
“Our problem as teachers is to learn how to maintain the
supportive responsiveness of parents, whilst at the same time
complementing it with a clear sense of the skills and knowledge
that we wish to make available” (p. 131).
The organizational strategies, or conditions, described in
the following pages are building blocks. These strategies support
the kinds of experimentation and risk-taking that lead to selfmotivated language learning. They may be used in conjunction
with the promising organizational strategies such as groupwork
and individualized learning described earlier.
The ideas that follow represent important forms of support
for students with more slowly developing literacy skills. However,
because these ideas are educationally soimd for all students, they
are not compensatory in nature and carry no assumption of
deficits, labels, or separation from more quickly developing peers
(Mason & Allen, 1989). Rather, they provide a vision of ways to
maximize the likelihood that children’s school-based literacy
experiences will foster success in reading and writing;
1

TntPjp-ation nf reading, writing, speaking, ^nd listening;

Reading, writing, listening, and speaking are treated as
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complementary activities, each one informing and enhancing the
others (Wells, 1986). In such environments, students experience a
growing awareness of the types of knowledge associated with
print; function (meaning), form and structure (visual and
phonological features), text characteristics (story conventions
such as formal opening and closing phrases), and conventions
(social and task constraints of reading; terms and rules used
when engaging in reading lessons) (Mason, 1984; Taylor, 1986).
2. Recognition of reading, writing, listening, and sneaking
as the means bv which students construct meaning: “...only when
children have had the opportunity to creatively construct literate
language uses which make sense to them will they be able to
participate fully in literate society” (Taylor, 1983, p. 93).
Classrooms that are literate, comprehension-centered
environments for all students demonstrate that written language
is concerned with the communication of meaning. They do not
represent language learning as a struggle with language forms
(Goodman, 1986).
3. Integration of both cognitive and social uses of langp9g£:
Open-ended activities that allow children to demonstrate, use, and
build upon the literacy knowledge they already possess help
students experience reading and writing as a meaningful part of
their daily lives. Halliday’s (1975) seven functions of language
(instrumental, regulatory, interactional, personal, heuristic,
imaginative, and representational) suggest the many functions
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and uses of print that can be brought into the classroom for all
students, including those who are not yet conventionally literate
(Holdaway, 1979; Martinez, Cheyney, McBroom, Hemmeter &
Teale, 1989; Pinnell, 1985).
4. Use of students* existing knowledge of oral and written
language: Encouraging students to practice and demonstrate
skills through oral language often decreases the gap between
those who already possess competence in written language and
those who are still working toward that goal (Wells, 1986). Oral
language provides developing readers and writers with a valid
way to collaborate with peers. It provides a way for them to
communicate what they know.
Frequent use of oral language also creates opportimities for
use of both nonstandard and standard dialects. The use of the
home dialect is critical for creating and validating meaningful
home-school connections; comfortable use of standard English is
critical for more public purposes. Bernstein (1971) suggests that
the use of restricted codes (in which much of the speaker’s
meaning is implicit) characterizes many nonstandard dialects
while the use of elaborated codes (in which personal ideas are tied
to universal concepts and made more explicit) characterizes
standard English. Although his analysis has been misused (as in
the creation of language-deficit preschool programs stressing rote
over meaningful learning), Bernstein’s intent was to support the
appropriate use of diverse linguistic systems (Bernstein, 1972).
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When taken from the latter perspective, this theory suggests the
importance of standard English not only for more elaborated
forms of language such as writing and public speaking, but also
for critical analysis of nonstandard dialects (Labov, 1970). As
noted earlier, critical analysis of nonstandard dialects helps
students fight the alienation that often develops when the home
dialect is regarded as inferior to, rather than different from, that
of the school (Harmon & Edelsky, 1989).
5. Use of student language, knowledge, and interests as the
basis for reading and writing experiences: All students, but
especially those who struggle with written language, feel
motivated and supported when home-based knowledge and
interests are reflected in school-based literacy experiences (Taylor

& Dorsey-Gaines, 1989).
6. Use of children's literature as an essential element in
the reading program: “Literature at its best, and children’s
literature in particular, transcends the surface distinctions of
cultural difference and embodies universal human concerns. A
fine literature can form the bridge across cultural difference to
literate language” (Holdaway, 1979). Holdaway (1979) notes that
students who find it difficult to relate to school and to the language
of instructional texts can find the same excitement as their peers
in a wonderful story or poem. His work with children in New
Zealand and the United States suggests that chants and rhymes
from the home or the playground, when written down for group or
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individual reading, create a natural bridge between oral and
written language. They create a link between that which is
comfortable and that which is challenging. In addition, by fusing
information to rhythm, chants, rhymes, and songs, a critical link
between body movement and learning is created. This link is
considered essential for all learners between birth and six to eight
years of age (Gilliom, 1970). Interestingly, the opposite situation, a
lack of beat or rhythm, is a characteristic some teachers note in
young, as well as older, students who struggle with written
language (Siciak, personal communication).
By encouraging student choice of literature and mode of
response to literature, teachers may increase their understanding
of the depth and process of student-text interaction (Atwell, 1987;
Harste, Woodward & Burke, 1984). Through choice, students gain
the opportunity to figure out what in the work, and in themselves,
created a particular response. In essence, they recreate the
literary work upon reading it. They actively modify, reject, or
accept their initial responses to gain an increased perception of all
the text has to offer (Rosenblatt, 1983a, 1983b).
Through response activities, teachers help readers become
critically aware of their own response, or “angle of refraction”
(Rosenblatt, 1983a, p. 115), so it can be successfully integrated with
assumptions implicit in the text. They help readers use “gaps” in
text to make personal meaning in ways that accurately reflect
textual information (Iser, in Cullinan, Harwood & Galda, 1983).
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Literature is an important vehicle for building personal
connections and responses to print. It also gives developing
readers and writers the opportunity to think critically about
patterns of language and story structure (Gerstein & Dimino,
1989; Hepler & Hickman, 1983; Holland, 1985). Further, literature
is an effective jumping off point for student writing. Relationships
have been noted between complexity of reading material and
maturity of student writing. Findings from DeFord’s (1981) study
of teacher/student reading theories indicate that students
participating in a literature-based curriculum display a wider
variety of writing forms and a higher percentage of well formed
sentences than students participating in phonics or skills-based
approaches. Eckhoff (1983) notes similar results when comparing
the writing of students reading basal texts with simple sentence
structures to the writing of students reading texts with more
elaborate sentence structures. These studies confirm the notion
that reading materials may provide important models for yoimg
writers.
7. ITsft of student writing as an essential element in ths
reading program! Some students learn to read through writing.
The literature contains many descriptions of students who
previously experienced no success with reading or writing, but
were able to succeed through this approach (Allen & Mason, 1989).
Students discovered they had new ideas and that these ideas were
valued. They discovered that form supports function. Further,
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their desire to use and master conventions arose naturally as the
desire to communicate effectively with an audience increased.
Brazee and Bauer (1986) report that teen-age students with
a mental-age of four were able to express themselves in writing
after being encouraged and supported in their attempts to write
using invented (phonetic) spellings. Duvall-Flynn (1983) reports
on fourth graders who failed to make gains within the traditional
basal reading system. These students finally learned reading
skills and strategies through creating, revising, editing, and
rereading their own texts and those of peers. The self-confidence,
self-esteem, and motivation of these young readers and writers
increased significantly within that learning process. Gains were
maintained the following year when students graduated from an
elementary to a middle school setting.
Some students have success reading through writing
because of the need to engage with print that is relevant to their
language and cultural experiences. These students benefit when
they actively use their own language to generate texts. Active
learning helps them associate their cultural and personal
experiences with the functions of literacy.
Other students may benefit by reading through writing due
to neurologically-based needs. Experiments with split-brain
patients indicate that the right hemisphere of the brain possesses
language and the ability to label images, but does not have the
ability to label these images orally (Restak, 1984). Students who
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have difficulty with verbal storage and retrieval may process
language with the right hemisphere. These students may read
more easily if they have first engaged with language, or labeled,
through writing.
Data from Graves’ (1983) work with elementary school
writers, supports the contention that writing is a way of learning
(Elbow, 1973). Students do not know all that they will write before
they begin. Rather, realizations and new learning occur as the
struggle to express related thoughts causes these ideas to interact
in new ways. Struggling students may begin to revalue
themselves as both thinkers and readers, when given the
opportunity to engage in meaningful writing experiences.
8. Ample opportunity to read and write (as opposed to doing
exercises about elements of reading and writing): The literature
on differential access to literacy (i.e. Collins, 1986) notes that
teachers sometimes provide differentiated reading instruction for
students based upon their impressions of who is “ready” and/or
“able” to integrate all of the skills necessary for literacy. Students
who do not already demonstrate literate behaviors, may be
provided with decoding practice (reading) or copying (writing), to
the exclusion of other aspects of language learning. A segmented
approach denies these students the opportunity to apply their
knowledge of oral language to the reading/writing process. They
often fall increasingly out of touch with literacy as they await the
opportunity to experience it as a meaningful process.
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9. Opportunities for active participation in social
experiences that support the interdependence of lan^age.

ttnnkmg. und learning across the curriculum: “Language is
inextricably entwined with our mental life — our perceiving, our
remembering, our attending, our comprehending, our thinking —
in short, all of our attempts to make sense of our experience in the
world” (Lindfors, 1987, p.8). Through language children are able
to communicate with others and to learn. Children experience
and shape their ideas within the process of talking and writing.
They explore, rethink, and redefine their ideas endlessly within
the learning process (Bruner, 1960; Vygotsky, 1962,1978,1987). As
a result, language becomes an instrument of thinking, an
instrument that empowers students to make generative use of
spoken words and written records as they reflect upon their
experiences (Dewey, 1938; Tyler, 1988; Wolf & Perry, 1989).
Discussion is an essential type of participation for the
language learner, both in preparation for, and during, learning
activities. Discussion with peers has been found to increase the
amoimt of higher level thinking (including metacognitive
thinking) accomplished during independent and small group
tasks (Bruner, 1966; Cohen, 1986; Dyson, 1987; Hubbard, 1989;
Wells, 1985). Vygotsky (1978) describes this process of socially, or
culturally driven concept development:
An interpersonal process is transformed into an
intrapersonal one. Every function in the child s cultura
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development appears twice: first, on the social level, and
later, on the individual level; first between people
(interpsychological), and then inside the child
(intrapsychological). This applies equally to voluntary
attention, to logical memory, and to the formation of
concepts. All the higher functions originate as actual
relations between human individuals, (p. 57)
A study by Allen and Carr (1989) suggests the benefits of
participation in a language-rich setting. Data indicate that a
kindergarten writer whose social and cognitive development was
proceeding more slowly than that of peers learned critical social
skills such as how to request help, how to sustain a teaching and
learning event, and how to structure his own learning by making
use of people and print in the environment. He developed
cognitive skills such as letter recognition and sound-symbol
correspondence that would have been impossible to develop using
an independent workbook format.
Dyson’s (1987) study of spontaneous talk among young
writers provides a clear illustration of how collaboration can
extend logical thought and foster intellectual development. As
students in her study socialized during journal writing, they
spontaneously extended and critiqued each other’s texts. They
constructed their worlds and sometimes reconstructed (revised)
them based upon audience response.
Hubbard’s (1989) study of students’ thoughts during
reading and writing indicate many ways of processing written
language that remain hidden if only the products of reading and
writing are examined. She notes that children oaen benefit from
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discussions of the thought processes and strategies of others.
They may adopt, modify, or discard them as needed. In doing so,
they consciously reflect on their decisions and, in the process,
learn more about their own ways of engaging meaningfully with
print. It is apparent from these and related studies that tighter
links are forged between language, thinking, and learning,
especially for students with language difficulties, through the
inclusion of both formal and informal discussion and group
problem solving within the school day.
10. Opportunities for choice as an integral part of the
language learning process: Choice fosters ownership. It allows
the learner to weigh and think about a variety of information;
If and when topics and books are assigned rather than
chosen, no such personal weighing has taken place. The
orientation of the language user is other-directed (what
does ‘the teacher’ want?). By allowing real choices,
students have to decide and then begin composing. In so
doing, they take ownership of the literacy process. (Harste,
Short & Burke, 1988, p. 61-62)
First grade students in a year long study by Short, Harste, and the
classroom teacher (Kauffman) cited getting to choose and to
make decisions about the content” (Harste, Short & Burke, 1988,
p. 205) as a key factor in the degree of involvement and excitement
they displayed during a unit of study.
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The Classroom Teacher as Observer of the
Language Learner

In order to transform an environment that supports
language learning into an environment that supports specific
language learners, teachers must be keen observers of ways
students interact with both peers and environment (Goodman,
Goodman & Hood, 1988; Jaggar & Smith-Burke, 1985). As Labov
(1970) notes, they must also build trusting social relationships
with students in order to obtain an accurate picture of both
current and emerging abilities.
Successful learning environments are built upon a
constantly emerging curriculum. Through careful observation
and reflection, ongoing modifications are made “to ensure
harmony between the uniqueness of the individual learner and
the character of the curriculum” (Sinclair & Ghory, 1987, p. 91).
These modifications help close the gap between learner and
learning environment.
When child and curriculum are well matched, the child
exhibits four behaviors that are particularly conducive to
successful language learning (Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1981,
1983). First, she expects written language to make sense (text
intent). Second, she uses all available knowledge and cues to
make print have a meaningful message (strategy of negotiability).
Third, she becomes a risk-taker and experiments with language.
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Fourth, she uses what he has learned from one language
experience as a resource for other language experiences. Close
observation of these four types of behaviors involves both teacher
attentiveness and teacher knowledge. It involves both careful
listening and careful watching. When skillfully executed, it may
lead to truly individualized instruction. What Wells (1986) states
about observant parents is equally true of observant teachers;
Where [teachers] are really responsive to the particular
characteristics of individual children, it is hardly an
exaggeration to say that it is the children who are teaching
their [teachers] how to interact with them in ways that
provide them with opportunities to learn, (p. 131)

Observation that is built into the learning environment is
immediately useful in informing decisions about productive
matches between student and curriculum. The integration of
assessment and instruction allows both teachers and students to
systematically gather data within the teachingAearning process
(Brown & Lytle, 1988; Wexler-Sherman, Gardner & Feldman,
1989). Student response to setting, materials, methods, and peers
provides valuable information that can illuminate both teachers
decision making and students’ self-awareness.
Important observations take place before, during, and after
“official” reading and writing events (Griffin, 1977). Griffin’s data
highlight not only familiar examples of language learning, but
also many “unofficial” reading events (i.e. reading notes, posters,
and signs) in which students engage throughout the school day.
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Teachers observations of both official and unofficial events
increase their understanding of students’ literacy skills.
Knowledge concerning student awareness of the strategies and
demands of different literacy events (Rowe & Harste, 1986), the
many ways language and meaning can be encoded into graphic
forms (Dyson, 1986), and the structural components of written and
spoken words that aid accurate, meaning-based reading
(Vellutino & Scanlon, 1986) represent three important types of
information careful observation may yield.
Teachers may observe from both engaged and unengaged
vantage points. During participant observation, teachers observe
while in action, jotting down anecdotal records either at the time
or shortly thereafter (Spradley, 1980). Alternately, teachers may
observe situations in which they are uninvolved with their
students, such as during independent work, in the library or at
recess. Data from case studies of young readers and writers
(Dyson, 1986; Goodman, 1989; Hubbard, 1989; Rowe & Harste, 1986)
indicate that only from a combination of close observation,
sensitive listening, and careful interpretation can teachers
expand their knowledge of how children think about, engage with,
and act upon written language.
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Observations before Reading and Writing

Observations before reading and writing fall into two
categories; background knowledge that may be brought to bear
upon text and attitudes toward reading and writing (Watson,
1985). Questions like What do you expect...? or What might you
predict...? or What do you already know about...? yield information
about background knowledge and the “relevant subsuming
concepts that are available in the learner’s cognitive structure”
(Novak, 1977, p. 25). At the same time, they provide insights into
the child’s ability to retrieve and organize information from
memory and apply that information to a new text or writing
project. Finally, the dialogue may yield insights into students’
attitudes toward literacy and toward themselves as language
learners.

Ohservatinns during Written Language Activities

Observations during written language activities focus upon
the degree to which children read and write with consistently
high levels of meaning and use appropriate strategies and cues
for self-correction (reading) and editing (writing). Younger
children’s concepts about print (Clay, 1985) yield important
information. Children who have strong concepts about print
understand the concept of a letter, a word, directionality, and the
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idea that illustrations give clues that assist print in conveying
meaning. These readers appear relaxed and enthusiastic while
srigsgcd in the acts of reading and writing. They expect print to
make sense and act accordingly.
As students mature, they use their memory for language
patterns and sight words to become comfortable with increasing
numbers of texts. They apply knowledge of specific strategies
(prediction/confirmation) and linguistic cues (graphemes,
phonemes, syntax, semantics) to the process of understanding a
new text. They ask themselves, “Does this make sense?” and selfcorrect if the answer is, “No.” They take increasing numbers of
risks within the prediction-confirmation process. Second
language learners and speakers of nonstandard English grow
increasingly able to handle the influences of the first
language/dialect upon their reading (Watson, 1985).
Miscue analysis (Goodman, 1973; Goodman, Watson &
Burke, 1987), or running records, (Clay, 1985) foster in-depth
analysis of students’ oral reading errors. Student errors are
rarely random in nature; they tend to be part of a pattern. As a
result, substitutions, omissions, and additions become clues that
provide a valuable entry into children’s thinking while reading.
Differences among troubled readers become quickly apparent. For
example, Cochrane, Cochrane, Scalene and Buchanan, (1984) and
Phinney (1988) note that certain children rely too heavily upon a
particular type of cue or strategy. Some depend too heavily upon
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graphophonemic information, thereby producing miscues that
destroy meaning. Others rely too heavily upon knowledge of the
story, thereby failing to attend to graphophonemic information.
Still others struggle due to an inadequate command of English
syntax or vocabulary. Some troubled readers are able to retain a
degree of fluency while self-correcting; others lose their train of
thought due to a lengthy, ineffective, self-correction process.
Overall, miscue analysis is a form of observation that makes
distinctions between types of mistakes and the information they
reveal. It thus assists teachers in developing specific program
modifications for individual learners.
Retellings are another vehicle that deepen teacher
understanding of the student as language learner. Students of all
ages retell stories they have heard or read in ways that
demonstrate a range of skills and abilities. Retellings may be
analyzed for comprehension of plot and character, for an
understanding of specific concepts and vocabulary, and for the
ability to evaluate and critique text (Y. Goodman, 1982). They may
be part of a formal observation process or, as with miscues, a
technique used to assist teacher analysis of both planned group
discussions and impromptu conversation among peers.
Observation of spontaneous discussions and actions may
yield important information concerning students’ intuitive
metacognitive knowledge, the knowledge they can act upon, but
not yet express (Cazden, 1975; Dyson, 1986). These observations
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may also reveal students explicit knowledge, or that which they
can express. Think aloud protocols (Brown & Lytle, 1988) in which
students are asked to voice thoughts concerning how they made
meaning immediately following reading or writing can add to
teacher understanding of explicit metacognitive knowledge and
how it supports student learning.

Longitudinal Records

Longitudinal records or developmental portfolios of samples
of student writing and art work provide extremely useful data for
analysis over extended periods of time (Wolfe, 1989). Monthly
examples of student writing yield insights into individual growth
and development for both student and teacher. Students grow in
the ways in which they generate topics and ideas, make use of
environmental print (younger writers), and use familiar sight
words and invented spellings to create original text. The invented
spellings themselves demonstrate growth over time. They begin
with a prephone tic stage, in which words are represented by
random marks and letters, and proceed through several stages in
which letters are combined with increasing accuracy until
spelling approaches conventional forms (Temple, Nathan, Burris
& Temple, 1988). Observation over time also yields insights into
growth of writing conventions (e.g. punctuation, capitalization).
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and growth in message quality (through increased understanding
of the composing/editing process) (Clay, 1985).
Longitudinal records of art work may provide extremely
interesting insights into student growth and development. Child
study teams often look as carefully at drawing as at writing in an
effort to understand both problems and progress in written
communication (Prospect School, personal communication,
February, 1988). In addition, researchers are exploring the
relationship between art and writing. Graves (1983), for example,
notes that the interplay between talking, drawing, reading, and
writing varies for individual children when they engage in openended writing assignments. Some draw and then write; others
write and then illustrate their text; still others talk in anticipation
of either writing or drawing. Teachers may learn a tremendous
amount about the ways in which individual writers discover
meaning while writing by observing the details of this interplay.
Possible connections between spatial perception in art and
writing are currently under exploration. Both Sheridan and
Phinney note the manner in which certain children inaccurately
process letters or design details as though they were “sprinkled”
or “patterned” (Phinney, 1988, p. 91) rather than ordered upon the
page in a strictly left to right fashion. Teacher observation of art
work, executed on its own as well as within the writing process,
may provide a broader understanding of the ways in which
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students with language difficulties produce and process written
information.
Structured interviews provide longitudinal data about how
student understanding of the reading/writing process and of
themselves as readers and writers grows. The following
questions, adapted from Burke (1980), are an extremely valuable
data collection tool (Watson, 1985):
1. When you are reading (writing) and you come to
something you don’t know, what do you do? Are
there other things that you sometimes do?
2. You probably know of someone who is a really good
reader/writer. What would he/she do to in that
situation?
3. If you knew someone was having trouble with
reading/writing, what could you do to help?
4. How could the teacher help that person?
5. What would you like to do better as a reader/writer?

Student Self-Evaluation: A Complement to Teacher Observatipn

Student self-evaluation (as in question #5) provides valuable
information to complement teacher observation. In addition, this
process may help students value themselves as emerging readers
and writers, take responsibility for their own learning and become
better learners as a result (Crowley, 1989; Hansen, 1989; Wolfe,
1989). Hansen’s three year research project on evaluation
provides evidence that when teachers step back and let students
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S6lf-6valuat6, salf-correct, and show or articulate their own
progress, struggling students can hold high but reasonable
expectations for themselves. Further, these expectations tend to be
guided by internal, rather than external motivation and
standards.
Goodman (1982, 1986) notes similar results in his work with
students who have experienced long-term failure. In describing
the use of student miscue analysis as a form of self-evaluation,
Goodman states that;
Self-appraisal helps to legitimatize the miscue-making,
guessing, predicting, and inferencing they are doing. The
importance of self-correction in seeking to make sense of
the text becomes clear. High-quality miscues are
highlighted and suggestions are made that strategies
which worked in some places could have been used in
others to overcome certain difficulties. Working in pairs
helps kids realize that others share their problems. Most of
all, this self-analysis gets them to confront the reality of
their own reading, including its strengths as well as its
weaknesses, and that will make them question the
stereotype of themselves as total losers in literacy, (p. 58)
When students gain insight into their own reading and
writing styles, their metalinguistic awareness as well as their
self-esteem may improve (Garbo, 1987). Wolfs work with writing
portfolios in Project Propel supports this conclusion. Her findings
indicate that high school students come to clearer understandings
of their progress as writers through a year-long process of self¬
reflection and teacher/peer support. Information provided by both
teacher and self-observation increases students’ understanding of
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how to help themselves engage with print in increasingly effective
and satisfying ways.

Summary

Conditions for self-directed learning (Bruner, 1960; Tyler,
1988) foster situations in which students understand and take
responsibility for their own learning. Organizational strategies
currently in use show promise for helping teachers operationalize
these conditions (Bloome, 1976; Cohen, 1987; Goodlad & Anderson,
1987; Sinclair & Ghory, 1987). Conditions for self-directed
language learning complement general learning theory
(Cambourne, 1987; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988).
Organizational strategies suggested by these conditions are
educationally sound for all students and, therefore, carry none of
the negative connotations of compensatory action or labeling.
Promising practices stress: an integration of the four language
systems (Harste, ^Voodward & Burke, 1984; Wells, 1986), literacy as
construction of personal meaning (Rosenblatt, 1983; Taylor, 1983;
Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1989), integration of social and cognitive
uses of language (Halliday, 1975; Pinnell, 1985), use of students’
existing knowledge of language (Harmon & Edlesky, 1989; Labov,
1970), children’s literature (Holdaway, 1979), and student writing
(Graves, 1983), interdependence of language, thinking, and
learning (Dyson, 1987; Hubbard, 1989; Vygotsky, 1962,1978), and
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student choice within language learning activities (Harste, Short
& Burke, 1988). The most important difference between supportive
and unsupportive environments for struggling students may be
the attitudes they develop about their own potential as language
learners. In supportive environments, even struggling students
may come to view themselves as readers and authors (Allen &
Mason, 1989; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988).
Teacher observations of official and unofficial reading
events are critical to assure that conditions for self-directed
language learning are appropriately operationalized for each
student. Within this context students must be considered not only
as individuals, but also as group members (Brown & Lytle, 1988;
Wexler-Sherman, Gardner & Feldman, 1989; Goodman,
Goodman, & Hood, 1989; Griffin, 1977). Both teacher evaluation
and self-evaluation can help language learners understand and
value their growth over time (Goodman, 1982,1986; Hansen, 1989;
Wolf, 1989). This section of the literature review suggests factors
critical to learning environments that foster success for slowly
developing readers.

Chanter Summary

The purpose of this review is to provide a conceptual base
that supports the present study. The literature suggests three
major concepts related to the line inquiry. First, marginality is a
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condition, not a characteristic. Readers with varying
backgrounds and abilities may become marginal if reading fails to
be broadly conceptualized in ways that relate to both individual
and cultural needs. Second, teachers’ ability to play a positive role
in increasing success for marginal readers may be related to their
theories about reading, learning, and student potential. Third,
much is known about optimal conditions for language learning.
Organizational strategies currently in use show promise for
helping teachers increase success for slowly developing readers
in the literate classroom community.
Research that addresses the first concept strongly indicates
relationships between the process of being taught to read and the
creation of marginal readers. Sex, race, and economic status, are
not found to be sole determiners of literacy. However, mismatches
between home-based and school-based ways of coming to literacy
may make learning extremely difficult (Au, 1981; Heath, 1983;
Taylor & Dorsey-Gaines, 1988). In some cases, these differences
may lead to active resistance against the acquisition and/or
demonstration of skills that are valued by the dominant culture
(Erickson, 1987; Ogbu, 1987). Mismatches may also exist between
the strengths an individual learner brings to reading and the way
reading skills are introduced and practiced in the classroom
reading program (Garbo, 1987). Finally, it is important to note that
some students struggle to develop a range of independent reading
strategies in spite of supportive home and classroom settings
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(Phirmey, 1988). The literature thus suggests reading is best
conceptualized as a socio-psychological process characterized by a
broad range of behaviors as the functions and uses of reading vary
across contexts, cultures, and individuals.
Research that addresses the second concept suggests
relationships between teacher theories, teacher behaviors and the
contexts in which students learn. Theories that teachers hold
about learning (Bruner, 1960; Dewy, 1916; Vygotsky, 1978), teaching
(Borko et al., 1984; Hargreaves, 1972; Joyce, 1978-79), individual
students (Anderson-Levitt, 1984; Good & Brophy, 1987) and the
process of reading development (Borko, Shavelson & Stem, 1981;
DeFord, 1981; Harste & Burke, 1977) impact upon teacher decision
making for individual readers. Teacher expectations and theories
may strongly influence not only the academic, but also the social
context of classroom reading events including the ways students
interact with one another, the status they accord each other, and
the types of learning opportunities they find as they interact with
teacher and peers (Allington, 1983; Collins, 1986; McDermott,
1974).
Literature addressing the third concept indicates evidence
of promising conditions and strategies for language learning.
Condition for self-directed learning (Bruner, 1966; Tyler, 1988) and,
more specifically, self-directed language learning (Cambourne,
1987; Rhodes & Dudley-Marling, 1988) help students understand
and take responsibility for their own progress. These conditions
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can be operationalized in the classroom through a variety of
organizational strategies that offer multiple means by which
students may reach common goals, multiple possibilities for
student interactions with adults, peers and text, and multiple
forms of evaluation to assess student progress (Cohen, 1987;
Goodlad & Anderson, 1987; Harste, Short & Burke, 1988; Allen &
Mason, 1989). Careful observation and reflection before, during,
and after language learning experiences can assure that student
progress is sensitively monitored and subsequent experiences
designed to meet individual needs (Goodman, Goodman & Hood,
1989; Jaggar & Smith-Burke, 1985). Teacher observation and
reflection, and student self-evaluation are critical factors in
creating environments for language learning that serve students
as individuals and as member of the literate classroom
community (Griffin, 1977; Hansen, 1989; Wolf, 1989).
Complex interactions take place in the language learning
environment among individual reader, text, teacher, and peers.
Interactions are likely guided by teachers’ theories of learning,
reading development, and reading instruction, as well as by
expectations for individual learners. The nature of these
interactions may affect success for readers who develop in a
manner that differs markedly from that of peers and/or the
dominant culture. Although, increasingly, classroom teachers
are expected to serve the needs of all readers, few studies have
investigated efforts to increase success for marginal readers
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within the classroom community. As a result, it is imperative to
expand the knowledge base about ways teachers’ conceptions of
reading, teaching, and learning contribute to the creation of
learning environments in which slowly developing readers
experience success without hindering the progress of peers.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This study inquires into teachers’ efforts to serve the needs
of all readers within the literate classroom community.
Specifically, it describes the theory and practice of two classroom
teachers with respect to students whose reading skills develop
more slowly than peers. The study is carried out in a natural
setting because theories and behaviors are best understood as
products of the interaction between individual and context
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
Qualitative research has taken a variety of divergent paths
in its growth as a research paradigm. Central to many forms of
qualitative research, however, is the “search for structures of
signification in the behavior of others” (Taylor, 1983, p. 101).
Hence, qualitative research is inductive. Findings are drawn
from patterns that emerge through data analysis rather than
from previously established hypotheses (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982;
Patton, 1980).
“The grounded theory approach is used for discovering
theories, concepts, hypotheses, and propositions directly from
data...” (Taylor & Bogdan, 1984, p. 126). Glaser and Strauss (1967),
who created the term, suggest that grounded theory “provides us
with relevant predictions, explanations, interpretations and
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applications (p. 1). They describe a grounded theory as one that
will:

fit the situation being researched, and work when put to
use. By ‘fit’ we mean that the categories must be readily
(not forcibly) applicable to and indicated by the data under
study; by ‘work’ we mean that they must be meaningfully
relevant to and be able to explain the behavior under study,
(p. 3)
In the present study, the grounded theory approach reveals
promising concepts. These empirically discovered patterns of
behavior help describe and explain how participating teachers
and students interact during reading and reading-related
activities.
Researchers formulate questions based, implicitly or
explicitly, on personal experiences and philosophies that shape
their interests and influence the way they think. Similarly, some
questions reflect the researcher’s ideological commitments, the
social values and controversies she wishes to address, and
ordinary phenomena that arouse her curiosity (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984). The present study is influenced by the
researcher’s desire to study classrooms defined by respected
colleagues as successful environments for learning. Such
classrooms may reveal promising practices for further research
and development. In addition, the direction of the research
reflects personal and professional interest in investigating ways to
serve students with diverse abilities and needs in heterogeneous
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S6ttings. This interest is based on the researcher’s belief that the
diversity found in such settings is potentially beneficial to all
learners. Finally, the direction of the study is influenced by
researcher interest in the social construction of literacy.
Concerns focus on discovering ways students make meaning
from print through active involvement with people and texts.
On one level, this study may be considered descriptive
research. However, because descriptions may provide “systematic
and reliable information which teachers can use to shed light on
their own pedagogical situations” (Bolster, 1983, p. 304), the study
does more than simply describe what is. Rather, it suggests
aspects of what can be as it reveals patterns that hold promise for
the improvement of teaching and learning across settings
(Cazden, 1983; Gage, 1985).

Subauestions

The design of the present study is composed of two parts;
the constant comparative method (discussed on p. 142-146) as a
means of obtaining and analyzing data within the grounded
theory approach and specific subquestions reflecting issues to be
addressed in the study. Subquestions reflect perceptual categories
and concerns congruent with the personal philosophy and
theoretical perspectives of the researcher (Goetz & LeCompte,
1984). Although it is impossible to predict how the research
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quGStions will b© most productivoly answered before data
collection begins, subejuestions were suggested by tbe literature
and by data from a 1987-88 field study of a first grader whose needs
and school setting match the design of this study. Answers to
subquestions contribute to this study by obtaining data that assists
in answering the three major research questions:
Research Question #1: Do Participating Teachers
Conceptualize Reading as Encompassing a Broad or a
Narrow Range of Behaviors?
a. What are the participating teachers’ definitions of
reading? (teacher definitions)
b. What competencies do participating teachers attribute
to mature readers? (reading competencies)
c. What kinds of behaviors do teachers consider evidence of
reading? (teacher conceptions of reading behaviors)
d. What behaviors/strategies do teachers consider
appropriate (culturally acceptable) for
establishing/affirming one’s identity as a reader? (appropriate
behaviors/strategies)
Research Question #2: How Do Teachers’ Theories about
Reading Development, Reading Instruction, and
Learning Potential Impact upon Their Interactions with
Slowly Developing Readers?
a. What are participating teachers’ theories about
how students develop the competencies needed
for mature reading? (reading development
theories)
b. What are the participating teachers’ theories
about the role of teacher and student in the
learning process? (teaching/learning theories)
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c. What are participating teachers’ theories about
the learning potential of slowly
developing readers? (student potential
theories)
d. How do participating teachers interact with
slowly developing readers during reading and
reading-related activities? (teacher behaviors)
e. How do teachers reinforce the behaviors they
consider (or do not consider) evidence of
reading? (teacher reinforcement)

Research Question #3: How Do Curriculum, Instructional
Groups, and Classmates Influence Efforts To Help Slowly
Developing Readers Increase Their Participation in the
Literate Classroom Community?

a. What factors do teachers consider when
establishing reading groups or reading
partners? (instructional groups)
b. What factors do teachers consider when
designing reading materials, instruction and
related activities for large groups, small
groups, and individuals? (curriculum design)
c. How do curriculum and instructional groups
support or hinder slowly developing
readers as fully participating members of the
literate classroom community?
(supporting/hindering conditions)
d. How do classmates support/hinder slowly developing
readers’ efforts to become fully participating
members of the classroom community? (peer
support/hindrances)
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Procedures

Procedures for answering the research questions are
described under the following subheadings; Data Sources, Data
Collection, and Data Analysis, and Validation and Verification.

Data Sources; Selection of Schools

The study was conducted in two elementary schools. School
A is a core member of the Coalition for School Improvement.
School B is a demonstration school of the Northeast Foimdation
for Children. The researcher has a close affiliation with School A
through membership on the Coalition staff and with School B
through membership on the school staff. Because of the history of
collaboration between the researcher and both elementary schools,
it was anticipated that administrators would support this study by
accurately identifying classroom teachers who are particularly
skilled in assisting slowly developing readers. Further, it was
anticipated that teachers and administration in the participating
schools would support the study, cooperate fully with data
collection and validation, and put research findings to productive
use as part of ongoing efforts to increase learning for marginal
readers.
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Data Sources: Selection of Participants

Principals in identified schools were asked to suggest
participants for the study by responding to the following two-part
question: Are there any classroom teachers of grades K-3 in your
building who are particularly interested in working with
marginal readers and who would enjoy being part of a classroom
research study? If so, please describe the ways in which you see
them creating successful learning experiences for these students.
The results of these questions were considered to determine likely
participants for the study. The researcher observed a first grade
teacher from each of two schools (with their permission) and
spoke with them about participating in the study. Both teachers
were interested in participating. If either teacher had declined
the invitation to participate, the selection process would have been
extended to other elementary schools in the Coalition for School
Improvement.
Participating teachers were chosen in June. Once the new
school year was underway in September, each was asked to
identify three students about whom they had reading-related
concerns. Each teacher was able to identify two students about
whom they were very concerned and three to four students about
whom they had some concerns. Identification was made
primarily on the basis of teacher observation and assessment.
Teachers also took into account observations and assessments
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made by kindergarten teachers and special needs teachers as part
^ prereferral process. Prereferral is undertaken by many
schools to identify and assist struggling students in ways that will
prevent the need for formal special education services. Referral is
the follow-up process through which students needing more
formal assistance are evaluated and an appropriate Individual
Education Plan (lEP) designed.
It was decided to look at all identified students for a
combination of reasons. First, each teacher had difficulty
deciding upon the most appropriate third student for her site.
They found it difficult to prioritize, as they had very different
concerns about the each of the possible candidates. Second, the
researcher was concerned about possible attrition effects caused
by denial of parent permission or by a student changing schools
before the conclusion of the four month observation period. See
Table 1 (p. 132) for teacher’s student selection criteria.
Letters were sent to parents of all students in the
participating classrooms informing them of the nature of the
research project. Follow-up letters were sent to parents of
students recommended for the project asking permission for their
child to participate in a research project designed to examine
ways that readers with a wide range of skills and talents can be
served within the regular classroom (see Appendix A for sample
letters). If parents had questions or concerns about the study, they
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spoke first with the classroom teacher and then with the
researcher before making a decision.
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Table 1
Criteria for Student Selection
TEACHER A

Arthur

Liz

Sean

Focus

X

Motivation

X

Jay

Cara

Kelly

Physical
difficulties
Low selfconfidence
Difficulty using
sound/symbol
relationships to
confirm
oredictions

X

X

X

X

X

X
(severe)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Language
concepts

TEACHER B
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Data Collection

Data collected by any individual may be recognized as the
landscape that individual has learned to see, that which he/she
perceives in a given situation. The intention is not to suggest that
the data collected in the present study represent the only
perspective from which the participating classrooms may be
viewed. Although twenty years teaching experience and
academic study help direct observations by the researcher,
another scholar may notice both similar and different
phenomena. For this reason, it is important that classrooms be
viewed from varied perspectives and promising investigations be
repeated in both similar and different settings.
Data in the present study were gathered from multiple
sources to construct a comprehensive picture of each classroom
community and the roles of the participating teachers and
students within that commimity. Data collection procedures of six
types were used. Each is described and the notetaking or
recording method noted. The effort to gather data from both words
(theories, perceptions) and actions provides a variety of direct and
indirect evidence that can be brought to bear in answering the
research questions and subquestions. Table 2 (p. 151-153) shows
the relationship between data collection procedures and study
subquestions.
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Observations

Prolonged engagement in an environment maximizes the
researcher s ability to comprehend the multiple dimensions of the
phenomena under study (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985). In addition,
sufficient time is needed to gain an understanding of the culture,
to build trust, and to check for accuracy of information. For these
reasons, the researcher visited each classroom an average of
twice a week for four months (September-December) during
reading/writing periods. A complete schedule of observations is
shown in Appendix B.
The goal of these visits was to better understand ways in
which reading is approached in each classroom and ways that
participating students interact with teachers, peers and text
during reading and reading-related activities. The researcher
acted as a participant observer (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Lofland,
1971; Spradley, 1980), carefully observing, recording, and
participating in a manner appropriate to both the setting and the
purpose of the research.
The researcher was a part-time teacher in the School B
classroom during the year that the study took place. Therefore,
the researcher acted as teacher-researcher (Rudduck & Hopkins,
1985) during some student observation and interview sessions m
School B.
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Observations began with broad, descriptive observations and
progressed to increasingly focused and selective observations. The
recording process began with low-inference field notes (Goetz and
LeCompte, 1984) in which classroom setting as well as participant
behavior, activity, and dialogue were reported as accurately and
concretely as possible (Lofland, 1971). Audiotapes were made
whenever possible to assist in obtaining verbatim accounts of both
student and teacher dialogue. Interpretive comments concerning
impressions, inconsistencies, questions, and emerging categories
were noted during observations or added during subsequent
rereadings of fieldnotes. Interpretive comments were specially
noted so they would not be confused with actual observations.
Lists of emerging perceptions and themes were drawn up
periodically to assist in bringing increasing focus to the
observation process (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Spradley,
1980). A checklist to assist in documenting teacher attitudes,
expectations and behavior toward marginal readers (Good &
Brophy, 1987; see Appendix C) and a list of conditions that foster
self-directed learning (Cambourne, 1987; Tyler, 1988; see Appendix
D) guided the researcher throughout the observation process.
Fieldnotes were taken during observations and additions
made as soon as possible afterward. In all instances,
participants’ exact language was noted as precisely as possible.
In addition, most full class instructional periods and some
reading/writing follow-up activities were taped. Tapes were
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screened with the help of the fieldnotes, enabling portions relevant
to the research questions to be identified and transcribed.

Interviews

Patton (1980) notes that “the fundamental principal of
qualitative interviewing is to provide a framework within which
respondents can express their own understandings in their own
terms” (p. 205). The interview guide, or list of questions/issues to
be explored in the course of the interview, provides an important
part of this framework. It contains;
Topics or subject areas within which the interviewer is
free to explore, probe, and ask questions that will elucidate
and illuminate that particular subject. Thus the
interviewer remains free to build a conversation within a
particular subject area, to word questions spontaneously
and to establish a conversational style... (Patton, 1980, p. 200)
Open-ended interviews most closely resemble conversations on a
specific topic. The interview guide helps to maintain focus, but
does not limit the range of ideas and opinions expressed.
Teachers, students, and parents were interviewed as part of
this study. Interviews based upon an interview guide are
hereafter referred to as structured interviews. Informal,
spontaneous interviews are hereafter referred to as unstructured
interviews (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Structured interviews were
taped whenever possible and transcribed in full. Fieldnotes were
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used to record details that could not be audiotaped such as body
language and subvocalized comments. They were also used to
record participants’ language as precisely as possible when
taping was not feasible.
The sequence of structured interviews was determined at
the convenience of teachers and parents. No effort was made to
conduct interviews in a particular order. In addition, if students
seemed reluctant to meet with the interviewer on a particular day,
the interview was postponed until a time when the student
seemed comfortable with the situation. A complete schedule of
structured interviews is contained in Appendix E.

Structured Teacher Interviews. Teachers were interviewed
at the beginning and middle of the four month observation period,
at the end of data analysis, and on an “as needed” basis. Special
education staff were interviewed at least once. An interview gmde
was created for initial teacher interviews (see Appendix F for the
teacher interview guide). The open-ended interviews were
designed to clarify and expand upon ongoing analysis of
observational data and teacher notes/reflections. Broad
descriptive questions asked during initial interviews explored
teacher theories of reading development, teacher theories of
curriculum development, and teacher assumptions about the
feasibility of stimulating and challenging marginal readers
within the regular classroom. Questions for the second interview

I
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were based upon specific issues/concerns that arose during data
collection and analysis. The final interview was based upon
teacher response to data analysis.

Unstructured teacher interviews. Questions were
spontaneously asked of participating teachers and support staff
during, or immediately following, periods of observation to clarify
minute-by-minute happenings in the classroom community.
Fieldnotes were taken at the time or as soon as possible afterward
(verbatim responses were noted whenever possible).

Structured Student Interviews. Open-ended interviews
were conducted with students using a modified version of the
Burke Reading Interview (1980). Interviews were tape recorded
and transcribed. Fieldnotes of most verbatim responses were
taken as a back-up since student voices were often extremely quiet.
See Appendix G for student interview guide.

TTnstructured Student Interviews. Spontaneous questions
were asked of participating students during, or immediately
following, periods of observation to gain a deeper understanding of
their thoughts during reading and reading-related events.
Responses were noted at the time or immediately afterward
(verbatim responses were noted whenever possible).
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Structured P^rfint Tntfnnpy,rc^. Parents in School A were
contacted for telephone interviews or, when possible, to meet inperson with the researcher. Parents in School B were interviewed
during the fall parent conference (the researcher was present as a
participant observer). The fall parent conferences at school A
were held before students were selected for the study, therefore it
was impossible to take advantage of this opportunity to observe
teachers and parents at work. Open-ended questions focused on
parents perceptions of their child’s feelings about him/herself as
a reader and as a member of the classroom community. Inperson interviews were taped and transcribed in full. Fieldnotes
were taken during telephone interviews (verbatim comments
were noted whenever possible). See Appendix H for parent
interview guide.

Teacher Notes/Reflections

Participating teachers were asked to write a brief journal
entry each week noting any thoughts, questions, and decisions
concerning marginal readers. Although both teachers agreed to
keep a journal, neither found it was a realistic expectation given
her other responsibilities. As a result, each participant offered to
share all assessment notes (such as those written during reading
or writing conferences) with the researcher on a weekly basis. In
addition, fall report cards from School B and winter report cards
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from School A were made available to the researcher. Teacher
assessment notes were photocopied for the researcher’s records.
Participants also took the time to comment on thoughts,
questions or decisions concerning marginal readers during brief
conversations at the end of most observation periods. Frequently
these comments centered on spontaneous thoughts about ways to
modify curriculum or classroom management/organization to
better meet individual needs. Occasionally the researcher
participated in brief conversations between the classroom teacher
and a special education teacher or intern. Hereafter, spontaneous
teacher comments will be referred to as teacher reflections.
Teacher reflections were recorded in fieldnotes at the time of the
conversation or as soon as possible thereafter. Verbatim
comments were recorded as precisely as possible.

Students’ Reading and Reading-Related Projects

The researcher read with students, conducted informal
miscue analyses noting types of oral reading errors and amount
of self-correction (Goodman, 1973), and examined students’
reading-related projects to gain a deeper understanding of their
ability to fully participate in the classroom community. Projects
included items such as responses to literature (in spoken, written,
or graphic form), revisions of literature under study, and creative
writing. A representative selection of students’ written work was
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photocopied for the researcher’s records. At least one reading
conference per child was taped and transcribed in full. Fieldnotes
of spontaneous conferences were made as soon after the event as
possible. All taping and photocopying was done with parents’
permission.

Data Analysis

Data analysis in qualitative studies consists of searching for
the parts of a culture, discovering relationships among the parts,
and discovering the relationship of parts to the whole (Spradley,
1980). Data collection and analysis are generally conducted
simultaneously to aid in establishing possible trends and themes
(Bogdan & Biklen, 1982; Goetz & LeCompte, 1984; Spradley, 1980).
Reduction of data occurs throughout the course of a
qualitative study as a result of decision making concerning
observations, interview questions, and the exploration of emerging
themes (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The sheer volume of
information produced by observations and open-ended interviews
necessitates conscious data reduction in order to establish a focus
for the study. The research questions and subquestions provided a
guide for data reduction in this study.
Analysis is conducted through both inductive and logical
methods (Cuba, 1978; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983; Patton, 1980;
Spradley, 1980). Inductive analysis involves searching for themes.
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patterns, and domains (categories) in the data. Identified
domains are subjected to the criteria of both “internal
homogeneity and “external heterogeneity,” clearly defined
similarities within, and differences among, categories (Cuba,
1978). Logical analysis involves searching for possible
relationships among categories. Lincoln and Guba (1985) note
that this type of cross-classification often jdelds new insights about
how data might be organized. In addition, it may reveal patterns
that did not come to light during inductive analysis.

The Constant Comparative Method

The constant comparative method advocated by Glaser and
Strauss (1967) and discussed by Lincoln and Guba (1985) and
Goetz and LeCompte (1981) was used as a basic framework for
data collection and analysis in the present study. This method
involves continuous and simultaneous collection and processing
of data. Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 335) describe the constant
comparative method as “tending toward the inductive-generativeconstuctive-subjective end of the Goetz and LeCompte (1981)
continuum” of anal5d.ic techniques, but not to such an extreme as
“pure” anal5d,ic induction. Goetz and LeCompte (1981, p. 58) note
that:
This strategy combines inductive category coding with a
simultaneofs comparison of all social incidents observed.
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As social phenomena are recorded and classified, they are
also compared across categories. Thus, the discovery of
relationships, that is hypothesis generation, begins with the
analysis of initial observations, undergoes continuous
refinement throughout the data collection and analysis
process, and continuously feeds back into the process of
category coding. As events are constantly compared with
previous events, new typological dimensions, as well as new
relationships, may be discovered.
Although the method was designed for deriving (grounding)
theory, Lincoln and Guba suggest it is equally applicable for
conducting content analysis and constructing related conclusions
and implications.
The constant comparative method is a four stage method.
The first three stages attend to data collection and analysis. The
fourth stage attends to creating a written report. The first three
stages are briefly described in the pages that follow.

Comparing Incidents Applicable to Each Category. Glaser
and Straus (1967) say very little about how categories are
generated; they merely indicate that categories emerge from the
data. Categories for the present study were derived in four ways.
Some categories emerged in direct response to the subquestions,
some were derived from conditions for self-directed learning
(Appendix D), some were generated with the assistance of coding
families described by Bogdan and Biklen (1982), and others were
generated through domain analysis as suggested by Spradley
(1980).
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Bogdan and Biklen (1982) indicate that domains emerge from
the participant’s language as well as from the researchers’
observations. They describe how coding categories begin to
develop:

As you read through your data, certain words, phrases,
patterns of behavior, subjects’ way of thinking, and events
repeat and stand out. (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982, p. 156)
The words and phrases that represent these topics and patterns
become the coding categories. These authors suggest the use of
“coding families” (p. 157) to generate categories during the initial
readings of fieldnotes and transcripts (see Appendix I for
examples of coding families).
Spradley (1980) defines a domain as a cultural category that
is made up of three basic elements; cover term (such as reading
behavior), included terms (such as retelling, reading from
memory, self-correcting for meaning), and semantic relationship
(such as strict inclusion; X is a kind of Y). Domain analysis
consists of taking a cover term and linking it with appropriate
semantic relationships (see Appendix J for a list of universal
semantic relationships). Subquestions from this study provided a
few domains with which to begin, for example, kinds of reading
behaviors (from question #1), definitions of reading (from question
#2), and factors that affect grouping practices (from question #3).
Data analysis for the present study began by reading
fieldnotes and transcripts through twice. Categories and themes
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identified during these initial readings were listed and assigned a
code name and number. Additional categories derived from
learning conditions, coding families, and domain analysis were
given names and numbers and added to the list. Incidents were
assigned to one or more categories through marginal notes on
transcripts and field notes and then transferred onto the
computer. Next, they were compared with other incidents coded
in the same and different categories. A cut and paste method was
used for portions of this process as it proved extremely useful to
lay out several sets of incidents at a time and shift individual
items around as needed. Through the course of this process, the
properties of each category began to be roughly described.

Integrating Categories and Their Properties. Incidents in
each category were next compared with the description of the
category’s properties as tentatively identified. Lincoln and Guba
(1985) note:
This process of making category properties explicit not only
facilitates the task of rule definition but also enables the
investigator to begin on the task of category integration.
Relationships become more evident and the category set
becomes more coherent — more than a mere taxonomy
within which to classify data. It begins to take on the
attributes of.... a particular construction of the situation at
hand. (p. 342-343)
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Following initial generation of categories, focused observation was
undertaken to flesh out the categories most relevant to the
research questions.

Delimiting the Theory (the ConstructionV As the categories
became more clearly defined and saturated, the original number
was gradually reduced. Improved category definition led to the
creation of subcategories which could be incorporated within
larger, more global domains. Table 3 (p. 154-156) lists the codes
used in data analysis in the present study.

Validation and Verification

Validation and verification were conducted in
several ways in order to counteract, as much as possible, the
effects of researcher presence upon participants and the effects of
researcher bias upon data analysis.

Poer Debriefing

The research was discussed vnth uninvolved peers at
regular intervals during data collection and analysis in order to
clarify emerging ideas and consider them from different
perspectives (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985). All were experienced
researchers accustomed to qualitative research methodology and
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aware of the goals of this study. One individual was particularly
skilled in conducting research into various aspects of language
learning. Each colleague also commented on the researcher’s
written report, offering insights into the validity of domains and
themes.
Peer debriefing was a particularly valuable aspect of this
study. It helped assure that the researcher’s part-time teaching
position in School B (in the classroom under study) did not unduly
bias data collection and analysis.
Member Checks

Data and interpretations were discussed with study
participants at various points during data collection and analysis.
These member checks (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985) were conducted to
validate researcher perceptions for all research questions. A
detailed member check was conducted following analysis of the
full set of research questions. Participants were given a copy of
the researcher’s report to read and comment upon. The
document quoted extensively from structured and unstructured
interviews and from interactions with students. Participants
were first asked to comment upon whether they felt they had
presented their ideas as clearly as they wished during interview
sessions. Additions and revisions were noted. Next, they were
asked to comment on the themes used to frame the analysis.
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Teacher feedback provided the researcher with valuable insights
into the validity of her perceptions.

Triangulation

Data sources were cross-checked for consistency through
triangulation. Data-source triangulation involves*.
The comparison of data relating to the same phenomenon
but deriving from different phases of the fieldwork,
different points in the temporal cycles occurring in the
setting, or...the accounts of different participants
(including the researcher) involved in the setting.
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 1983, p. 198).
It is an attempt to relate different types of data in ways that
coimteract possible threats to the validity of researcher analysis.
Both the shared and the var3dng inferences drawn from different
sets or types of data (i.e. student interviews and teacher
interviews) are extremely important in gaining a deeper
understanding of ways to support marginal readers within a
classroom community.
Triangulation of data for the three research questions was
conducted by comparing data from participant observation,
staff/student/parent interviews, and students’ reading-related
projects with each other and with data from teacher
notes/reffections and interviews. These comparisons were
conducted to provide verification or establish different points of
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view on the question of whether participating teachers
conceptualize reading as encompassing a broad or a narrow
range of behaviors (research question #1), how teachers’ beliefs
about reading development and instruction impact upon their
interactions with slowly developing readers (research question
#2), and ways curriculum, grouping practices, and peer group
influence efforts to help slowly developing readers increase their
participation in the literate classroom community (research
question #3). In each instance, rival or competing themes and
explanations were considered through both inductive and logical
analysis. Negative cases were examined in an effort to gain a
deeper understanding of why certain cases did not fit into the
dominant patterns.

Chanter Summary

The research design for the present study employed
qualitative research methods to describe the theory and practice of
two teachers in relation to more slowly developing first grade
readers. Data were collected from classroom observations,
teacher notes/reflections, formal and informal interviews with
teachers, students, and parents, and representative samples of
reading and reading-related activities. Three major research
questions and thirteen subquestions guided both observation and
interviews.
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The researcher examined fieldnotes and interview
transcripts for emerging patterns and themes concerning
teachers definitions of reading, teachers’ theories about reading
and learning, and aspects of the learning environment that might
impact on slowly developing readers. Emerging patterns helped
focus subsequent observations and interviews (both formal and
informal). The researcher employed a systematic method of
coding data to aid in ongoing data analysis, to provide evidence to
support conclusions, and to formulate recommendations for
further research.
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Table 2
Relationship of Subquestions
to Data Collection Procedures

(D = direct relationship; I = indirect relationship)

Research Question #1: Do Participating Teachers
Conceptualize Reading as Encompassing a Broad or a
Narrow Range of Behaviors?

a. What are the participating teachers’ definitions of
reading? (teacher definitions)
b. What competencies do participating teachers attribute
to mature readers? (reading competencies)
c. What kinds of behaviors do teachers consider evidence of
reading? (teacher conceptions of reading behaviors)
d. What behaviors/strategies do teachers consider
appropriate (culturally acceptable) for
establishing/affirming one’s identity as a reader?
(appropriate behaviors/strategies)

(0
teacher
concep.
reading
behaviors

(a)
teacher
defin.

(b)
reading
comp.

Observ.

I

I

Staff
Interviews

D

D

D

Student
Interviews

D

D

Parent
Interviews

D

D

Teacher
notes/

I

D

Reading
projects_

D

D
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(d)
approp.
1
behaviors/ 1
strategies... 1
D

Research Question #2; How Do Teachers* Theories about
Reading Development, Reading Instruction, and
Learning Potential Impact upon Their Interactions with
Slowly Developing Readers?

a. What are participating teachers’ theories about how
students develop the competencies needed for mature
reading? (reading development theories)
b. What are the participating teachers’ theories about the
role of teacher and student in the learning process?
(teaching/learning theories)
c. What are participating teachers’ theories about
the learning potential of slowly developing
readers? (student potential theories)
d. How do participating teachers interact with slowly
developing readers during reading and reading-related
activities? (teacher behaviors)
e. How do teachers reinforce the behaviors they consider
(or do not consider) evidence of reading? (teacher
reinforcement)
(a)
reading
develop.

(b)
teach/
learn

Observ.

I

I

(c)
student
potential
I

Staff
Interviews

D

D

D

Student
Interviews

(d)
1
teacher I
behaviors I
D

D

D

D

Parent
Interviews

(e)
teacher
reinfor

D

D

Teacher
notes/

I

I

I

Reading
projects_

I

D

D
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D

1
1

Research Question #3: How Do Curriculum, Instructional
Groups, and Classmates Influence Efforts to Help Slowly
Developing Readers Increase Their Participation in the
Literate Classroom Community?

a. What factors do teachers consider when establishing
reading groups or reading partners? (instructional
groups)
b. What factors do teachers consider when designing
reading materials, instruction and related activities
for large groups, small groups, and individuals?
(curriculum design)
c. How do curriculum and instructional groups support or
hinder slowly developing readers as fully
participating members of the literate classroom
community? (supporting/hindering conditions)
d. How do classmates support/hinder slowly developing
readers’ efforts to become fully participating members of
the classroom community? (peer support/hindrances)
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Table 3
Data Analysis Codes

Rsssarch Question
Do Participating Teachers Conceptualize
1 Reading as Encompassing a Broad or a Narrow Range of Behaviors?
Purposes (why):
Iaak
1 PI

I

acquire and apply knowledge
pleasure

1

Processes (how):
MIT
Strat
Con
D/SS
Illus
LP
MT
1
V/PM

1

meaningful interactions with text
applying strategies
context
decoding/sound-symbol
illustrations
language patterns
memory of text
voice/print match

1
1

1
1
1

1

Factors That Influence Success:
FoTsk
FLit
PrSz
R/WI
RhL
StStr

1

focus on task
familiar literature
print size
reading/writing integration
rhythm of language
understandine of story structure

Reading Behaviors (what):

1
1
1
1

approximations
1
App
comfort with a variety of texts
CVT
fluent reading
FluR
letter recognition
LRec
attributing meaning to symbols
MSym
oral reading
1
OR
personal
writing
1
PWr
listening
for
sounds
1
LS
writing
the
sounds
you
hear
1
WSH
recognition of meaningful words
1
RMW
silent
reading
1
SR
social
interactions
around
text
1
1 Soc
participate
in
a
discussion
1
PD
problem solving with peers
PSP
_students
as resources to each other---1
1
SRO
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Efisearch Question #g; How Do Teachers’ Theories about Reading
Development, Reading Instruction, and Learning Impact upon Their
Interactions with Slowly Developing Readers?

I

Conditions for Language Learning:
AppT
Dem
HS/PP
VLit
ExplG
Fb
Enc
1
S/Ch
Scaf
Flex
Mo
Prac
SC
EIR
1 VWDC

appropriate tasks
demonstration
highlight strategy/provide practice
value literacy
explicit goals
feedback
encourage risk-taking
support/challenge
scaffolding
flexible planning
motivation
practice
self-confidence
establish an identity as a reader
variety of ways to demonstrate competence

Teacher Role:

1

Ass/Rec
BSC
MRTS
1 InvPar
1 RefNS

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

assess/recognize progress and problems
build a supportive community
make risk-taking safe
invite participation
reflect on next steps

Other Influential Factors:
Expec
ID
MTh
SI
S/C/P
IntA
lOWL
R/WI
SkCon
ShRo
Ch
H/SC
SRO
1 Strat

1

expectations
individual difference
metacognitive thinking
student interests
social/cognitive/physical integration
integrated approach
integration of oral and written language
reading/writing integration
skills in content
shared roles
student choice
home/school connections
students as resources to each other
strategies for interacting with text
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1

Be search Question #3: How Do Curriculum, Instructional Groups, and
aassmates Innaence Efforts to Help Slowly Developing Readers
Increase Their Participation in the Literate Classroom Community?

I

Conditions for Language Learning:
Imo
1 Flex
Tasks
SC
EIR
SEval
Prac

motivation
flexible planning
appropriate tasks
self-confidence
establish an identity as a reader
self-evaluation
practice

Interactions with Text;
FText
FLit
LP
PW
RhyL
Soc
PD
PSP
ShMoP
SRO
1 Strat
LS
1
V/PM

Comp
DefR
Exp
IntA
ICurr
lOWL
SkCon
ID
MIT
MTh
S/C/P
SpSk
ShRo
Ch
H/SC
Stin

1
1
I
I
1

features of text
familiar literature
language patterns
personal writing
rhythm of language
social interactions around text
participate in a discussion
problem solving with peers
shared motivation to practice
students as resources for each other
strategies for interacting with text
listening for sounds
voice/print match

1

I

1
1
1
I
1
1

1

Other Influential Factors:

1

I
1

competition
definition of reading
expectations
integrated approach
integrated curriculum
integration of oral and written language
skills in context
individual differences
meaningful interactions with text
metacognitive thinking
social/cognitive/physical integration
specific skills
shared roles
student choice
home/school connections
student interests
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1
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA

This study describes how two teachers define reading, the
impact of their theories about reading development, reading
instruction and learning potential upon their interactions with
more slowly developing readers, and the influence of curriculum,
instructional groups, and classmates upon teachers’ efforts to
support these readers. Analysis of data in this chapter occurs in
three sections, each section corresponding to a major research
question guiding this study. The first section answers the
question: Do participating teachers conceptualize reading as
encompassing a broad or a narrow range of behaviors? The
second section answers the question: How do the participating
teachers’ theories about reading development, reading
instruction, and learning potential impact upon their interactions
with more slowly developing readers? The third section answers
the question: How do curriculum, instructional groups, and
classmates influence efforts to help more slowly developing
readers increase their participation in the literate classroom
community? A brief description of the research sites precedes the
analysis.
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Research Sites

Research was conducted in two schools in western
Massachusetts. Each school has a population of approximately
150 pupils. School A is located in a small town near a state
university. It serves students in grades K-6. School B is an
independent, demonstration school located in a moderate-sized
town. It serves students in grades K-8.
Teacher A has twenty-three students and a teacher aide.
Two of her students are from ethnic minority groups. All
students are first graders and are at least six years old by the
beginning of the school year.
Teacher B has eighteen students. One child is from an
ethnic minority group. Ten children are in their kindergarten
year and are at least five years old when school begins. Eight
children are in first grade and are at least six years old at the
beginning of the year. Each child spends two years in the same
classroom with the same teacher. Therefore each September
approximately half of the class (five year olds) is new and the
other half (six year olds) is returning for a second year. All
children in this study come from the six year old group.
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How Teachers Conceptualize Reading

To understand how the participating teachers
conceptualize reading, the researcher must first obtain
information about their definitions of reading and the
competencies they attribute to mature readers. The behaviors they
consider evidence of reading and those they consider appropriate
for establishing an identity as a reader can then be understood in
the context of personal theory.

What Are the Participating Teachers’ Definitions of Reading?

Both teachers define reading in very broad terms. Their
definitions focus on three major criteria: interactions with text,
meaning, and problem solving. Teacher A, for example, states
that her definition of reading:

has to do with children interacting with print in a
meaningful way. And to an extent that has to do with
decoding, but it has much more to do with a lot of the things
that surround decoding. For instance context: the context
in which they’re doing the reading [i.e. alone or with peer
support], the context of the reading [within the text]. A few
years ago I would have said the act of reading was
decoding, and certainly one needs to be able to decode, but to
decode within the context of a lot of other things.

She also defines reading in terms of “an interaction between child
and author, the child being able to relate to the ideas the author
has expressed.”
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Teacher B s definition speaks to ways very young readers
make meaning as they interact with text:

To me an 18 month old who picks up one of those wallpaper
sample books and starts looking through and looking at the
patterns is reading. To me that’s reading.

She also defines reading in terms of making meaning from
symbols:

They may not be word symbols, but other kinds of symbols.
They [children] may drive down the road and they already
know what [that] the arches are from McDonald’s; that’s
reading, you know.

In both classrooms, this negotiation of meaning frequently
involves an integration of reading and writing skills:

When kids are doing their plans and writing the sounds
they hear; all of that is reading. (Teacher B)

Participants thus define reading in terms of the goal,
making meaning, and the process through which that goal is
reached, problem solving. Both teachers indicate that children
must “figure out how to make their way” (Teacher B), or solve
problems, as they interact with text.
Teachers’ broad definitions are consistent with their belief
that successful reading looks different at different ages and in
different contexts. It might be argued that the proposed
definitions are so broad that they fail to delimit the term and
hence cannot be used to guide action. However, it may be precisely
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the breadth of the definitions that allows these teachers to help
slowly developing readers succeed. Within their broad definitions,
children are readers in different ways at different times. A
narrow definition is more likely to restrict access by narrowing
the range of actions available to students for both practice and
recognition as readers. Stricter definitions may lead to slowly
developing students’ being thought of as “pretend readers” as
opposed to readers who use a variety of strategies and
understandings to make meaning from text. The likelihood of
finding creative solutions to difficult problems may also be
enhanced within a broader and more flexible definition.
Alternately, the definitions might be thought of as broad
philosophical frameworks strongly influenced by current
language learning theories. However, Teacher B is highly aware
of the connection between her current definition and her own
experiences as a child. She relates how one day her younger
sister was proudly demonstrating the fact that she could read.
Teacher B challenged her, indicating that her sister had
memorized the book and was not really reading. Their mother
quickly stepped in and emphatically said to Teacher B, “That’s the
beginning of reading!” This interaction stayed with her and has
always influenced her personal definition of the varied forms
reading may take at different points in a students’ development.
Tyler (personal communication, March, 1990) notes that the
details that fill in teachers’ broad definitions and guide action are
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worked out as they observe and interact with students and reflect
upon their observations and experiences. He suggests this
combination of inductive and deductive theory development is
characteristic of excellent teachers. The next subquestion
provides further insights into the participating teachers’
definitions of reading.

What Competencies Do Participating Teachers Attribute to
Mature Readers?

Both teachers describe mature readers as individuals who
can engage in reading for a variety of purposes:
To be able to extrapolate from what it is that you’ve read
and be able to use that information, that knowledge, that
experience, in other aspects of your life. (Teacher A)
Or perhaps engaging in pleasure and joy. (Teacher A)
I see two really significant areas that kids need to be
competent or gain competency [as readers]. One is reading
with purpose to find out information, to be able to negotiate
in the world. And then reading for pleasure and reading
the books of your culture and that’s all part of the pleasure.
(Teacher B)
They cite oral and silent reading competencies as
distinguishing mature from less mature readers:
[They can engage in] oral reading with comprehension as
well as fluency and intonation. (Teacher A)
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There’s a fluency to language that makes it easier to
understand [when it’s heard aloud] ... it’s not always easy to
(Teacher^

^ &n abstract kind of ability.

Both teachers integrate reading, writing, listening, and
speaking in the competencies they attribute to mature readers.
Teacher A describes these competencies in terms of the first grade
classroom. Her comments hint at the existence of both receptive
and expressive competencies:

In a first grade classroom...I suppose it would have to do
with being able to understand what it is that you have read,
[receptive] and be able to talk about that in some way or
another, or write about it in some way or another or act it
out in some way or perhaps use some kind of of artistic
medium to express it in some way.

Each teacher discusses the mature reader’s ability to work
with multiple texts. They approach this competency from several
perspectives. Teacher B notes that the mature reader can
approach new material with ease using a complex blend of skills:
I guess a mature reader to me is someone who is reading
with understanding and pleasure in a fluent way. You
know, someone who can pick up a book and start reading
and understanding new words...independent reading [of
challenging text] is not just having the ability; there’s other
stuff going on...it takes concentration; it takes motivation; it
takes being able to read smaller print.
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Teacher A highlights the mature reader’s ability to use a
variety of texts for diverse purposes:

To be able to use reading in many different ways and to be
able to read many different kinds of writing is a sign of a
mature reader...to know that there are different ways and
reasons for reading [different genres] is the sign of a
mature reader.

She also notes that mature readers “understand that reading has
to do with the print not the picture,” indicating that students make
meaning through increasingly accurate interpretation of written
text as they mature.

What Kinds of Behaviors Do Teachers Consider Evidence of
Reading?

Teachers describe evidence of reading in terms of the
problem solving strategies students employ as well as the kinds of
reading activities in which they engage. Both the strategies and
the activities involve an integration of reading and writing skills.
Both teachers cite letter recognition, sound/symbol
correspondence, and the process of sounding out words for
decoding (reading) and encoding (writing) as evidence of reading.
The latter are described as “listening for sounds” and “writing the
sounds you hear.” These processes are also evidence of students’
ability to “assess...what the components of a word are” (Teacher
A). This evidence is noted during a wide range of daily reading-
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writing activities. Opportunities for children to record/read the
lunch menu (School A), record/read the snack menu (School B),
read/contribute to the all-school message (School B),
read/contribute to the classroom morning message (both), read
and respond to literature (both), and create and read personal
writing (both) are examples of such activities. In addition, student
ability to remain on-task while independently listening for sounds
is mentioned as a behavior unto itself, since it is considered so
different from its teacher-supported counterpart in terms of both
focus and skill development. While on-task behavior may not be a
reading skill per se, it may be a critical factor affecting the ability
of marginal readers to successfully participate in the learning
community.
Both teachers recognize a variety of problem-solving
strategies (including, but not limited to, sounding out) as
examples of reading behaviors. Use of tools such as memory,
illustrations, context clues (including story sequence), and
language patterns to comprehend text is considered evidence of
reading. Use of any strategy with unfamiliar (as opposed to
familiar) text is viewed as evidence of increasingly mature
reading:

[Some children] see that [language pattern] right away on
the [poem or language experience] chart, but they’re not
ready to to go to a book and see it, and other kids are ready to
find it right in a book and pick up that pattern. (Teacher B)
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Suddenly the world is full of words. She can see them in
other places and see that they’re the same and make those
connections. (Teacher B)

Approximations (non-exact readings based upon use of the
aforementioned strategies) are viewed as legitimate ways of
making meaning from print. Teacher B offers examples of these
types of reading behaviors:

I feel like when kids are poring over illustrations and
looking at stories in context and can’t read the print but are
still really understanding the sequence, then they are
reading.
She can’t get all the words, but she can get the gist of the
story and then she can go back and figure them out. And
she’s really learning about looking for clues for how to
figure out words.
He can do [make use of] the patterns, and he’s just
beginning to read these words [personal sight words] and
make some connections in the reading...he’s not able to just
pick up something [unfamiliar] and begin to read it. But I
bet you he could pick up something [unfamiliar] and pick
out words that he knows. (Teacher B)
Voice-print match (tracking, or pointing to, individual
words while reading them) is another behavior considered
evidence of reading. Both teachers pay close attention to this
behavior during reading conferences and group reading activities.
Teacher A, walking by two children who were reciting poems to
each other (rather than reading them, as requested) said, “Are
you reading or reciting? I’d like to see you pointing to the words.
It’s fun to see what you do when you’re reading.”
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Each of the behaviors considered evidence of reading is
viewed as such whether demonstrated independently, with the
support of a teacher, or with the support of a peer. Independence
and support are factors associated with reading maturity, not
criteria of reader or non-reader status. Support of any kind is
considered a scaffolding (Cazden, 1988); it permits students to
experience success with behaviors they will execute independently
at some time in the near future.

What Behaviors/Strategies Do Teachers Consider Appropriate
(Culturally Acceptable) for Establishing/Affirming One’s Identity
as a Reader?

Teachers in participating classrooms, consider a wide
variety of strategies appropriate for establishing/affirming ones
reading identity. Self-assessment is viewed as an important part
of establishing such an identity:

Very often for a very young child, an emerging reader, just
the very fact that they knew some of the words that they
hadn’t known before or the fact that suddenly they
understand that reading has to do with the print not the
picture, that’s a sudden exciting indicator that ‘Ah ha, I
know more about reading now than I did; I’m being a more
successful reader.’ (Teacher A)

Appropriate strategies for peer and teacher recognition
include solitary reading, reading collaboratively with teacher
and/or peers, reading with the direct support (problem solving
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assistance) of a teacher or peer, identifying oneself as a resource
for peers, reading during choices as well as during assigned
activities, and participating in reading-related discussions. In
each case, identity as a reader is defined in relation to the ability to
make meaning from text. Identity may be demonstrated using
any of the behaviors considered evidence of reading.
Children may establish an identity as a reader by
participating in whole group reading activities. Both teachers
involve children in figuring out a daily message as well as poetry
and song charts. Language appears in both familiar and novel
forms, providing a variety of entry points for students wishing to
identify themselves as readers. Even the simple act of focusing
ones eyes on shared text is recognized by teachers as both a
learning strategy and an act of identification:

Are your eyes on the words? That’s the way you learn to
read. Putting your eyes right up here on the words. That’s
how I know you’re reading. (Teacher A)

Any form of reading aloud with others is considered an
appropriate strategy for establishing a reading identity. Each
teacher frequently asks the group to read aloud with her as she
point to the text. Reading aloud is used as a way of introducing
the message or bringing the session to closure. Teacher B gives
children a choice of whether to “read by yourself, read with a
friend, or read with me” when it is their turn to lead the morning
message. Establishment of a reading identity within the context of
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the large group may thus be accomplished as an independent
activity, a supported activity, or a combination of the two.
Collaboration as a strategy for establishing a reading
identity is legitimized by the ways in which reading activities are
defined. In both classrooms, children have some combination of
“silent reading” and “partner reading” several times a week.
Teachers consider reading with problem solving support as
an appropriate identification strategy within silent reading (both
classrooms), partner reading (both classrooms) and reading
group (Teacher B s classroom) formats. They are often given the
choice of reading to a friend, reading side by side with a friend, or
reading by themselves. Both teachers note that children learn to
be patient as peers figure out text. Students are expected to offer
help only when asked and then to offer only the exact amount
requested. The goal is that no child feels he/she has been
discounted as a reader:

They all have a chance to read [a book] aloud and there’s a
whole way that we approach it [to make it safe]. (Teacher B)

Because they have a choice, children can try out the role of reader
in ways that feel comfortable and thus foster successful
identification with that role.
Students may strengthen their reading identity by
indicating availability as a reading helper. Teacher B describes
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how she builds in opportunities for everyone to assume a helping
role:

If there’s something in the room that has to be read in
order for someone to do it, I’ll say ‘Raise your hand if you
can read this.’ If people raise their hand, I say ‘Well, these
are the people you need to ask if you forget what this says.’
or If you re in trouble you can go to those people and they’ll
help you.

In the following example she helps several children identify
themselves as helpers. She takes advantage of the fact that each of
the marginal readers feels secure about his/her understanding
and success with classroom routines as a result of having already
experienced them for a full year. She counts on the fact that they
feel a sense of expertise as second year students:
And thank you to all the kids...from last year, who could
[were able to] help their other [new] friends find things on
their plan. Raise your hand if you were here last year. Tim
is someone if you’re confused about planning you can ask.
Jim is one, Aaron, Dawn.
All students have the opportunity to read, write, and draw
during both free choice and required reading activities. It is,
therefore, possible to establish an identity as one who not only can,
but chooses to, read. Reading identity during assigned work is
signaled by the ability to illustrate and read teacher-made copies
of familiar texts, create and read ones own personal writing, read
a variety of commercial texts, and help a friend accomplish any of
the latter. Reading identity during choice is signaled by the ability
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to create and read signs, labels, books, scripts, and other texts that
are often created and read in the context of such interactions:
They re always reading it [the snack menu] to each other...
(teacher B)
In the drama corner they’re trying to figure out together if
they have name tags like mother or babv... (Teacher B)
Reading identity may also be established through
association with books and book language, by bringing in books
from home, and by discussing books with peers. Both teachers
build in frequent opportunities for students to go to school and
town libraries and to recommend books from these and other
sources to one another:

Being able to talk about what it is they’ve read with a peer
and share some of their ideas with peers would be the most
obvious way that they can begin to feel as though they too
are successful readers. (Teacher A)
Thus, through a combination of discussion and hands-on
activities students may demonstrate to self, teacher, and peers
that they can make meaning from text. They can:

Call back some of the things they have read and use them
in other instances. Synthesis is how [a way] you might
describe that [learning process]...and [it] comes out in
discussions and in artwork and in writing. (Teacher A)
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Summary

In summary, the participating teachers conceptualize
reading as encompassing a broad range of behaviors. Several
themes emerge from an examination of the data. Teachers’
definitions of reading may be described as broad philosophical
frameworks influenced by childhood experiences, teaching
experiences, reflection upon experiences, and study. It may be
precisely the breadth of these definitions that allows marginal
readers to experience themselves as successful participants in the
classroom community.
Reading, writing, listening, and speaking are all considered
aspects of the reading process. Reading is defined as both a goal,
making meaning from text, and a process, problem solving to
make meaning from text. Further, it is evident that that written
text is also broadly defined, encompassing items as diverse as
logos, illustrations, letters, student writing, and commercially
published writing within its scope.
Teachers define mature readers as those who can create
meaning from a variety of texts in ways that reflect the nature of
the text and the purpose for which it is being read. Independence
is a characteristic of a mature reader, however, it is defined more
in terms of the ability to give sustained attention to a reading task
than in terms of reading entirely on ones own. Therefore,
students in these classrooms may signal their identity as readers
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within the context of solitary, collaborative, and supported
interactions with text. Discovering how teachers’ conceptions of
reading and learning affect the nature of their interactions with
slowly developing readers is the focus of the second section of this
chapter.
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Interactions with Slowly Developing Readers

Interview questions eliciting teachers’ theories about
reading development, reading instruction and learning potential
were posed during interview sessions. They also emerged in an
informal, conversational manner before, during and after the
observation sessions. Data concerning teachers’ expressed
theories in combination with data from classroom observations
yield a rich description of interactions between theory and practice
for more slowly developing readers. The combination also yields a
picture of ways teachers reinforce reading behaviors for the
classroom community as a whole.
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What Are the Participating Teachers’ Theories about How
Students Develop the Competencies Needed for Mature Reading?

Teachers note several basic factors when discussing
reading development: conditions, interactions, and the opportunity
to develop certain critical competencies. Interactions and
opportunities for competency development are discussed within
the context of conditions for learning.

Conditions for Language Learning

Conditions teachers feel promote optimal language
learning include motivation, demonstration, self-confidence,
participation, feedback, and performance. Both teachers speak of
motivating children through early exposure to a “language-rich
environment.” Teacher A speaks of early literacy experiences as a
central factor in students’ reading development citing the
importance of “experience with story language...[and] attention
called to print in the home environment.” She frequently refers to
Jay’s lack of such experiences when discussing the effect of
background knowledge and comfort with books on reading
development. Teacher B brings another perspective to the concept
of “demonstration...to motivate children” when she discusses
children’s desire to ride a bicycle or to read a book after seeing a
parent or a friend enthusiastically involved in those activities.
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The child’s motivation to read and willingness to take risks
may also be affected by interest in specific words, texts, and
content. Teacher B notes that motivation comes from the desire to
read words that have personal meaning. Her theory of sight word
development is based upon the premise that children “learn the
words they want to read...so quickly.” She asks children to add to
their bank of personal words by choosing “a word that’s especially
important to you, because those are the best words to begin to learn
to read.”
Teacher A notes the importance of motivation when
comparing the progress of two siblings during their respective
first grade years, noting that there is “very little focus on literacy
at home, I believe, but [Liz, the younger sibling] has a very
different personality [than her sister] and she leaps at the chance
to learn.

She discusses the effect of the kindergarten experience

upon self-confidence, again in relation to slowly developing
siblings from homes with little focus on literacy:

I think the difference between Jay and his sister has to do
with the kindergarten experience. And maybe Liz and her
sister [as well]. Because both of those [younger] children
have had a whole language kindergarten experience...
Everything that they have done has been celebrated
...children learned to feel confident about what they could do
and to love what they could do, to get a sense of pride over
their accomplishments, and didn’t come into this
classroom with this feeling of, ‘I can’t do it.’

It may also be important to consider position in the family when
exploring the reading development of younger versus older
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siblings due to the powerful effect of factors such as modeling,
incentives and competition on children’s learning.
Teacher B also speaks of self-confidence and love of books as
a factor in reading development. In describing a student’s
reading development during a parent conference, she notes that
“he certainly has the confidence to try. He has the feeling of trying
it and working on it and he certainly loves books. So he’s got those
two pieces together.”
Both teachers believe that reading development continues
when motivation and demonstration are followed by participation
and feedback. Competencies are developed through opportunities
to experience the act of reading:

This sounds very simplistic and in fact is, but certain
children learn to read through reading. So in order to have
a child develop reading competencies, one has to make sure
the child is reading. (Teacher A)

Teacher A feels that “the way to start with the very young
and emerging reader is to start with the things that they can be
successful with.” In order to help children develop competencies,
teachers must:

Start with things that involve a tremendous amount of
repetition, tremendous amounts of rhyming and rhythmic
kinds of material so that in fact they can feel the success of
reading. I think that reading to children, modeling reading
for them, giving them opportunities to listen to many
repetitions of a story, these are all the kinds of things that
help children to become readers.
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Both teachers believe students develop reading
competencies by experiencing an integration of oral and written
language.

Teacher A discusses how successful reading

development is related to the opportunity to internalize the rhythm
of language:

Well Ive come to believe both from experience and just
from thinking about it that when reading can be very
rhythmic and their bodies can move to the rhythms of the
words, that it s easier for them to assimilate it. And I think
in particular of singing as a wonderful way to learn to readwhen children sing songs and see the print in front of them
a®
sing them, that repetition and incorporating the
rhythm into their movements. I sort of see them swaying to
the rhythm of a poem or a song. I don’t know how, but
somehow I think that becomes internalized and it’s a very
supportive thing for them as they learn to read.

She also speaks of individual differences when referring to the
role of oral and written language in reading development:

I think that when the children can act out songs, move their
bodies to the songs, that that’s important, mostly because
there are kinds of ways of learning and some children learn
better with different kinds of approaches.

Teacher B discusses the child’s need to gain an
understanding of “how language works” in order to become a
mature reader. During a parent conference, she expresses her
belief that children do not gain this understanding “if they’re
sounding out each word and they forget the whole gist of it. They
don’t get it if it’s not good language, if it’s, you know, ‘Come, Sally,
come.’” Children need to experience the “flow of language” in
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their listening and reading so they can use it to make increasingly
accurate guesses (predictions) of words they may not yet be
reading on their own.
Another competency (as alluded to in the preceding
comment) is the chance to develop a variety of strategies for
making sense of print:
When she first came in she really felt that the only way to
figure out a word is to sound it out...[now] she really does
figure out what would be the right thing [strategy] for the
sentence...that was one thing that really expanded
her...other strategies to keep going with. (Teacher B)
Readers must also understand the one-to-one relationship
between speech and print and have frequent opportunities to use
that understanding to track:
That it’s not ‘Ilovethemountains,’ but ‘I love the
mountains.’ (Teacher B)
Jay is doing beautifully. He needs help getting started
pointing to words. He doesn’t [yet] do that on his own.
(Teacher A)
The opportunity to generalize sight words from familiar to
novel contexts is also considered critical:
Kids go through as a group when they’re younger and take
from it [exposure to language experience and poem/song
charts] a little and then suddenly they hit an age where
they’re really looking more at those words in books and
finding them and then figuring them out...they can pick up
the pattern [in unfamiliar text]. (Teacher B)
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Teacher B notes that while some students “pick it [reading]
up from the environment,” others benefit from the same
immersion process with appropriate modifications in depth/focus
of feedback and amount/focus of practice. Similarly, Teacher A
speaks of “drawing attention to the parts through the whole,” of “a
context we want him [Jay] to be working within.”
Ideally, practice and feedback also happen at home in
informal and relaxing ways. Teacher B makes the first comment
(based upon the work of Don Holdaway, 1979) to a large group of
parents at an open house. The second is made at a parent
conference soon afterward:

They need to play around with what it is that they’re
wanting to learn...That’s when you’re out there hunched
over, running down the roads when they’re learning to ride
a bicycle], giving encouragement. In reading a book with
your child, that’s the time when you’re talking about the
pictures, when you’re playing with the words, when they’re
filling in one word and you’re reading another word. So, as
you’re reading with your children and you’re interacting,
those are the beginnings for them to become readers and
develop.
She’s at the point where she needs lots of practice, not
drill....just sharing the books in the way I talked about the
other night.

Following supported participation, children need the
opportunity for independent practice and for positive feedback
concerning their attempts at accuracy:

When your child makes his first steps to progress and
you...leave them alone and [don’t] bug them about how
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^o rMUP?°Sed t0 d0 it-^ey’re reading everything around
them; they’re not, maybe totally accurate all the time, but
they re really excited and wanting to use their skills in
every way that they can...and it’s so easy for us to rejoice
over approximation in kids when they’re learning how to
speak and it s so hard when they’re learning how to read,
but it s just as important...And getting each word is not
necessarily important at that time, but they will get each
word [in time]. (Teacher B)

Practice may be especially valuable when it leads to
performance, again with feedback, so children know their efforts
are recognized and valued. Teacher B, discussing reading
development with a group of parents, reflects on an idea she and
her colleagues feel is critical to student success:

It’s important to remember [that] without the rehearsal,
there’s no performance [she notes that borrowed this
phrase from the school director]...give them a chance to
read it...and celebrate with them...show some kind of
recognition that you really appreciate this new skill.

Both teachers feel strongly that learning to read through
demonstration, practice, feedback, and performance gives
students the opportunity to integrate social and cognitive
competencies. In addressing this issue, Teacher A states that:

Children, in fact, become socially competent as they
engage in their academics and they learn their academics
as they become socially competent. So, in large part, I think
the two can’t be separated.

The role of teacher and student in the development of social and
cognitive competencies is addressed in the next subquestion.
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What Are the Participating Teachers’ Theories about the Role of
Teacher and Student in the Learning Process?

Teachers’ theories on the role of the teacher in the learning
process center on providing optimal conditions for language
learning. In addition to providing motivation, support, and
challenge as mentioned by Tyler (1988) and Cambourne (1987), the
teachers in this study also describe their role in helping each
student develop an identity as a reader. They focus on creating
supportive learning communities in order to achieve their goals.
A key element that emerges from the data is the manner in which
student, teacher, and parent roles are blended and shared.

Motivate

Teachers are highly aware of their responsibilities for motivating
student learning:

I think his problems are emotional [family split]...I think as
he gets older and gets to be a fifth and sixth grader, unless
we really reach him with academic challenges and the joy
of reading and writing, we may find a kid who’s difficult.
(Teacher A)

Part of assuming the role of motivator is to demonstrate a love of
reading in the hope that students will be motivated to engage in
that activity themselves:
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Well, I certainly have a personal high value for print and
W uu? do for PeoPle and I suppose that one of my goals
would be to pass that along to children and to show them
my positive feelings and my joyfulness in terms of reading
and writing. (Teacher A)
I really believe in the pleasure of shared reading [to
motivate children]. (Teacher B)

A demonstration can entice; it is an invitation to get involved. The
invitation does not have to be accepted. Therefore, another key to
motivation is ascertaining student interests:

Children learn best the things they’re interested in, so
that’s an important part. (Teacher A)
I really watch kids and see where their interests are.
(Teacher B)

Both teachers refer to shared interests in the curriculum decision
making process:

I guess I see it as a collaborative effort...The collaboration
in that the teachers and kids are working together to
develop the curriculum that they’re going to be learning
and, again, that there’s choice in that process. (Teacher B)
I think the teacher’s feelings play a big part in what they
teach and in what they and the children enjoy. (Teacher A)
I do believe that each one of these kids with a teacher who
was less focused on their specific needs could have just
gone through the cracks. I think that their [struggling
students] interests wouldn’t have been pursued and I think
they’re trying very hard to pursue their interests [through
their reading]. (Teacher A)

The teacher must be able to relate to student interests and
knowledge in a way:
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That helps them [students]... be supported.... develop
on strong
srronflCOnfldenC^an<ldevelop
strateg>es [characteristic
olj
learners. (Teacher A)

She must create meaningful forms of practice that motivate while
promoting self-confidence and use of strategies. The plans and
results used by Teacher B provide opportunities for daily use of
reading and writing to make decisions, organize, and reflect upon
one’s day:

Right from the start they have to read their plans. If they
want to do blocks, then they’ve got to figure out how many
kids are [allowed] in that [area] ...and they learn those sight
words [like blocks] from their own experience. (Teacher B)

Other examples of meaningful practice in both classrooms
include frequent opportunities to illustrate or revise a personal
copy of a favorite book or poem, to help read the daily message, to
figure out a daily snack or lunch calendar, and to engage in story
writing.

Help Students Identify as Readers

Both teachers speak about their responsibility to bolster
students’ self-confidence as learners and help each establish an
identity as a reader. Teacher B notes that one of her professional
goals this year is to “regularly reinforce the fact that they are
reading.” She suggests she will do this in a variety of ways, one of
which is to keep student-made books in frequent use. She feels
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children will more easily identify themselves as readers if they see
books they have illustrated and revised used within the daily
reading program. Teacher B also describes the ways she refers to
reading in the context of classroom activities. She feels the
specific use of the word read helps establish/affirm individual and
group reading identity:

When we do the charts...we talk about reading the chart
Who wants to read it? Who can read this? I wonder if
anyone can figure out what this says...Or someone walks in
the room when we’re doing something and I’ll say, ‘I bet
you didn’t know these guys were such good readers.’ I
always say not just, ‘Who knows this word?’ but ‘Who can
read this?’

Part of teachers’ efforts are devoted to creating an
atmosphere in which learning is promoted because risk-taking is
safe:

Within any strategy of in front of the class, it’s fairly safe.
There’s lot’s of groundwork laid out to make it a safe thing.
You know, choral reading, reading with me, reading with
friends...and other kids understanding [helping them
understand] that when kids make mistakes, that’s how they
learn. (Teacher B)
In the following comments they express the results of these efforts
to parents:
He’s learning that it’s a process, not something that
happens fast....he is far more patient with himself and
feeling better and better and more excited about reading.
(Teacher B)
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Knowing that he will be supported, he has shown a
willingness to take risks that he would never have
considered a few months ago. (Teacher A)
Build Community

The concept of a shared role is central to the notion of building a
supportive learning community:

Another teacher role is to develop community within the
classroom and within the school. To help set up a room
where kids are sharing and working together to have a
sense of who they are in that community. (Teacher B)
On the students part, their role is being part of a
community...education...is socially driven, and so
recognizing that it’s a community they’re part of, a culture
they’re part of, and working to be part of that. (Teacher B)

A related part of building community is helping students develop
an attitude of respect for individual differences. This goal is
furthered when students develop the language and the values they
need to both give and receive assistance:

Learning to be in a group and waiting for other kids to
figure out a word. Learning to respect that they [more
mature readers] have a reading ability and that someone
else may have another ability that they share. (Teacher B)
They [helpers] need to develop a degree of patience and
empathy with people who are less able to do things as
quickly as they and I think that’s socially a very productive
thing for them to be able to do....[In addition] as one teaches
something, one sees it in a different light and that provides
increased understanding for the [academically] higher
functioning student. (Teacher A)
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We talk about listening to each other and how do you help
someone who s stuck, and that just reading
e word [for them] doesn’t always help. Giving them time
[to figure it out themselves] if they want [need] help.
Always getting the kids to understand that if someone
wants help, they can ask for it, rather than volunteering too
fast [to offer help]. (Teacher B)
The whole notion that kids can be taught to share their
work regularly is a really important support system for
them in [learning to] value each other’s work. (Teacher B)
If there’s something in the room that has to be read in order
for someone to do it, I’ll say ‘Raise your hand if you can
read this. If people raise their hand, I say ‘Well, these are
the people you need to ask if you forget what this says,’ or ‘If
you re in trouble you can go to those people and they’ll help
you. (Teacher B)
your partner a clue. [Affirming and elaborating on
the suggestion] [Yes], you could say, ‘Remember you saw
this word on the other page? This word rhymes with...what
word?’ You could help your friend to remember some
clues. (Teacher A)

Both teachers speak of shared responsibilities for
increasing student learning:

And kids need to be developing and are in various stages of
being responsible for their own learning and
understanding, exploring the ways that they learn [about
reading] the best and [exploring] lots of different ways of
expressing themselves. (Teacher B)
Arthur [a student] has to take that responsibility [of
following through on an assignment] and feel successful
for having done it.
Part of the responsibility for safety that the teacher has is
setting up an environment that makes it possible to learn
from your own mistakes and not be defeated by them.
(Teacher B)
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SuPPort/Chmllpnprp

Both teachers define their role as a combination of support
and challenge. Teacher B says:

I feel it’s important for me to know the right questions to
ask. Be a person who gives answers, but knowing the
questions to ask. Empowering kids, rather than directing

She describes a more directive role when discussing a child who
finds it difficult to challenge him/herself:

He has come sort of slowly to some of the things
[reading/writing skills] [because of vision difficulties from
birth], but I don t think he s ever made the challenge
himself. And I think he s needing that, I think he needs to
hear, ‘You’re grown up. You can do this stuff.’ ...and I’ve
been sending him back to [do] bigger [longer] results
[evaluative writing] and his results have improved when I
do that...right now I’m going to push him a little...he wants
to do it [accomplish more].

She also indicates that the teacher’s role includes taking
advantage of spontaneous opportunities to support and challenge:

I really believe that spur of the moment teaching is often the
most essential teaching. To take advantage of moments
that arise.... That little lesson [a spontaneous reading
lesson that occurred during writing time that day] will
carry him further than any little group lesson we could
have done on initial sounds....That’s where the real
teaching happens. It’s seeing the moments and grabbing
them and knowing exactly the material and approach to
give kids. [The latter represents an area of knowledge she
always wishes to deepen.]
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Teacher A takes a similar, although slightly more directive,
role:

The teacher does have a very important role and that role
has to do in terms of [with] helping and guiding and
modeling and sharing and trying to get the child from one
place to another in terms of what they’re capable of doing

A balance between teacher and student input thus exists in
each of the classrooms, but may differ somewhat in the emphasis
placed on student choice and decision making in each setting.

Foster Home-School Connections

There is ample evidence that teachers feel they share the
role of educator with family as well as students. Both teachers are
in close contact with parents and spend a great deal of time
asking for and offering insights concerning all aspects of student
learning. Phone calls, parent nights, parent conferences, and (in
the case of Teacher B) weekly notes home with each child are the
means of communication. Teacher B reminds students of their
role in keeping communication open between home and school:

Every Thursday night I write a little special note to you and
your parents about things you’ve done at school and when
you go home, your job is to share your plan with you parents
with the note on it about the week.

Both teachers are concerned that students be recognized as
readers at home. Teacher B reflects:
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Teacher’s theories of reading development and learning are
incomplete without consideration of their views on learning
potential as it is influenced hy the shared role of home and school.
The next subquestion explores this issue.

What Arc Participating Teachers’ Theories about the Learning
Potential of Slowly Developing Headers?

I he participating teachers speak of several factors when
considering student learning potential. Discussion centers
around the issue of individual differences. Teacher expectation
and students’ social-emotional development also figure
prominently in their thinking.

Individual Differences

Teacher B speaks from personal experience in rejecting the
idea of correlations between intelligence and the onset of reading:
Oh, I think it’s [their learning potential) the same as the
kids who learn to read at two. I don’t know a lot about
theories and development of intelligence, I just know
that...there are extremely bright children who read very late
and extremely bright children who read very early and the
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whole range in between...I don’t think there’s anv
correlation with intelligence as to when you learn to read.
L®”.®8! v
! my gut feellnS> especially since I was a late
reader! Einstein was too. right? There are a lot of very
brilliant people who were late readers.

She speaks in similar terms about the lack of correlation between
intelligence and learning disabilities. Her comments indicate the
recognition that children may possess a variety of intelligences
and gifts:

[I know some] kids with some pretty severe learning
disabilities. It has nothing to do with intelligence; I don’t
think. I watch my nephew who has dysgraphia, which is a
writing disorder, and he is such a brilliant speaker and he
hears so much in his environment and he can relate so
many poems and recite all those wonderful stories he has
learned with all the different parts... He’s a good example,
because his sister learned to read very early and was
always top in her class, always gotten straight A’s and yet,
in all of that, is far less able to express emotions accurately
and her brother who writes, if he can record what he is
going to write, can be quite brilliant, but he can’t physically
write it.

Both teachers refer to the importance of another range of skills
that may be observed in the classroom. The example that follows
indicates teachers’ belief in many forms of learning potential and
in the need to value a wide range of intelligences and
contributions. Teacher A alludes to the fact that her distinction
between academic and non-academic types of intelligences may be
controversial; however, she uses this argument to support her
belief that all children have important contributions to make to the
classroom community:
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I thmk children are higher or lower functioning in
different areas but some children tend to be more
,Sow“S^iaCadem;Ca^ than others [°verall]...[However]
T"er foocUonmg [academically] children often come to
class with understandings of different kinds of experiences,
non-academic that are beneficial to everyone in the class
r,fCtg-dmg SeuteaC ier' It s the hands versus the head sort
of thing which is often considered to be a damaging kind of
tW nf hi ibUk "one,*e less> who is it who can fix the things
that need to be fixed in ways that even the teacher can’t
manage. Often it s the [academically] lower functioning
student and that child needs to be given all the recognition
in the world for having been able to do it.

Teacher B concurs, noting, “how important it is for Aaron to have
art and block projects to work on, how successful he feels when he
works with his hands.”
Both teachers refer to differences in pace and in need for
support among children. They do not, however, refer to a lack of
learning potential:

I think some children come to school with very specific
learning disabilities that perhaps interfere with their
learning as quickly as others. (Teacher A)
All children make progress, but they make it at different
rates. (Teacher A)
I know certain kids can’t pick up the knowledge out of their
environment in ways that other kids can. I think they go
through those stages [of reading development], but they go
through them in a different way [order, pace] and they don’t
go through them without help, more help. They need much
more support and seeing those things [letters, words,
phrases] in a realm [context] and absorbing them [over
time]. (Teacher B)
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Teacher Expectation

Participating teachers expect that children will learn to
read, regardless of their differences:

1 retlly1
jUiSt totally believe in the fact that it’s [learning to
read is] like learning to speak. I have faith in kid’s ability to
learn how to read. (Teacher B)
I think, certainly, that there is a great deal of learning
potential that a reader who is having more difficulty has,
that the teacher, in fact, can bring out... (Teacher A)

Teacher A considers the negative effects of a formal
assessment and labeling process upon teacher expectation.
Formal assessment is not to be confused with informal,
curriculum-based observations and assessments which Teacher
A carries out on a regular basis. She fears labeling may lead to a
narrow focus and thus a narrow understanding of student needs
and learning potential:

I feel that unless there are some very, very vivid special
needs that just stand out so dramatically, that children
should not have a formal assessment in those grades [K-l]
because this time is just such a crucial part of the
development of their skills and their strategies and their
ability to focus on tasks and so forth....Very often they get
pigeon-holed into categories where instead of just taking
care of their general needs and supporting their learning in
whatever way it can be supported, we sort of feel as though
we have a special task to do that comes about from a special
diagnosis of a special problem.
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She is also highly conscious of her own language and the ways it
may affect her expectations of children. In the example below, she
changes her description of how she creates reading partners so it
indicates a criteria of current understanding rather than fixed
ability:

A higher ability reader working with a lower functioning
reader. Im going to change that word; a higher
functioning reader and a lower functioning reader...

Teacher B addresses the issue from a slightly different
angle:

I think that if you constantly treat someone as a dumb
person then they become that dumb person, which is too
bad. [She relates the story of a student thought to have
average potential who had been treated as profoundly
retarded before coming to school and acted accordingly.] It
was quite a graphic example of what expectations can do...I
have heard of [other] cases like that where kids are really
treated in a way that doesn’t allow them to be more than
what someone else thinks their potential is.

Both teachers discuss individual learners in terms that
indicate a recognition of progress, no matter how slight, and a
recognition of challenges that need to be addressed:

They’re all coming into my dreams for them...Some are
progressing more, some are progressing less [more slowly],
but they’re all getting it! (Teacher A)
He’s on this edge...He makes so many good
[connections]...and when he’s doing that I’m always struck
that he can do so much. (Teacher B)
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If you look at him and see how far he’s coming, it’s so
encouraging isn’t it? You know, he’s lost some time there,
but...it s just so encouraging. (Teacher A)
I think Dawn’s really making the connection [between
reading and writing!. She can read every word she’s
written although she still struggles visually [doesn’t yet put
spaces between her words]. (Teacher B)
This is the time to really watch, because he’s breaking
into reading and it [may] be tiring on his eyes [which tend to
turn in]. (Teacher B)
I always had the feeling that he rehearses in his head
before he does something [during both reading, writing, and
large motor tasks]. He’s rehearsing the movements so that
he can get them right and that takes time to do...I have
this feeling that as he leaps forward the computer will be
suddenly be a help. (Teacher B)
He s really stuck to a story line and it’s cohesive in a way
that some of the other kids his age can’t do. And yet he
can’t do the writing part [because of extreme difficulty with
sound/symbol relationships]. It’s the writing part that
really gets to him. (Teacher B)

Social-Emotional Development

Both teachers recognize the role of motivation in enhancing
learning potential. The last two examples indicate they think of it
in terms of a shared effort between teacher, student, and parent:

I think one thing that we can celebrate...a really great
thing...is that he’s interested as opposed to being
uninterested. (Teacher A)
He has to remember it [in order to share it with others
because he can’t write it down phonetically]. He really
wants his stories told. He doesn’t want to lose them.
(Teacher B)
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as well as any
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and writing]. (Teacher B to parents)

Motivation and self-confidence are closely tied together.
Teacher B’s comments connect them to learning potential in
terms of establishing an identity as a learner;

I think reading is going to bring her confidence...it ties into
the whole notion of her feeling [a sense of] accomplishment
[about] her hard work, which, you know, is the beginning of
seeing yourself as a learner.
I think his school confidence hinges on his making
progress in reading. And writing.
His self-esteem is so tied up in terms of how he sees himself
at school right now. He needs to be seeing himself as a
reader.
A misbehaving child is one who’s feeling bad about himself.
That seems to apply to Jesse right now.

Teacher A considers how social desirability may affect
student potential for learning. Speaking of Cara she states that,
“This is a child who has every possibility of becoming higher than
middle of the road.” Elements that increased this potential were
provided by Cara’s foster family. Her foster parents (especially the
mother) provided Cara with a “structured, secure home life, food,
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and rest.” She also helped her maintain her “cleanliness” and
stay “neatly dressed.” These factors “supplemented her wonderful
personality in a way that she was considered a desirable friend. I
feel it contributed to her ability to be a learner. At her other school
she was not well fed or rested and was [often] dirty.”
Teacher B’s goals for children (written in collaboration with
student and parents each fall) often reflect a similar
concentration on social development as a goal unto itself and as a
vehicle for enhancing cognitive growth. Her goal for Jesse, for
example, is to make new friends and to continue to work hard on
your reading and writing.”
Teachers’ theories about reading, learning and student
potential, discussed in the last three subquestions impact upon the
ways in which they interact with more slowly developing readers.
Their interactions are the subject of the subquestion that follows.

How Do Participating Teachers Interact with Slowly Developing
Readers during Reading and Reading-Related Activities?

Teachers’ interactions with more slowly developing readers
are consistent with their theories of teacher and student roles as
described in subquestion 2b. Data for this subquestion paint a
picture of interactions with individual students. Whole group
interactions (which include, but are not exclusive to, more slowly
developing readers) are discussed in the context of teacher
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remforcement (subquestion 2e). Data are discussed in the same
order as they were for teacher/student role: increase motivation,
promote identity formation as a reader, build community
involvement, and support/challenge. Home-school connections, a
major category in the teacher role data, are mentioned only once.
This reference is made in the context of sharing ones efforts as a
reader/writer with parents. An absence of home-school
references is not surprising, given that the interactions described
are between teacher and student and take place in the school
setting.

Increase Motivation

The data contain numerous examples of ways teachers
increase motivation and self-confidence through their
interactions with students. Teacher interactions related to
motivation are most apparent when teacher and student are
involved in some aspect of shared decision-making. Students have
numerous conferences with teachers concerning book choice and
topic selection (writing). Teachers interact as consultants,
offering ideas and guidance. They make every possible effort to
respect student choice and to link reading/writing to student
interests. In the statement below, Teacher A responds to Jay’s
and Arthur’s lack of motivation to read certain books in their book
boxes:
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Do you know what I’d like to do? I’d like to go into the
?r,a1ry w'th .you, our little [class] library, and I would like to
v!rl!W(°v,b r°TkfuW'|h y0ltthat we could do instead of
two
books, that I think you d like even more, because you’ll be
able to read the words yourself...on your own. Would you
come with me and do that? Let’s see if we can find you a
book that s going to challenge you but not be so hard,
because you are choosing some really hard ones.

Children are often motivated to engage in reading when
they recognize links between the text and their own lives and
interests. Such revelations may be called out in excitement
during group meetings, in disregard of typical turn-taking
protocol. Even if not called out, students ideas may be only
tangentially connected to the conversation currently underway.
However, both teachers turn these self-made connections to good
advantage whenever possible. They make genuine efforts to
motivate more slowly developing students by helping them feel
connected with books. In the example below, Teacher A is reading
several pages of an alphabet book she particularly likes as an
introduction to a reading activity. She is about to close the book
when Sean notes a crystal on the Q page:

Sean: ‘My Mom’s named Crystal.’
Teacher A: ‘Crystal is your Mom’s name...She would fit on
this page beautifully, wouldn’t she?’

In this next example, Teacher A appeals to student interest and
expertise to create a link between individual and text:
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1973)] is Arthur'8 story.
XSft mote's tory!*^' ArthUr' ThiS “ n0t
a "*«*

Teacher A uses a similar approach to motivate children to
attend to a task. During the creation of a language experience
chart about a composting project, Teacher A remarks, “Arthur,
you re such a scientist. We need your help; please turn around.”
Arthur turns around with a slightly embarrassed, but otherwise
pleased look on his face.
Interactions around reading/writing activities are often
involved with maintaining/increasing student motivation. Shared
decision-making about writing topics occurs when children are
having difficulty deciding what they wish to write about. Teacher
B then asks child to think of a topic that’s important to you,
something that you know about.” She helps them generate a list of
such topics if that type of support is necessary.
The opportunity to read ones writing to the group is highly
valued. Teachers keep motivation high by naming students as
authors:

I will be binding a book with Jesse. Jesse, a new Prime
Blues author!
In the following example, a student’s excitement visibly builds as
publishing, and its relationship to her own role as author and
reader, is clearly defined:
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[Publishing is] when you finish a story and I type up all the
sounds and the words that you wrote and make it like a
"r11 yoVTp1ut on beautiful pictures and we put it in a
hard binding. Hold up your book, Dawn, so that everyone
can see it And then the next thing that you get to do is
read it to the class and the class can ask questions and
make comments about it. When you’re all done reading it,
your book gets to go home for one night, read to your
parents, and then it comes back. And where do we keep
books in here that we like to read?...In our library...
LAlright], right now Dawn is the reader and we’re the
audience.

Teachers sometimes need to help students recognize that
their writing has been admired. In the example below, a
classmate is telling Arthur why he likes his piece during an
author’s circle (a time when children, if they wish, share their
writing with a small group of classmates and a teacher). Teacher
A becomes involved in the discussion, perhaps to make sure the
comment is not lost:

Jerry: ‘It has very storyish words.’
Teacher A: ‘What do you mean Jerry?’
Jerry: ‘It sounds like someone would use those kinds of
words...’

Teacher A: ‘You mean it sounds like an author would use
those kinds of words - that’s a compliment, Arthur!’
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Promote Identity Formation as a Reader

One-to-one interactions, whether in a group or
individualized format, provide opportunities to help students
establish an identity as a reader. In the example below, Teacher B
helps Aaron understand that adults engage in reading as
problem solving just as he does. She helps him understand that
he is a reader and encourages him to define himself as such:

Did you have an answer to your question about what
happens if you don t know a word? Did you have to know all
of the words in here to read this [story]? No [she affirms his
nod oi the head]. What you’re doing is learning about
reading, isn t it? I read books sometimes and I don’t know
all the words and I do just what you did, to look at the
picture or figure out what makes sense.

Both teachers carefully support students’ efforts. In
addition, they ask that students stretch to reach increasing
accuracy and independence in their reading. They take pains to
establish an atmosphere in which risk-taking feels safe, so
struggling readers can get the practice and challenges they need
without feeling embarrassed in front of peers. Frequent positive
feedback about specific accomplishments helps create a situation
in which teacher, student, and parents have the opportunity to
celebrate success:

Let’s give that girl a silent cheer. What a good thing for her
to have done [made a strategy suggestion]! (Teacher A)
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Well do lots of celebrations, because I think you’re going to
^ T°f b?oks: [Teacher B while copying the front cover
frnntb^k J™ haS ^““Pleted. Taking home a copy of the
front cover is a way of celebrating book completion.]
Good reading! You figured out all those words didn ’t you?
Wow, you re ready for the next page. (Teacher B)

Another way to encourage students to take risks and engage in
problem solving is to invite participation in an appropriate
challenge, label the act as a challenge, and recognize the student’s
achievement:

Teacher B: ‘Who is ready for a special challenge? Is there
anybody here who can read the news and
announcements [morning chart] by themselves?’ [Jesse
volunteers and reads].
Teacher B: ‘Beautiful reading. You took that challenge
didn t you? Jim, [volunteered] are you ready for the
challenge? Okay...’

Risk-taking is also fostered by encouraging student
discussions about text, following through with those conversations
and maintaining enthusiasm and interest throughout. Teachers
affirm competence within the context of an error and then guide
students toward increasing accuracy. They communicate the
value they place upon risk-taking and problem solving through
tone of voice as well as through words:

Jesse: ‘When you say mud it sounds more like in the
middle there’s an A.’
Teacher B: ‘Mud. If it had an A* it would be mad.’
Jesse: ‘Mad.’
Teacher B: ‘You can try those things out, Jesse’
[encouraging, excited voice].
Jesse: ‘An A and a Yin there would be may.’
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Teacher B: You can try those things out.’ [pleasure in
voice].
pear^Tnot
!3eCafe H’8 [there'sl another kind of
end (Teacher B) ** h*8 the A here and the E at the
A lot of our dates have Hi and that makes /th/. This time
we have/rrrrrddddd/... (Teacher B)
®

In the example that follows, the importance of the student’s
nsk-taking behavior is heightened by using his contribution to
teach a new skill to the entire group:
The entire class is figuring out the word yesterday on the
m?1rii!ing
^ean ^ggests covering the first and last
syllables [that other children have already figured out] and
looking at the middle. Teacher A helps him do that.
Teacher A: ‘What do we have here in the middle?’
Sean: ‘Her.’
Teacher A: ‘There’s a T and there’s the E and the E,
/terrr/...If we looked at that word, it looks like we have a yes
and then a day and then we have that part in the middle
that says /ter/...if you’re up for some good third and fourth
grade learning, I could tell you what those three parts of the
word are called... each of those is called a syllable. And this
word has three syllables. Long words have lots of syllables.’
Sometimes a great deal of prompting is necessary to ensure
the success of a risk-taking venture, in terms of self-confidence as
well as learning. Children are supported as they learn from their
mistakes and generally feel pleased with their efforts by the end of
the interaction. Teachers often make connections between
existing knowledge and developing knowledge. In the first
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example she refers to words that have been highlighted to make
them stand out from the rest of the text:

Teacher B: ‘Why are these [words] all in black?...Dawn, do
you have a guess about that?’
Dawn: ‘It’s a different word that...’ [long pause]
Teacher B: Yeah, it’s a special kind of word. That’s right
Do you know can you remember the “skip one, skip two,
skip three ...
Dawn: ‘Cause they’re all numbers!’

Teacher A: Jay, what do we mean when we say baked
bfiSn tins? Oh, dont give me that old shoulder shrugging
routine [teasing voice] What’s a iin?...what do your baked
beans come in at your house?’
Jay: ‘Cans.’
Teacher A: ‘So what’s another word for tin?’
Jay shrugs.
Teacher A: ‘What did you just say? I think you said it a few
minutes ago.’
Jay: ‘Cans.’
Teacher A: ‘You did say it; I knew you said it. Good for you!’
Teachers make risk-taking safe by affirming an accurate
response regardless of whether it is the exact response they are
looking for. They accept all efforts to establish an identity as a
reader:
On one occasion Teacher A asks Kelly, ‘Can you come up
and find us a word that you know and read it to us? Any
word you know at all.’ Kelly looks at the poem chart, but
says nothing. Teacher A asks her if she can remember the
name of the poem. Kelly says, ‘Every Time I Climb A Tree.’
Teacher A then reads the title with her while pointing to
each word. She next asks Kelly if she can point to just
the word climb. Kelly points to each word in the phrase.
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It is unclear as to whether Kelly can locate the individual word
without tracking through the entire phrase, but that is of no
concern at this point in time. Her response is treated as though
she is taking on a greater challenge than the one she was
originally asked to respond to and she is praised for her efforts,
“You read all the words!”
Teacher B’s policy of giving equal value to reading the
morning chart “by yourself, with a friend, or with me [the
teacher]” helps all children feel like readers. Opportunities to lead
the group in reading the chart are highly valued and anxiety free;
no one turns down his/her chance at the leadership role.
Another fairly risk-free strategy is to help students use
illustrations to make meaning from text and thus establish an
identity as a reader. The first example illustrates Teacher B’s
method of using a strategy with a student during a reading
conference and then requesting that the student continue
practicing that strategy on his/her own:

What I’d like you to do at reading time is look and see if on
he next pages, by looking at the pictures, you can get clues
about those words on that page. (Teacher B)
Just look at the pictures for some clues for a minute...Kelly,
what pictures do you see that give you clues? (Teacher A)
However, even illustrations may be misinterpreted. Teacher A
sometimes prepares children for the fact that their interpretations
may not be accepted by peers:
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Some people don’t agree with you, Jay [about your
interpretation of the illustration].

Teacher B speaks of the need to recognize that some readers
tend to freeze when asked to read aloud in front of peers. She
rarely calls on Arthur, for example, unless he volunteers or she
knows he feels extremely comfortable with the text to be read. She
gives him some preparation time when she calls on him in a non¬
voluntary capacity saying, “Arthur, I’m going to come to you next,
so you can get ready.

Teacher B saves his larger challenges and

stretches for the relative privacy of reading conferences. She feels
this routine allows him to remain relaxed during group reading,
take in as much of the experience as possible, and really have a
choice about when he wishes to take on a reading challenge in the
company of peers.

Build Community Involvement

Participating teachers interact with students in ways that
create a strong classroom community based on active student
involvement. A major concept that emerges from the data is
teacher request for student expertise. Recognition of student
expertise is most evident in teacher requests for insights into
children’s thought processes:
Who else thinks this might mean how are you? in
Spanish? Arthur, what makes you think that? (Teacher A)
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Sean: ‘Cause I know how to write stairs.
the woTd salstei^1d y°U 866 that gave you the clue?’ ^at
Sean: ‘The A and the £ and the I.’ (Teacher A)
werSee?
y°Urknow ™hat tho^ other ones [words]
were. How d you figure that out? (Teacher B)

Teachers also recognize students’ ability to take increasing
control over their own learning:

You figured out what each word was with your finger [as
you tracked] You were the teacher, weren’t you? That’s
great! (Teacher B)

Interactions reveal efforts to support student self-evaluation and
decision-making. Example four also illustrates the positive
feedback and affirmation of growth so characteristic of these
exchanges:

Could this be a story that you practice on this week,
Tim?...Okay,..put that in your work pocket and you can
practice it this week. (Teacher B)
Is this a book that you’re ready to read all by yourself?
(Teacher B)
Why don’t you lay these out here, look them over, [and] tell
me which one you’d like to share with me. (Teacher A)
Karen: ‘I didn’t use to be able to read...’ [she lists several
words in Go. Go. Go (Melser, 1983), a favorite predictable
book].
Teacher B: ‘Can you read those [words] now
[pride/appreciation in voice]? I guess you can do some
hard work, huh?’
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Teachers interact to help students clarify their role in the selfevaluation/decision-making process. In the example below,
Arthur asks a question to help him understand the need for
bringing a selection of books to partner reading:

Arthur: ‘How do you practice all those books at once?’
Teacher B: Good question. Good question. How do you
practice all of them? Well, one of the reasons that we
have five books in your folders is that it’s really
important to have a choice each day of whether you’re
ready that day to read a real tricky one, one you know
quite well, [or] one that’s kind of medium. You don’t
have to read them all during partner reading. Also,
when you’re reading to yourself at quiet time, you don’t
want to run out of books.’

Efforts to build community involvement include helping
students perceive themselves as resources to one other. Teacher
A often highlights and elaborates on children’s thinking as a way
of demonstrating how student expertise can help others with word
attack skills:

Teacher A: ‘I’m wondering if anybody could offer us some
clues about how to read such a long word...Liz, thanks
for raising your hand...’
Liz: ‘Maybe you could just put your finger over it.’
Teacher A: ‘Put your finger over what? Now, tell us what
you’re thinking.’ [Liz places her hand over a portion of
the word] ‘Oh, look at what Liz did! Look at what she did.
She said, “I’m going to cover up everything except for a
part that I know.’”
Teacher A: ‘I heard Sean reading that, using a very
questiony kind of voice. Sean, how did you know to use a
voice that had a question in it?’
Sean: ‘Cause it [the page] has a question mark on it.’
Teacher A: ‘He got his clue from the question mark and he
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m,t<L1-tJust U.ke 3 Question. See if you can all use a
V01“ when y°u see a question mark. Read out
loud with us [Sean and I] so you can hear the question ’
Both teachers highlight ways all students, including the
more slowly developing readers, can share their knowledge and
help a friend:

Where are you getting the idea [about how] you spell that,
Kelly Where are you looking for that information?...Go
point to it [to show the others] (Teacher A)
Can you tell everyone how you figured out what [the words]
wish [and] Merry Christmas were? (Teacher B)
If someone can tell Dawn the first word, I’m sure she’ll be
able to read the sentence. (Teacher B)
I saw every single partner group self-teaching. Every
single one. Every single partner paid attention to the person
reading. And every single reader did a good job reading.
And not only that, some people added a few things [ways of
playing with familiar text]... And Jesse and Tim, when they
were reading, Tim wanted to learn a new book and Jesse
said he would read it to him and follow along... so they did
some good teaching. And I saw Jim and Dawn reading
some really hard books. And paying attention and looking
at those words and noticing how they were the same [as
some that they knew from other books]. (Teacher B)
[Following Jesse’s book recommendations] Thank you. So
if you’d like to read a good book, there’s Babv Animals
(Podendorf, 1981) and Copy Cat. (Melser, 1983) (Teacher B)

Simultaneously Support ftnd Challenge

As part of an effort to both support and challenge, teachers
provide students with a wide variety of feedback in addition to the
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positive reinforcement described earlier. They rephrase
approximations of text, give strategy clues to help with self¬
correction, model word attack strategies, provide feedback on
voice-pnnt match, encourage independent tracking to practice
voice-print match, and affirm student attempts to make meaning
from both illustrations and print. They may ask the child to read
the selection a second time following feedback. In the process,
they validate student knowledge and emphasize identity as a
reader.

Arthur reads a page of his book from memory, reproducing
very little of the text as written, but demonstrating
complete comprehension of plot and character.
Teacher B: ‘So now you know exactly what this page is
about. Why don t we read the words now exactly the way
this author wrote them.’ [Arthur and Teacher B read the
text together, tracking as they read.]
Teacher B: ‘That’s right. Were you right? You were right.
You knew exactly what this [page] was about, didn’t you?’
Arthur reads the next page, again using his own words
rather than reproducing the author’s text as written.
Teacher B: ‘That’s exactly what happens on this page,
Arthur. Good job. Now let’s read each word.’ (Teacher B)
I’m going to have us start again... actually, it just says, ‘The
wipers on the bus go...’[Jay had read it as ‘The windshield
wipers on the bus go...’] (Teacher A)
Teacher B: ‘See what he’s doing? Now see if those words

make sense. You got sun. Mrs. Brown blank, blank.
blank sun. What is she...’
Karen: ‘Basks in the...’
Teacher B: ‘You figured it out, didn’t you?’
Teacher A: ‘Look at how it starts, Sean. That might give

you a clue...What letter is that?’
Sean: ‘£.’
Teacher A: ‘Yeah, begins with F. And it rhymes with
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hsaxs, and its something that ticket collectors collect.’
Sr®™
lonS Pause as she waits for Sean
respond.]
EfllSS- Its another ways of saying collecting tickets.’

TS,,a

to

Look at the expression on this ladybug. It’s a mean
expression...but this word doesn’t start with M does it’ It
**Wlth a 'em/. Can you think of another word that
means mean, that starts with /grrr/? (Teacher B)
Right! And you know, when I was moving my finger [as
you read] I think I saw an extra word in here that you
might be missing. Let’s go back and... (Teacher B)
Let me show you the trick about this, because it sounds like
ai>ot^r should be two words, doesn’t it? But actually
Mmth^r looks like that. Can you read that? Karen rereads
the sentence] There. That one came out right, didn’t it? So
you had one word every time to read when you pointed your
finger. (Teacher B)
Now, when you read the next page, can you move your
finger right with each word? (Teacher A)
That’s a toughie, ‘cause she’s not really red, is she? But
that s what that word is saying. You want to say bright
pink [because that’s what the illustration shows].
(Teacher B)

The opportunity to experience increased success during a
second reading appears to motivate reluctant readers. Not only do
they comply, but their voices and facial expressions indicate
satisfaction with the results. In addition, the reasons for each
request are made explicit so students understand the teacher’s
intent. For example:

Go ahead and read that whole line there and see how it
sounds [experience the flow of language]. (Teacher B)
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The examples of repeated readings that follow are from an activity
in which students were asked to match a sentence strip to a poem
chart and then read their strip. Because students were to finish
some writing before coming up to the chart, there were usually
only one or two students working with the teacher at once.
Arthur successfully matches his sentence strip to the
sentence on the poem chart. Teacher A reads it
Arthur follows with his eyes and chimes in on the rhyming
word at the end of the line.
Teacher A [excited voice]'. ‘Let’s read it again!’
Arthur begins reading confidently. Teacher A listens,
he completes the line on his own.
Sean reads his sentence strip. Teacher A rephrases to alert
him to miscues.
Teacher A: ‘Great! Let’s try it again.’
Sean reads it perfectly.
Teacher A: ‘Would you like to read another one or read
something in your book box?’
Sean: ‘A sentence strip. I need tough ones ‘cause I’m
really good.’
Teacher A: ‘Yes you are!’
The interaction is repeated with a second strip.
Teacher A: ‘Good job!’

Both teachers provide spontaneous, informal support in
ways that ensure participation and success:
One day during partner reading, Teacher A notes that Jay
is reading In A Dark. Dark Wood (Melser & Cowley, 1980)
from memory, but is unable to track each word with his
finger as had been requested. She casually walks over and
tracks while Jay reads, briefly mentions that he should
practice matching finger and voice another time, and then
moves off to work with another child.
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Teacher A also incorporates supports suggested by the speech and
language therapist as she helps Jay solidify sound/symbol
relationships during a reading conference:
Teacher A: ‘What’s the last sound in un?1
Jay: TV
Teacher A: ‘Yeah, listen to it. Can you do it? /Udddd/ it
almost blows [°n] you. Can you feel it? Look it,/uppppp/ ..
Good ° U t0 ^ ” D° ^ agam- You feel

[on y°ur hand].

She extends this support during writing practice as well:
As Teacher A circulates among children during writing
workshop, she offers Jay a combination of visual and oral
cues by enunciating the word he wishes to write while
saying, Look at my lips.’ After he has looked and listened
simultaneously, he is allowed to write.

Support sometimes means balancing the need to “take a
vacation” from reading/writing challenges with need to return to
them in a timely manner:

Teacher B allows children to occasionally write a wordless
book. However, upon noticing that Karen is involved in a
second wordless book, she feels it is time to intercede. She
asks for a conference and indicates that Karen’s next book
needs to include both drawing and writing. Several days
later when Karen shows her a book written in a labeling
format [one word per page], Teacher B again emphasizes
the challenge, asking Karen to turn the labels into
sentences so the book can be considered a finished product.
Both teachers remind children of repeated language
patterns in a book to help them gain entry into the body of the text:
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You know this one don’t you, ‘Catch me, catch me, if you
rnS'r.Jt^ayS,inatfh me’ catch me> ify°u can.’ And this on,
[points to another frequently repeated phrase] tells you who
that person [who says ‘catch me...’] is. (Teacher B)
In the next example, Teacher B alerts Tim to a change in the
language pattern, “See how this is different? This says...and here
it says...”
Participating teachers affirm a variety of ways to
demonstrate competence during reading/writing activities. The
first example points out the value placed on both illustration and
text, regardless of the order in which they are produced. The
second example affirms predicting/guessing as a valid strategy
for interacting with text:

And look at Cara’s start. Cara has a wonderful illustration.
(Teacher A)
Cara,'. What if you don’t know how to write it [observations
of the animals that live on their “adopted” tree]?’
Teacher A: ‘If you don’t know how, what could you do?’
Children offer ideas such as sound it out, ask a friend.
Teacher A: ‘Could you take a guess?’
Chorus: ‘Yes!’
Teacher A: ‘Sure you could. What’s wrong with a good
guess?!’
Teacher interactions with more slowly developing readers
involve concern for motivation, identity formation as a reader,
community building, as well as a blend of support and challenge.
The ways in which teachers further reinforce appropriate reading
behaviors are addressed in the next subquestion.
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How Do Teachers Reinforce the Behaviors They Consider (or Do
Not Consider) Evidence of Reading?

Data for subquestion 2d demonstrate how teachers reinforce
reading behaviors with individual students. Data for subquestion
2e add

depth to these findings by revealing ways teachers

reinforce reading behaviors in the classroom community-at-large.
Teachers reinforce reading behaviors through a
combination of explicit language, demonstration, and supported
practice with feedback. Their language focuses primarily on
illuminating the ways teachers and students problem solve,
learn, and help as they read. Various ways reading may be
practiced are also described. Language is sometimes purely
descriptive and sometimes intertwined with demonstration and
practice. Within all formats, the dual emphasis upon problem
solving for oneself and problem solving as a community member
is maintained. The discussion is divided into three sections
(explicit language, demonstration, and supported practice with
feedback) to provide a basic organizational framework. Although
explicit language is represented within its own section, it is
intertwined with teachers’ use of demonstration and supported
practice as well.
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Explicit LangnflgP

Both teachers reinforce reading behaviors by explicitly
stating the links between curriculum and literacy goals:
We need to read every day...We don’t want to forget about
that [reading word rings, charts, books] because that’s an
important way we learn about reading.
Teacher A is equally explicit about reinforcing which
behaviors do not count as reading. She makes the distinction
between reciting and reading.” The main criteria is whether or
not one’s eyes are on the words:

Those people whose eyes are up here on the words are
learning to read them. If your eyes aren’t on the words,
you re singing [the song on the chart], but you’re not
learning to read the words. (Teacher A)
Teachers constantly affirm the belief that everyone in the
classroom community, including the teacher, is a reader and a
learner. Ideas are reinforced through careful choice of language.
The contexts within which these discussions take place add
strength to the message that reading is broadly defined and thus
accessible to everyone. In the examples that follow, discussions
occur during reading, math, field trip preparation, and morning
meeting respectively. In the first example, Teacher B introduces
one of the day’s reading activities (recording personal words in
dictionaries):
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really
imMrtlntnffor^
** haveun,t
gettinS
to that's
eaiiy important
everyone
who’sbeen
learning
to read.
Which is everybody here.

In the next, she discusses standard spelling while labeling the
columns of an enlarged-print graph with the class:
And if you saw [the word] Grange in a book it would look like
this and you could read it. What does it say?
Everyone: ‘Orange!’

Another example from Teacher B illustrates the way teachers
reinforce the value of personal ideas in the creation of classroom
reading materials:

I m going to get all your ideas up here [on the language
experience chart]...If we go one at a time, I’ll make sure I
get everybody...If you haven’t given me an idea yet, think
about it and raise your hand so I can get everybody’s idea
down.

Teacher A reinforces the idea that literacy is a lifelong
process by relating students’ growth to that of a well-loved author.
In the example that follows, she relates Graham Bates’
description of his transformation from illustrator to
author/illustrator:

‘And all of a sudden [he said], the pictures that I was
drawing brought out all kinds of words and suddenly I
found myself an author.’ How many of you are kind of like
that? You draw pictures and all of a sudden, before you
know it, the pictures have brought out words?
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She uses Bates alphabet book as a vehicle for presenting the work
of more slowly developing readers as interesting, and of value to
everyone. She introduces a new vocabulary word to further
reinforce the importance of their work:

They re going to have to have some special references. Do
that vo?WcrWfha^ arfereACeJiS?- A reference ^ something
that you go to for help. And they’re going to have to have
some references, some alphabet books to go to for help as
they make their own alphabet book to share with us about
what sounds letters make. Before I pass this [special
alphabet book] on to them, I wanted to share it with the
group.

Teacher B also reinforces the idea that children think like
writers. Both her attitude and her behaviors reflect a deep
understanding of, and belief in, writing process theory (Graves,
1983). Here she makes her point by discussing author intent:
Do you think the author meant for this to be a loud
word?... Why do you think so?

Demonstration

Both teachers reinforce universal membership in the
literate community by modeling the teacher as learner, using
genuine teacher mistakes, self-corrections, and thought processes
as teaching tools:
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letterl0 SppIftake 8 Cew]seconds t0 read ‘he morning

ssszZiEi,l“Mn p -*d* -,h*

voSrff;WhiC,h-?rt SPelled right' S»™etimes when
needs Correcting1]" %tTr B°f ***^ y°U C8" te“ “
This [language experience chart is my rough draft. I’m
Eg0 ™nte [a !ong W!0ird] right here [at the end °^the
line], so I may not get all of the letters in [she then
demonstrates the use of a hyphen]. (Teacher B)
Teacher A often talks through her thought processes. In
the first example she considers miscues (oral reading errors).
She reinforces the fact that both teachers and students make
meaningful miscues:

Why was I saying open and shut when it says open and
right there [on the chart]? I thought...it means the
same thing, I guess. Maybe that’s why I was doing it.
Made sense to me. So that’s what I was reading. We do
that lots of times. If something makes sense to use we tend
to read it that way.

In the next example, she describes her thought process when
predicting (she had just predicted what would happen next in a
book she was reading aloud). She assures students that teachers
use same strategies to make sense of print as children:
Teacher A: ‘Oh, I’m feeling so smart. I made a prediction.

I made a guess, and guess what? As soon as I read a little
further, I found out my guess was...right.’
Sean calls out a comment at the same time that Teacher A
begins her next thought: ‘You probably just looked at it
already.’
Teacher A: ‘That’s what we do.’
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Teacher A- ‘No I hadn’t, Sean, Believe it or not. That was a

real, honest guess.’

Reinforcement of reading behaviors occurs as a result of
teacher involvement. Both teachers love literature and share their
enthusiasm with students. Students hear reading and reading
strategies referred to in a variety of contexts through these
spontaneous interactions:

I love this version [of the story] because the pictures help
you understand the words. (Teacher B)
Here is a poem that s one of my favorites that I made into a
chart so that I could share it with you... One of my favorite
poems by one of my favorite poets. (Teacher A)
I love to hear those ideas for different ways of doing
[revising] songs, because songs are one of my favorite ways
of sharing about words. (Teacher B)
I want to talk with you very quickly this morning about a
special book. A book that I love. And I wanted to share this
book...with you before I give it to Miss F (teacher aide) and
all her people who are working on an alphabet book.
(Teacher A)

Strategies are reinforced as teachers model, discuss, and reflect
on reading and writing for real purposes:

Let’s see. You know what I did today? I made a list
[because I’m always forgetting important things that we
need to do]. And the first thing on my list [she holds up the
list from her plan book and points to the item] said we
needed to do poems and we’ve done that. The second thing
on my list is the chart... (Teacher B)
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*e “ad® n<>tes, too, to help us remember. And we made
what waTtofnn t d°,at,meeting time, everybody’s ideas of
was important at meeting time. (Teacher B)
ends and the ntT ““T ‘° help/°u know where one word
helping ^ hflp*rj®™<®nrself1whei^you^doUthat,'but°you’lUbe
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wIvT’thlt weVCh°n lea?S
make their letters the same
(Teacher A)
3 read and write one another’s words.
?£* Tv, 7rk b"*?8e2 b00ks and writing are done for
sharing... That s part of what we do when we write. We’re
sharing our ideas and our thoughts. (Teacher B)
In addition, students are praised and rewarded for taking the
initiative to use reading and writing in purposeful ways:
Jesse read their names, too [looked up the names of the
lunch inviters on the morning chart]. Since you took the
time to read, Jesse, you can take your turn choosing a lunch
partner. (Teacher B)

In the next example, Teacher A praises a reading initiative and
suggests others may feel motivated to act in a similar manner:
Today when I was busy working on the morning calendar,
right beside me I saw Liz reading The Bus Ride (Scott
Foresman, 1971). She was doing such a wonderful job
reading The Bus Ride that it occurred to me some of the rest
of you might like to come and practice reading The Bus Ride
just like Liz was. She was using the pointer.
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Supported Practice wi|h Fepdhartr

Teachers often reinforce skills and strategies by naming
them, demonstrating their use, and providing a running verbal
description, or rationale, for their use. Frequently opportunities
for group practice/participation follow. This form of
reinforcement applies to both cognitive and social aspects of the
reading process.

Mummies Mumm... ies [stretching out and separating
each syllable]. I’m listening for all those letters as I spell
these words. (Teacher A)
Bugs Bunny [the student-chosen word of the day] Okay
how many words is Bugs Bunny?... What’s the first sound
we hear in Bugs? (Teacher B)
You can watch how I m going to write rabbit, because if you
saw rabbit in a book, these are all the letters it would have.
(Teacher B)
And look at that pattern of words! My blank [animal’s
name] might live... That makes it easier to remember [how
to read each page]. My blank might live and then where
might it live? (Teacher B)
Remember sometimes... when I’m stuck... I cover this [the
unknown] word up and I read the rest of the sentence and
see what would fit? What would make sense in the
sentence. Did anybody try that? Maybe the next time you
need to try that. (Teacher A)
Let’s skip it [the hard word] and read the whole letter and
then come back to it. [A child kept calling out the word
(hobgoblins) as Teacher A was speaking. She either didn’t
hear him, or chose to ignore him in order to demonstrate
the strategy]. (Teacher A)
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sounrkTii^ again a,nd y?u can read rieht along because it
Zee this youcanal ready read a lot of the words. So see,
ail i thi ? a blg hl11’ we can use our big voices [her voice
gets louder] to read it. (Teacher B)
Look how big it [the word] is. And with a big exclamation
point [rising tone of voice], Let’s say that again [with
expression]. (Teacher B)
we
f hf Sa^the ?lcture of the stairs. What can
we see in the text in the pnnt, that would help us to know
[to confirm] that that was a good clue? (Teacher A)
Who has an idea of what the next song is? Let’s look. Are
there any words [key words] in this title that you
rr
°Wu'" £\rSt
read tbe ones that you’re sure about,
(teacher
B)

In the final example, Teacher A demonstrates directionality by
highlighting an unconventional use of print and contrasting it to
the norm. Her comments refer to a page of text in which the
words move from the bottom of a staircase to the top to
complement the action:

Oh, that s weird. Don’t we usually have writing start at the
top and go down?... Let’s read this page again and see how it
works.

Teachers often interact with students to elicit a range of
strategies that might be used to figure out a difficult word. In the
following example, the range of problem solving possibilities is
emphasized; the solution is not revealed until many children have
had the chance to contribute and all possibilities have been
explored:
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are voJmWatb°Ut U' ■ I?0n’t say U out loud- What strategy
you fiZed ou^who^ n°WJ? D,0n’t say lt out loud... have
out? U ?od
1 ehat,thls word 1S? -how did you figure it
out? [A senes of students share their ideas.] (Teacher A)
The example above addresses a range of strategies for a particular
word. The same type of brainstorming occurs to reinforce a
generalized understanding of possible word attack strategies:
The pictures can give us a clue. What else can give us a
clue. ...By looking at other words in the sentence and
finding out what would make sense. And what was that
other way? ...Sounding out the letters. So those are three
ways that can help you find [figure out] words. (Teacher B)
K you don’t know how to spell something you want to write,
what can you do? Copy; write the sounds you hear; ask a
inend. [Teacher B repeats each child’s suggestion and
writes it on the chart. Upon completion, everyone reads the
list together.]

Teachers also receive and extend students’ problem solving ideas:
It was the only thing that made sense. [She repeats the
student s response while nodding her head in agreement.]
So when you’ve guessed a word you can go back and see
what fits [whether it fits] ....And you saw that it fit into the
song we were doing. (Teacher B)

Participating teachers reinforce reading as a social activity
through the use of clear goals, specific language, and ample
opportunity for students to reflect on, verbalize about, and practice
interacting as friends and helpers:
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If you [Brad] run your finger under the words [she
domfqhtraKeS as she speaks1' then Jay Could read while you
fTea[cher°A)erVeS “ *“ beginS ‘° d° aa she
!L:tVr re ksteri’nS-

your partner goes along with

(Teacher bT beCome a really good reader, won’t it?
You have to read; you have to listen; you have to help You
kSowThe'wor^Wh^t
H°W
C“2
help figure
even ify°u
don’t
know the word? What can
you
doy0U
to help
out the
word
with your partner? [children offer ideas] (Teacher B)
Let’s remember what we discussed about being a good
partner [when you share writing with your neighbor]. [She
solicits suggestions from the children: listen to your
partner; don t talk while your partner is reading; be quiet so
everyone else can read; don’t walk away; help if your
partner gets mixed up.] (Teacher B)

Teacher A experiments with role playing to demonstrate
and reinforce as many strategies as possible. She and a student
teacher role-played partner reading and videotaped the session.
The children viewed the videotape and then brainstormed the
strategies they observed. Teacher A recorded their ideas on a
large chart: sound out words; say, “does it make sense?”; go back
and start again; skip a word you can’t figure out; look at the
pictures for help; skip a word then read on to the end of the
sentence and then go back; look at the first letter in a word and
make a guess; look at the last letter in a word and make a guess.
Many of the skills named are cognitive if taken as self-help
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techniques. They are highly social as well when used by partners
to assist one another.
Teachers help students develop feedback skills by providing
them with time for practice:

First graders, what I’d like to have you do is think for a few
minutes about how you’re helDine1 your partner.
(Teacher A)
Now, iet’s take one minute to tell your partner one thing
(Teacher^A)tllat W&S rea^y g00c* toc^ay as a reader.
And when the book is all done, how will you show Jesse you
really appreciate his book? (Teacher B)

The importance of students providing feedback for one
another is further reinforced by teacher attention to specific goals
during practice:

Okay, what I’m going to be looking for today as you are
working at your friend to friend reading is how many of you
are in fact using some of those good helpful things
[strategies] with your friends. (Teacher A)

Both teachers use book recommendations as another way to
reinforce reading as mutual assistance and shared expertise:
Who’s read a good book lately? Could you tell your reading
partner about a good book that you read recently? ...Tell
them what it was you liked about the good book that you
read. (Teacher A)
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Children practice reading, writing, listening, and speaking
skills in the context of necessary tasks, assigned for real purposes.
The importance of reading to their daily lives and friendships is
thus reinforced. On one occasion Teacher A asks several children
to retell the story of Ihe Velveteen Tjahhit (Williams, 1969) for Cara
who had been absent when it was read. Their retelling enabled
her to take part in the remainder of the reading and the follow-up
activities.
On another occasion, Teacher A asks children to practice
using space so illustrations and words will complement each
other:

Put your pictures in the space above the words. Leave the
words so that you can read them. Because as the adults in
this room come around to see how you’re doing, we’re going
to be asking you to read to us. Well, if you’ve covered the
words with the dark, dark woods, chances are we won’t be
able to read...you won’t be able to read it so well. (Teacher A)
Teacher B believes strongly in opportunities for real student
choice during each school day. The decision making process, the
nature of the activities chosen, and the social learning that occurs
within decision and implementation are each important parts of
the choice process. One daily practice activity involves using
reading/writing to record both choices and required tasks. Each
day Teacher B reinforces the connection:
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booknnri « getl bjUSy Wlth y°ur job. go over and get your plan
book and write down at the bottom something that you’re

One’s job or jobs are teacher-assigned activities that are recorded
in a special location [the “have-to board”]. Children record this
information in their daily plan by circling the appropriate
illustrations and words. Teacher B reinforces the role of both
pictures and print in providing information for daily
responsibilities:
Those pictures are your records to [help you] keep track of
the things that you have to do.
In addition, she reinforces the fact that environmental print is
important reading material. She reminds children that “we’ve
been practicing reading the board” when listing all of the different
kinds of reading they are able to do.
Both teachers reinforce the fact that there are a variety of
ways to demonstrate competence at reading/writing activities both
independently and with friends. In the first example, Teacher A
names the different versions of the practice activity, and asks
students if they have questions about their options:
You may practice this book [that you just finished
illustrating], you may read some of the other books, you may
take a book from up on the board that has to do with the
busses that we’ve been reading about. Practice doing your
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chartin'" 1" ^Ut

R'rif (Scott Foresman, 1971) wall
friendf T„and rU C3n have a chan“ *0 ™ad that with
going to be dyo0in^Ve qUeSti°nS ab°Ut what il is that y°“'re

Teacher A is extremely consistent about reinforcing the fact that,
while there are many ways to demonstrate reading competence,
they must all contain the oral/written integration that
characterizes reading. In the examples below, she makes the
point that songs are included in reading time when links can be
made to print:

Teacher A: ‘Any requests today?’
A number of children name songs about which she states,
But we don t have the words.’ A chorus of voices says, ‘But
we know it [by heart].’ Teacher A affirms both their
knowledge and her criteria for inclusion in reading time by
saying. You 11 have to tell me the words. And I’ll write the
words down [on a chart]. But not this minute.’
Well, I d like to have you sing some songs that we can have
the words for, because this is part of reading. I don’t have
the words to ‘Old Dan Tucker’ on my chart. But I’ll get
them for you if you’d like.

The value of songs for pure pleasure as well as for oral language
development is never questioned. Rather, these purposes are
addressed at times other than reading workshop (i.e. during
music and during transitions between activities).
Teacher B also reinforces the existence of varied ways to
demonstrate competence. In the example that follows, she
clarifies the classroom criteria for publishing and composing:
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this is a Published...book and when we
a,b?ok+?ve want to make sure all the words have all
ft" th6n;n S,°,‘his time ™ Pve you something to
you d0 your mormng results, do

cmlrel^nT aU the sounds in 3,1

the words?'
Teacher B: ‘Which sounds do you write?’
CfiiLdren: Just the ones you hear.’

In the next example, Teacher B validates the different types of
books children have chosen to write by naming and
demonstrating respect for each one. She uses the opportunity to
reinforce the importance of sharing ideas so children can learn
from one another:

Books with no words, chapter books, books with decorated
covers, and a continuing series [she nods her head and
smiles as she names each one]. You could try out some of
each other’s ideas, couldn’t you?
In the last, she validates the order in which a student chose to
draw and write:

So you did pictures today and tomorrow you’ll do the
writing. That’s the other way to write!

Participating teachers consider rehearsal of supportive
language a critical factor in reinforcing students’ helping skills.
Teacher B remarks to the researcher that “what’s so critical is
taking the time to rehearse the language you use to show
appreciation when you give and receive.” In the example below,
she reminds children of their responsibility to use language in a
thoughtful manner:
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She reminds students that help is not always welcome, especially
if it is offered too quickly and deprives a student of thinking or
problem solving time:

Remember what we do if people need help? We let them ask

She reinforces the idea that accepting reading assistance is a
choice by highlighting resources students may wish to take
advantage of. The example below alludes to the fact that because
all children spend two years in Teacher B’s classroom
(kindergarten and first grade), second year students have areas of
expertise they can share with others. Their expertise is based
upon the previous year’s experience with classroom procedures
(such as plans), not upon independent reading skills. Slowly
developing readers strengthen both helping skills and reading
identity through their helping activities:

If you need any help, we’ve got a lot of expert planners here,
you know [children who have experience reading/writing
each day in their plan book].
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Summary

In summary, teachers’ theories of reading development,
learning, and student potential guide their interactions with
slowly developing readers as individuals and as members of the
classroom community. Several patterns concerning teacher
theories emerge from the data.
Teachers’ theories of reading development focus on
learning conditions (including motivation, demonstration, selfconfidence, practice, feedback, and performance) and the
development of specific competencies. The integration of oral and
written language and of social and cognitive competencies are
emphasized. Teachers’ theories of learning echo many of these
same themes. The teacher s role is to motivate, support, and
challenge students. Teachers make efforts to foster each student’s
identity as a reader by creating a supportive learning community
in which teaching/learning roles are shared among educators,
students, and parents. Theories of student potential rest upon the
belief that all children can learn to read given modifications in
pace and support. Data reveal that teachers recognize and
acknowledge even the smallest increment of progress and remain
firm in their expectation that all will learn.
As a result of their theories, teacher interactions with more
slowly developing readers concentrate on making risk taking safe,
on establishing a variety of ways for readers to demonstrate
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competence, and on encouraging students to view each other as
resources for learning. Teachers engage students in reading as
problem solving, emphasizing the strategies they need to apply to
make meaning from text. Under these conditions practice is
frequent, supported, and challenging. Support helps children feel
successful by fostering motivation and self-confidence. Supported
challenges allow children to take a gentle stretch, to go a bit
beyond what they can currently accomplish on their own. As
such, they provide children with a full vision of their next level of
independence and encourage identification as a reader to build.
Demonstrations of student expertise are encouraged so slowly
developing readers come to regard themselves as readers and as
members of a supportive learning community.
Teachers reinforce reading behaviors through explicit
language that links curriculum and literacy goals and clearly
states that everyone is a reader. The use of reading and writing
for real purposes emphasizes the existence of varied ways to
demonstrate competence. Supported practice with feedback on
both cognitive and social competencies underscores the value
placed upon collaborative learning in the participating classroom
communities.
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Influence Efforts to Help

Slowly

^we]ort\npr RPa(]^

Ingreuse Their Participation in thp
Literate Classroom Community

Data to determine factors teachers consider when
designing instructional groups and curriculum (including
materials) emerge primarily from interviews and informal
discussions. Findings center around the conscious efforts
teachers make to increase student participation in reading and
reading-related activities. Data relating to ways curriculum,
instructional groups and classmates support or hinder the efforts
of more slowly developing readers emerge primarily from
observational data. Findings from these data offer insights into
the ways teachers’ efforts affect actual outcomes.

What Factors Do Teachers Consider When Establishing Reading
Groups or Reading Partners?

Teachers in the participating classrooms do a relatively
small amount of grouping for instruction. To a large extent
instruction takes place through a combination of whole group
activities (appropriate for a wide range of student needs) and oneto-one conferences. Whole group activities include
reading/discussing enlarged-print books, language experience
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charts, and poem charts; reading/writing personal stories and
revisions of favorite texts; and reading/writing in conjunction
with social studies and science themes. Conferences are held for
readings of both commercial and student-created texts.
Conferences do not involve grouping decisions as they involve only
the teacher and an individual student and occur on a regular,
rotating basis for all readers.
Whole group activities ofien break up into individualized or
small group follow-ups. In thinking about these splinter groups,
Teacher A notes:

There are times when I think about who will go into what
[follow-up] groups but very often I don’t think about that
ahead of time... I like to have the literature and the children
do the leading and not do the leading myself.

Teacher B feels similarly about providing a choice of response to
literature and builds these student choices into grouping
decisions.
Interview data reveal three main factors teachers take into
consideration when they create small groups and partners. The
primary factor is whether children view each other as resources
and work together in ways that increase both social and cognitive
learning. A related factor is whether groups and partners foster
student self-confidence and sense of identity as a reader. A third
consideration is the focus on strategies and skills individuals need
at particular points in time.
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Students as ResonrrPS to Earh nthor.

Both teachers consider the general benefits of
heterogeneous grouping and collaboration among peers:

alUbfiiti^f fln!|dren w?fit fr°m working with children of
classwW vt Wtat 1 p,refer is t0 have a heterogeneous
class where children have those benefits. (Teacher A)
I want children to have an opportunity to share ideas with
people who might have different views than theirs or that
they re not used to hearing. (Teacher A)
The collaboration that they do when they’re working and
the help they can give each other is really significant
Someone mil say, ‘What is a T?’ and someone else will say,
L 1S*£' faking or pointing to the letter while naming
it], and then theyll start talking about what they know and
what they don t know and they teach each other that
way... [I want to create more times for individualized
reading that involve] the whole class so there’s more time
for collaboration. We already have a whole class writing
time. (Teacher B)

Over the past two years, Teacher A has given a great deal of
thought to the formation of reading groups and reading partners.
Observation and reflection on reading partners cause her to
believe that:

It wasn’t always their reading (where they were
functioning as readers) that was significant in terms of [the
success of] that grouping, but...how they interact socially
together to accomplish the task that was more important.
Early in the year she notes that:
Some children tend to be natural supports for other
children in ways that other children simply don’t know how
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Several months later she confirms her thinking:
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Teacher B has just begun to experiment with a system that
combines heterogeneous reading groups and flexible sets of
partners. She looks for:

SS Sf6 rear t0 shar? reading together and they just
read together on their own levels.
J

In her class, membership in a reading group is a choice for first
year students (kindergarten) and an assignment for second year
students (first grade). Therefore, there is usually a mix of ages as
well as independent reading skills in each group.
Part of readiness to read together, regardless of
independent reading level, comes from shared enjoyment of text.
Teacher B periodically chooses a text she thinks several children
will enjoy and groups them temporarily on that basis:

Some were readers; one was a reader since three and one
was barely struggling along, but they all read Little Bear
(Minarik, 1978) because they loved it.

These groups often begin their work by reading a portion of the
shared text together. They conclude with children reading to
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themselves or to a partner, or doing independent work based on
response to text. In both classes partner reading is sometimes a
choice (“You may read by yourself or with a partner”), and
sometimes a requirement (“Today I’d like you to read with a
partner”).

Self-Confidence and Identity

Formation as

a Rpa^r

Teacher A considers the benefits of providing a challenge
for the struggling reader from the perspective of modeling both
social and cognitive behaviors:

They see the kinds of behavior that more successful
students can model and they can begin to adopt those kinds
of behaviors for their own and I think that’s a really
important thing... I think that there’s opportunity to learn
from the experiences or the comments and understandings
of higher functioning children. Even if they [struggling
students] may not understand them entirely the first time
around, it puts them in contact with those understandings
[of ways to get meaning from text] and gives them
something to strive for.

She contrasts this highly motivating format with the potential for
low self-confidence and marginality created by membership in
“the bottom group.” She describes how, over time, Jay has begun
to participate in large group discussions in spite of difficulty with
oral as well as written language. Her comments suggest that his
intellectual and social development might have suffered without
the support and modeling of linguistically mature classmates:
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A factor Teacher B often considers is the desire to provide
slowly developing readers with the challenge/opportunity to be a
helper, to take on the expert role. In the example below, Karen, a
slowly developing second year student is asked to help a first year
student whose reading development is also less mature than that
of peers. The request is framed in a way that allows Karen to feel
pride in her expertise without casting any aspersions upon her
friend’s competence:

Karen, will you read [the morning chart] with Tammy*?
Cause you ve been first [and have therefore already had a
chance to lead the reading]. You know what to do.

Both schools are structured so teachers may create compatible
helping relationships across ages levels. Older and younger
students are often partnered. This system allows older students to
feel the success of being a helper and younger students to receive
additional aid. Teacher B comments upon the nature of these
partnerships to Tim’s parents:

We do a lot of older kid/younger kid tutoring... In that
format he [Tim] would just have time with a special
friend [to learn] about the computer and begin to use
it for his writing.
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Teacher B also takes into account the fact that slowly
developing readers often have specific social/emotional needs that
impact upon their learning. When necessary, she brings together
individuals who need a group with whom self-confidence and
trust can be built over time. This support group remains together
as long as it serves children’s combined cognitive and social
needs:

[These were] kids who needed a lot of social support. They
got a lot from having this group they could count on... that
foursome really needed to stay together for their own
confidence and [their need for] predictability.

Strategies and Skills

Teacher A considers whether children might be grouped to
support each other in ways that address different but
complementary cognitive needs:

[I might consider] looking at another child who really
doesn’t need it [a special group] for the beginning alphabet,
but might benefit from being there and simply engaging in
dialogue together...would be beneficial [for] her [Kelly] to
have a chance to work together with him [Jay] and say,
‘This is what we are going to do now,’ [because she has
difficulty with sequencing and other language concepts].

Teacher B feels children sometimes go through periods
when they need the support of an ongoing cohort group within
which skills and strategies may be learned:
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Teacher A recognizes the need to provide appropriate oneto-one assistance for children who need to develop a better balance
of strategies with which to approach reading. Frequently the
children she considers in this light need a more structured
approach to the development of sound/symbol relationships. They
often demonstrate an overdependence on prediction (from
illustrations, context, and memory) and an underuse of
confirmation strategies based on initial, final, and medial
consonants. On the other hand, she worries about the isolating
effects of any long-term grouping:

And this is a question that troubles me a lot when I think of
all these wonderful [supplementary] things to be doing. In
the setting of this classroom, where we try not to isolate
children, how can I work with him without isolating him
and drawing attention to him [in a way that might cause
him to feel he is]....not being successful?

She considers the difficulty of finding ways to work
inconspicuously with Jay one-to-one and then comments on some
of the drawbacks of doing so little grouping for instruction:

In Elaine’s [second grade] room where there is more of an
emphasis on groups, it’s almost a little bit easier than in
this class, where there [is] a lot of de-emphasizing
[of groups]. [It might be easier if there were some
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She reflects on the criteria she used when she created
the alphabet group” earlier in the year:

It became clear that they really didn’t have an
themtogether6 °fbeginninS COnsonant sounds so we pulled

She considers the value of reconvening that group from time to
time:

I might decide that I would like to have them all reading
the same text and responding to it, and using that text as a
means of getting some other strategies going for them.

Teacher B also reflects on the need to combine ongoing
groups with flexible groups and partners to meet students’ needs:

They could go back and forth [between strategy-based and
heterogeneous groups]... I really want to explore those
[combinations of] groupings a little more.

Teachers consider a variety of social and cognitive factors
when creating instructional groups. As these factors frequently
intertwine, teachers monitor groups and partners carefully and
make ongoing modifications that help maintain a balance
between the development of self-confidence and the development of
reading strategies for slowly maturing readers. The factors
teachers consider when designing curriculum, instruction, and
activities for these groupings is the subject of the next subquestion.
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What Factors Do Teachers Consider When Designing Reading
Materials, Instruction and Related Activities for Large Groups,
Small Groups, and Individuals?

The factors participating teachers consider when designing
curriculum reflect their theories of how reading competencies
develop. Teachers consider materials and forms of practice that
may increase student success and recognition as a reader. They
also consider ways to address individual differences/needs so a
wide range of children can benefit from participation in
classroom reading activities.

Success and Recognition

Both teachers use large print materials so the entire class
can read along together with the teacher. They look for
commercial and teacher-made materials that build in repetition
and familiarity with the language of books:

I guess in terms of picking out material...I look for things
with repetitive phrases in them. I look for things that
might be familiar to them already. (Teacher B)
[materials] that contain a tremendous amount of
repetition, tremendous amounts of rhyming and rhythm...
(Teacher A)
When we do real simple language experience stuff when
[after] we’ve taken a walk, I’ll purposely do Jim saw a
Tim saw a ••• And they start seeing that saw and they
always pick up that it all starts with I saw a... and they
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Teacher B is wary of materials that look beautiful, but fail to
provide an inspiring model of written language:

I m not interested in spending $25 or $30 on a [big] book
that s an updated version of Dick and Jane and Baby Sally
I m very distrustful of some of the school publishing
houses^ I wouldnt order them [books] unless I knew [the
publishing house], or it was a book I already knew.
Teacher A considers ways to link television and reading.
She wishes to build bridges between the familiar (T.V) and the
challenging (books) for children who come from homes in which
reading is not an everyday activity. She considers taping episodes
of the television program, Reading Rainbow, to show on rainy days
during indoor recess:

I’ve been very impressed with that show and I see that
children can learn a great deal from watching the show,
not only in terms of their enjoying books, but the
background experience that they can gain regarding those
books... So I think the program offers a tremendous amount
of information to children. If I can use that as a
transition...
Both teachers consider self-confidence and motivation as
important factors for growth as a reader and choose books
accordingly. Teacher B shares her thoughts on this topic on
several occasions:
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She frequently mentions to parents that a combination of
patterned language and short book length enables students to feel
like readers and while strengthening their understanding of
voice/print match.
Teacher B also considers the need for materials that allow
identity as a reader to generalize to a variety of settings. She notes
that some slowly developing readers only consider themselves
“real readers” when they are using a standard-sized text:
It [the poetry] isn’t something they can pick up and take
with them when it’s off the [written on] charts. I think they
need to be able to pick it up and take it with them like a book,
like a book you pick up. You can read it; you can take it
home and read it; you can take it to the loft and read it.
She feels they also need to be recognized as readers by family
members for a strong reading identity to develop. One material
used for this purpose is the “critical contract” in which teacher,
student, and parent each record their most important goal for the
student for that school year. Teacher B often cites “continuing to
grow as a reader” as her goal for students who need to identify
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themselves, and be identified by parents, as readers. These
student may also need to be recognized as readers by members of
their extended family. Teacher B uses tape recordings for this
purpose:

This last year I just began with the idea of making tapes of
kids reading. I started it mainly because I had a child who
was reading, but didn't think she was reading because
grandmothp1"63^ rec?gm5ing U at home. And she had a
grandmother whom she adored who was a teacher so I had
reL1n jLmvf^mI tapes 10 send t0 her grandmother of her
help hgure it out, [to help ensure] that that
recognition takes takes place.

Both teachers search for materials that can be experienced
by/have benefits for children with a range of independent reading
skills. Teacher A addresses this issue in connection literature
chosen to support thematic studies:

What it is that we work on together is...apt to be a result of a
focus [on] a unit of study, whether it be a language arts unit
of study or whether it be a wider integrated study
throughout the class.
I’m looking for variety...and I’m trying to think of what
would be useful in terms of different abilities, different
levels of reading ability...poetry that might be appropriate
for a group of children who have a wide range of reading
abilities.
What I...want to do is to allow children at all different levels
to plug in, at some point or other, realizing that those
children who are higher functioning as readers are going
to take away from that experience something totally
different than those who are less experienced.
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Both teachers give a great deal of thought to the ways in
which materials are used for instruction. Both feel children need
practice with a wide range of strategies for making meaning from
Print. They think carefully about ways to create a balance among
the strategies children use so meaning is attained from the onset
and accuracy is increased over time. In the example below,
Teacher B comments on the difficulties that may result for the
reader if this balance is lost:

I ve seen kids who, for one reason or another and I don’t
orwheTSt’s %S l0USy>StruCti0n [P°or implementation]
or whether its the way they are approached [approach to
reading instruction], but they are so bogged down in
th^ they forget what the Phrase is by
the time they re at the end of it. I’ve seen that happen to
certain kids with reading problems. I don’t know whether
they were plonked into a phonics program too fast. I
Seen ^ with any kids I’ve approached through
whole language actually, now that I think about it.

These teachers also consider ways materials can be used to help
students identify themselves as readers and as members of a
literate community. Collaborative problem solving around the
morning message provides one such opportunity:

People have turns to try to figure it [the morning message]
out and read it to everyone. (Teacher B)
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Individual DifTferpn^o^r.^..

Both teachers consider individual differences when
discussing activities that serve a diverse student population:

Everybody’s task is essentially the same and the wav it
(hffers is in what they bnng to it [the literature] as
individuals. (Teacher A)
J s
be something that will be of interest to the class,
^V'®lthoug,h *.t s an all-class activity, children can bring
their own individualities to it to make it something that is
much more their own as opposed to having everybody in the
tha V“y,sf,me P™duct...the process is what is
important and what the end results are is something that
would be based, in part, upon their own individualities
(teacher A)
HI be thinking about the kind of activity, whether it’s an
activity that allows for children to be expressing themselves
in a particular mode or a learning style.

They consider student interests and experiences when
designing activities that support individual differences:

One of the things I think about is, what is a unit of study
that will interest a particular child and also incorporate
many of the skills that I’m eager to have the child know.
(Teacher A)
It seems like every week part of the reading should come
from their experiences and I take that into consideration.
(Teacher B)
They also do their own individual word cards, words from
their writing that have meaning to them, like a cat, tiger or
whatever and showing them what those words would look
like in a book, and having them begin to develop that sight
vocabulary. (Teacher B)
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Teacher B considers social-emotional needs when choosing
or creating materials. The comment that follows refers to a very
difficult situation in which her class was reacting to the news that
a staff member and a classmate’s father were both dying of
cancer. She used traditional literature for reading at that time
because of the:

Incredible strength that fairy tales gave them around the
deaths that we were dealing with... Using reading helped
them deal with all those other things, those other emotions
and other things in their lives.

Teacher B also creates materials that reflect more everyday social
skills that need strengthening:

Some of their reading was [approached through] stories
that I made up about how you treat each other... how you
talk to each other, how you compliment.
In creating alternatives for small groups that have been pulled
together for a skill focus, Teacher A also considers how she will
accommodate:
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Both teachers recognize the role of flexibility and careful
observation in creating curriculum that meets social-emotional
needs:

Some of that [opportunity to use reading to serve socialemotional needs] just comes from observation, not really
(Teacheg B) ^ ^ bemg ^

t0

have SOme flexibility-

Both teachers find they sometimes needs to create
alternative activities for individuals when they are unable to be
successful within the context of the group. This year Teacher A
found ways for Cara to leave the group on days when the
transition between home and foster home was particularly
stressful. She was invited to use the library or engage in some
other quiet activity on these occasions. Whenever possible an
adult spent time with her, trying to talk through some of the
feelings that made her adjustment to school so difficult on these
occasions.
Teacher B finds the need to create alternate activities most
acute with respect to the amount of time individual children can
productively participate in group meeting:

I tried to think of things that meant they were always
contributing to the group, but in the best way they could, if
sitting still wasn’t the best way. But at the same time
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one

Sometimes her alternatives allow children to make a contribution
to the school, like delivering messages from the office to individual
classrooms. In the case of delivering messages, the child gets
physical movement while building associations between
themselves, print, and purposeful communication. Another
typical alternative is to engage in individualized reading with
book, or a book and tape set:

In the beginning [of the year] if we had a representing

sssSEff "* ,h»

Both teachers create alternative activities in which a
specific skill is addressed within the context of familiar literature.
Small group activities may be designed for several children who
need to practice that skill:

On the basis of that information that we had about them
[their need to work on sound/symbol relationships], [I] had
them engage in writing an alphabet book that had to do with
the Meanieg (Cowley, 1980) [a story practiced by everyone
during group meeting]. (Teacher A)
At least one child in each of the participating classrooms
needs additional support when practicing some of the
skills/strategies introduced during large and small group
instruction. In Teacher B’s classroom, Aaron spends several
minutes a day working with an individual tutor. In Teacher A’s
room, Jay’s one-to-one interactions can take place on more of an
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“unofficial” basis, as more than one adult is present in that
classroom at all times. Both teachers design individual
assistance so it will allow students maximum participation in the
regular reading program:

h?tdhtlf
WtW
°f th?Se
[f0ll°w-up
activities],
out he 11.have
that 1°*?
tutoring
[too],things
and there’ll
be times
when
[some of] what I provide for those other kids will be way
yond him...he 11 have [some] different ‘have-to’s’ [different
ways to respond to the literature]. (Teacher B)
LCimerent
Both teachers create tasks with built in alternative for
completion so children feel successful, regardless of individual
differences. For example, Teacher A often has children create
their own illustrations for favorite books. Each page of the book to
be illustrated contains one line of text and space for an
illustration. Teacher A lets children know they may figure out
what each page says with a friend, the teacher, or on their own
before illustrating it. Similarly, Teacher B notes:

I have a whole lot of sheets [copies of poems/songs] that
leave out words [with words missing],..They know them
from [reading] the [poem/song] charts or can copy them
from the charts, or they just know it [by heart] from saying
it and [are able to] fill in the blanks.

The factors teachers consider when designing materials,
instruction, activities, and instructional groups impact upon the
nature of students’ participation in the classroom community.
This issue will be considered in the next subquestion.
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Do Curriculum and Instructional Groups Support or Hinder
Slowly Developing Readers as Fully Participating Members of the
Literate Classroom Community?

Data that answer this subquestion emerge from teacher
interviews and conversations, student interviews and
conversations, and participant observation. Two major patterns
emerge from the data: motivation and self-confidence, and
support to ensure success and recognition as a reader. The
additional factors teachers consider when designing curriculum
and instructional groups (concern for social interactions around
text, strategies and skills, and individual differences) are reflected
within the data on motivation, self-confidence, and support. In
short, the factors teachers consider are highly relevant to the
success of more slowly developing readers in these classroom
communities.

Motivation and Self-Confidence

The curriculum in both classrooms supports slowly
developing readers by motivating them to increase their
participation in classroom reading activities. In addition, data
reveal that motivation to participate and self-confidence to
participate are closely intertwined. The combination of motivation
and self-confidence results in an increased desire on the part of
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slowly developing readers to engage in reading for meaning and
to share the results of their efforts with others.
In Teacher B’s room, personal word collections inspire a
high level of internal motivation. Students look forward to
choosing, writing, and demonstrating knowledge of their words.
In the examples below, children demonstrate their commitment
to gathering, using, and sharing their personal words:

his m“st recently acquired word in his
personal dictionary, Jesse starts flipping through that book.
Mien asked, he says he is looking for the slip of paper on
before
Written for
^veS days
before When he is sure he cannot locate the paper, he asks
that the word be written down again so he can be sure to
record it in his dictionary.
There are many days when Dawn, Aaron, and Jim read
through their personal dictionaries for pleasure.
Tim sits at a table entering his new word into his
dictionary. He then reads through his entire dictionary
from A through Z, pausing to closely consider words he
does not immediately recognize. Teacher A is circulating
among the children and stops briefly to hear him. As Tim
is getting ready to put away his dictionary and get out his
writing folder, he notices the researcher close by and asks,
‘Can I read these [words] to you?’

Teacher B notes that personal words have some potential
negative effects for slowly developing readers that need to be
carefully examined. After rereading Teacher (Ashton-Warner,
1986) she:

Started thinking about the advantages of not always
connecting those words to their writing because of the
constant comparing they do.
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She now asks children to choose words they wish to learn for any
reason, instead of requiring that personal sight words come from
their writing. She finds virtually no negative comparisons,
because words chosen from oral language have far less tendency
to distinguish more slowly developing readers from peers.
Both teachers invite interaction with the daily message.

Interactions are often social as well as cognitive as friends
frequently choose to work together to make meaning from text.
The desire to find out who has each of the highly coveted daily jobs,
motivates children in Teacher B’s class to read the daily chart on
their own. Teacher B recognizes and rewards these self-motivated
acts:

Even though we didnt read the message [at meeting], Pam
and Dawn got ready by reading it themselves [they learned
from the message that it was their day to be lunch inviters
and set about the task of inviting their guests].

Teacher A invites interaction by leaving a blank space in the
message where children may fill in the lunch menu. She
recognizes and compliments children who take on this challenge
by highlighting their efforts as the message is read.
Both classrooms are filled with print the children may use
as resources for reading and writing. Slowly developing readers
are motivated to make use of these resources because they are
highly accessible.
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Copying standard text represents the most basic use of
available resources. Students in both classrooms can be seen
copying anything from single words to full texts. In Teacher B’s
classroom. Karen is often seen copying short books such as Gib
(Melser. 1983) during choice time or quiet time (a quiet
reading/writing period that precedes dismissal). She also copies
words from favorite books into her dictionary on days when she
wants to record more than one new word. Jay’s mother reports
that, although he rarely sits and looks at books for pleasure, he
copies books, words, and letters at home. Jay and Kelly can
sometimes be found copying text during the early morning choice
time that precedes meeting in Teacher A’s room. Cara also uses
copying in a highly constructive manner:

At the beginning of writing period one day she says aloud to
herself, I m going to copy that book’ IThe Halloween
Performance (Bond, 1983)]. She uses the entire writing
period to copy the cover illustration and the title. She shows
her work to the researcher upon request, spontaneously
reads the title and asks for help with the name of the
author. She repeats the author’s name upon hearing it,
pointing to each word as she speaks.

The ability to make use of resources may promote student
participation in independent problem solving, an activity that is
highly valued in both classrooms. Teachers constantly add to the
environmental print as needed. In the example below, Teacher B
responds to Jesse’s question by alerting him to a writing strategy
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he might use. She then adds to the resources available to him for
future use:

Jesse.

[Teacher B], how do you spell the?’

The next three examples illustrate how children use
available print for problem solving in a supported situation:

Teacher AwILs tL kl“g with a group of children in
follow then
i They ,are figurinS out wh>oh letters
first Hstf numeral one when it is to be read as the word
Question

gr°UP establishes tha‘ S and T are the letters

Jim: ‘You would use F T for first.’
allTeUers?’1

^ y°U

if y°U WGre writinS{t out with

Jim: ‘It’s all right there in the first sentence.’ [He points to
a sentence in the daily message that contains the word

first-]
The daily messages written by Teacher B contain a blend of
familiar and unfamiliar sentences. The first few sentences are
repeated in the message each day. The last few change daily and
must be figured out by the reader. Although, Tim is unable to
verbalize about his word attack strategies (as can many of his
peers), he successfully initiates and follows through on problem
solving by putting his knowledge of familiar text plus strategies to
use:

Tim is standing in front of the morning chart. He begins
reading the message to himself. He easily reads the
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In the third example, Teacher A rewrites the daily schedule with
the class to reflect the fact that it is Halloween. She helps them
listen for sounds and then writes each new word on the board as it
is figured out:

Teacher A: ‘And, Arthur, after our Halloween project
we re going to have a Halloween...’
J
’
Arthur: ‘Party.’
party s[owiy]Hall°Ween-’ [°PenS her m°Uth t0 enunclate

Arihur: ‘You don’t have to sound it. You could copy it from
there [from the morning message].’
Teacher A: ‘I could have done that, couldn’t I?’ [affirmation
and pnde in voice].

The next series of examples indicate how slowly developing
readers participate as fully independent problem solvers through
the combined effect of accessible resources, internal motivation
and the self-confidence needed to approach the task. The first
three examples reflect tremendous growth in students’ ability to
understand and make meaning from print since the beginning of
the school year:

Jay is writing a story about a crane. He refers to a previous
page in his drawing and writing book and finds the letters
he’d written for truck \K T H 01. He then says, ‘Oops, I’m
looking for a crane,’ and starts searching for his picture
and text about the crane.
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Arthur looks back at his sixth grade
partner’s letter to find
the words he needs for his response.
Aaron is writing his results [reflections on the day]. He
rites a string of random letters. He goes to Jim’s cubby

copied LEGOS ^Hef for,hi\name and to the lego tub and

copies LMzLiS. He finishes his entry with his own name
Hejeads his sentence to the teacher, ‘I played legos with

Teacher B notes that environmental print can be especially
motivating when students are encouraged to write for their own
enjoyment and to develop a sense of their role in classroom
decision-making. She offers a humorous example:
And they really do love it when it says on our snack [menu]
No teachers allowed to eat our snack,’ or ‘No teachers.’
They love to read it over and over and laugh about it.
The preceding examples clearly highlight the importance of
writing in both classroom reading programs. The curriculum
offers a variety of opportunities for groups as well as individuals to
take ownership of the reading/writing process. For example,
several students who have been temporarily grouped to work on
sound/symbol skills create “The Meanies Alphabet Book” (a
revision of a predictable book). They show the researcher their
book and gather around as she reads it. They insist she try to
figure out which child created each picture and what each page of
text says. There is great excitement (including occasional
applause!) each time she figures out exactly what their invented
spellings say.
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Writing offers more slowly developing readers the
opportunity to assert control over written language. As author,
the slowly developing reader controls meaning not only for
him/herself, but for all who chose to read the work. Aaron feels
highly invested in his writing, although there are times when the
frustration of his struggle with sound/symbol relationships
overwhelms him. The fact that his books are edited and
published, that they end up in standard form, is extremely
important to Aaron. Once published, his stories can be read by
everyone and no longer depend upon his voice and illustrations to
communicate content. A typical comment upon realizing that it is
writing time is, “Great! Now I can do my book.”
Teacher criteria for writing process is extremely important
to Aaron, as it validates his ability to be a full participant in
reading/writing activities. On one occasion, after showing the
researcher his writing, Aaron said (in a serious tone of voice),
“[Teacher B] tells me just to listen for the sounds I hear.”
Children are encouraged to share their ideas and their
writing with others. Sharing and celebrating students’ work
helps bolster self-confidence. At the same time, it takes advantage
of the ways in which children are often motivated to build upon
each others’ ideas:
After struggling to begin her writing, Karen begins a book
entitled “I Know About” that features a predictable
language pattern (each page begins with the words I know
about). Many children are inspired by her idea, especially
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Most of the slowly developing readers demonstrate a strong
investment in their writing and voluntarily participate in the
writer response groups that are featured in both classrooms. In
this highly social reading/writing event, random groupings of
children spend several minutes reading portions of their writing
to one another. They read their piece and then invite questions
and comments. Some children, Jesse for example, rarely
volunteer to share, but often agree to do so with a bit of teacher
encouragement. Others, such as Aaron, Dawn, and Jay volunteer
eagerly. Aaron makes extensive use of memory to share his
writing (in much the same way he uses it to maintain a cohesive
story line as he composes). The two examples that follow
illustrate the level of importance children attach to such
participation. In the first, Dawn wants to read her entire book at
author circle, but finds there is only time for each child to read a
favorite page of his/her writing. She and Teacher B negotiate a
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solution that acknowledges time constraints and, at the same
time, permits Dawn to affirm her identity as author/reader:

one?’

b00k] anher

puDiisn. Which picture is your favorite

ftartffig on^btr-3 “ picture

^ Just

boo^u^IarUUng0on?'ke ‘° *“ eVery°ne what Wnd °f
Dawn takes the opportunity to tell about beginning a
Halloween chapter book and holds up a paJTshe fs
particularly proud of because it has‘lots of words ’
In the second example, Jay’s turn at author circle is unexpectedly
interrupted by a bee. The groups (three small author circles) are
unable to refocus their attention after the bee has flown away. Jay
asks in a concerned tone of voice, “When can I finish reading?
Everything’s happened since Arthur started reading.” [i.e. when
the bee first appeared].
Both teachers recognize how important it is for all students
to share their work with peers. They feel sharing gives slowly
developing readers the opportunity to participate and gain
recognition as both reader and author. Because of a combination
of time constraints and recognition that not all children willingly
share with the larger group, brief opportunities to read to a
neighbor frequently constitute the conclusion of the writing
period:

This is the time of drawing and writing that you share with
the person next to you. Then when we come to meeting, if
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Children in these classrooms also learn to listen like
writers. Their careful listening affects their level of selfconfidence about creating and interacting with text. In the first
example, Arthur asks the researcher to guess what he is going to
write about. She guesses he will write about a ghost:
Arthur: ‘What kind of ghost?’
The researcher pauses to consider.
Arthur: ‘What kind of ghost rides on a horse?’ Without

aars-b,8i"' *d"" *

.

Researcher: ‘I guess Ichabod Crane ’
Arthur: ‘The Headless Horseman.’
Researcher: ‘Those are both names for the same
character.
Arthur: ‘They write lots of poems about him.’

The second example illustrates the type of response that follows
Teacher B’s request to predict a story conclusion. She engages
students in this type of thinking both for short picture books and
for the longer chapter books she reads aloud in daily installments.
Aaron, considering the question of an appropriate conclusion for
BflmQnft the Brflve (Cleary, 1975) states, “I’d make a nice ending,
not like most movies that end with killing.” As with his own
writing, Aaron clearly feels a sense of ease, familiarity, and
control when considering another author’s characters and plot.
This self-confidence helps him participate in the classroom
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community as a knowledgeable and well respected author and
consumer of books.
There are times when the emphasis upon reading/writing
integration proves less productive for a few of the slowly
developing readers. Sean, Karen, and Jesse go through periods of
time when writing seems like a burden and causes a great deal of
resistance. Sean may be highly unfocused and write nothing
unless he has a teacher by his side. Karen may resist writing,
choosing to create wordless books or books with a single word on
each page. Jesse is sometimes very resistant in spite of the
quantity, pace and support modifications Teacher B creates to
address his visual and fine motor needs. Teacher B attributes a
portion of Jesse’s response to physical challenges and a another
portion to motivation. She wonders if active resistance against his
new school is being played out in the area that is most difficult for
him, writing. This question appears highly pertinent as Jesse’s
response is in direct contrast to that of Tim, a highly motivated
writer whose visual and fine motor difficulties are at least as
severe as those of his classmate.
It is difficult, on the other hand, to ignore the pride and
pleasure these children demonstrate when they complete a piece
of writing and are able to fully participate in the sharing and
celebrations that bring closure to each project. Sean, on one
occasion, was even heard to declare, “Something got at me
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yesterday, because I kind of like writing workshop and I usually
don’t like it!”
Children spend a great deal of time with the books in their
classrooms. They appear highly motivated to read commercially
published books as well as the teacher-made/student illustrated
copies of familiar poems, songs, and stories created as reading
follow-up activities:

Karen and a fnend are reading a teacher-made book of
^nnPthrcVlTng partnf reading. At the end of the
session, the children are asked what their favorite part of

fs^Tfav^ntTart' ^ repHeS’ ‘Finding P°ems 1 know
These materials and activities often motivate spontaneous
practice of emerging skills:

Cara walks by the researcher with her Jack-0-Farp<; (Edge,
1988) book. She asks what the last two pages say [in order to
create an appropriate illustration]. She reads along with
the researcher, spontaneously running her finger under
the words [she is able to make a 1:1 match for the first few
words of each sentence]. After finishing the book, she walks
back to her desk and continues illustrating.
Liz enters the classroom, puts away her things, and begins
wandering around. She notices an attractively illustrated
chart in the meeting area. It is a teacher-made version of
The Bus Ride (Scott Foresman, 1971), a story with a
predictable language pattern the children have heard many
times before. Liz walks up to it, picks up a nearby pointer
and reads it through several times. She subvocalizes and
tracks with the pointer as she reads.
Dawn and a friend have just settled into the room. They
walk over to the meeting area and stand in front of the chart
stand, casually talking to one another. Dawn’s eyes go to
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be^sPtortd!tre“^faXlt"0Ut T™! il' ^

S

tUm

and sit dCtto"wS'y 88

Another skill children learn through a combination of
increased self-confidence and involvement with print is the art of
self-evaluation. In the example that follows, Karen gives careful
thought to Teacher B’s question:

Karlen. ZIf‘ ^ y°U Uke about U [>'our reading book]?’
read There
ari?^
read the word^ “d if. fun to
reaa.
mere are
someT^0
hard words.*
TKarenr
*}f?t word
y°u couldn’t read?’
aren. First of all T°ne
I couldn
read that
jump.*
Teacher B: That is a hard word, jump.*
<AndJ
rn t read [indistin£uishable] 0r
[indistinguishable] I get a ride.*
Teacher B: ‘Can you read those now?’
Karen nods her head affirmatively.
Teacher B: ‘I guess you can do some hard work, huh?’
A wide range of activities encourage children in both
classrooms to view reading as the effort to make meaning from
text. They hear books read aloud and discuss them. They
participate in figuring out the morning message, in making sure
their predictions about unknown words make sense in context.
Their approximations of text are celebrated with comments like,
“You really understood what that page was about!” (Teacher B).
Slowly developing readers are motivated to make sense from print
because they are part of an environment in which print is
expected to be meaningful. Because participation as a reader is
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synonymous with participation in meaning-making, children an
unsatisfied with mere “word calling.” In the example below,
Jesse reads a page of ffiho Liyaa Here? (Melser, 1983) during a
reading conference. He realizes that, in spite of accuracy, he has
lost a sense of the meaning and is motivated to make sense of
what he has read:

his face He
angarJoos- A PU2zled look crosses
£2?* w vT
reading and asks, ‘Why does it say No'?'
,,h t(? eh®r reads the Page with expression and indicates
hims^f cTharacter,says. ‘No’ because he is correcting
himself. Jesse nods, rereads the page with the same
expression and continues on.

In the next example, Sean assumes a shared responsibility with
Teacher A for maintaining reading as a meaningful interaction
with print:

Teacher A begins reading Here Comes A Rns (Ziefert, 1988)
to the entire group. She inadvertently skips the first page.
Sean'. No way, you didn’t do the first page!’
Teacher A: Did I miss one? You’re absolutely right. Let’s
start again.’

Illustrations, rhythm and language patterns can be highly
motivating factors that help draw initially reluctant children into
a participatory mode. Typical examples of language patterns are
refrains, phrases, and sentence structures that are repeated
exactly or with slight variations throughout the text. As children
are drawn in, they experience themselves as participating readers
and their self-confidence grows. Success is practically
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guaranteed because of the combination of repetition, rhythm, and
the sound of voices speaking in unison all around them. Both
teachers use songs as well as poems and stories for this purpose
As Teacher A notes, “I think that when children can act out
songs, move their bodies to the songs, that that's important [for
their growth as readers].” During the episode described below,
participation generates feelings of pleasure and pride and, for one
child, leads to recognition of a mathematical aspect of the pattern.
The examples are drawn from a meeting during which Teacher
A s class is reading a teacher-made chart of the book Seven T.ittlg
Babbits (Becker, 1973):

Sean and Arthur are initially uninvolved in the choral
reading of the chart. They move in closer to see the
illustrations after three or four verses. This action brings
them in closer proximity to the print and their eyes begin
following along with Teacher A's pointer. Cara and Jay are
also silent initially. They slowly join in on the reading as
the pattern gets increasingly familiar [after two verses].
Jay has a smile of pleasure on his face [and a look that
seems to indicate a mixture of pride and astonishment as
well]. All of a sudden Sean notes, ‘This is a take awav
story!’
Teacher A begins explaining how to change the numbers
on the Seven Little Babbits (Becker, 1973) chart. Sean listens
to her explanation and then answers her rhetorical
question [subvocalizing], ‘Then you put on the six.’
A similar phenomenon occurs in Teacher B’s room,
especially for Aaron, whose heavy dependence upon memory of
text and context causes him to fear the introduction of new
reading materials. He is often initially quite reluctant to
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participate in group reading activities. He tends to withdraw
Physically as much as possible. Because the meeting area is
under a loft, he can sometimes slide behind a beam or into one of
two comers. As such, he remains in the horseshoe, but is clearly
signaling a desire to hide, to disappear. However he loves books
and his resistance/fear melts away once a familiar pattern or
melody is underway. His motivation to participate in the familiar
is fed by growing feelings of self-confidence as he interacts with
the text. Successful participation helps him overcome the fear of
exposing both strengths and weaknesses in a large social setting.

^endCilermfi9d,\VerSi0n 0futhe,b00k Chicken Soon With Bi.o
(Sendak, 1962) hangs on the chart stand. Aaron sits as far
from the stand as possible. As children problem solve to
figure out the title, his expression grows a little more
relaxed and even eager. By the time the group is
reading/singing the third page of the book, he has moved to
the front and is reading with the rest of the group. At the
end of the reading Aaron raises his hand and tells the
group that he has that book at home. Several other children
nod their heads indicating that they too are familiar with
the text.

The latter example also highlights the joy and increased
self-confidence children feel when books from home and school
complement one another. Both classrooms contain many books
children have at home due to their availability through school
book clubs. The example that follows illustrates how familiarity
influences book choice. The likelihood that Liz will participate in
reading the book in question is very high:
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sayi/rmXd'/kno
books for her book box and
IMkK (Burton 1th‘Si.r IVe ** it ffiha
in her book box.
’
^ home. She smiles and puts it

Neither teacher depends upon familiarity with books from
home. Rather, they take advantage of and extend the ways in
which familiar literature can increase student participation in
the reading process. Books containing predictable language are
read aloud so children become acquainted with them and come to
regard them as familiar and accessible. Teacher B states this
goal explicitly to her students:

r^hXXXm l fr

books- You might want to choose to
read them, so 111 help us get familiar with them.

As a result of immersion in literature that assures success
each of the children has certain safe, dependable books they can
count on when reading with friends. These books are so well
known to them that successful participation, and thus
recognition, as a reader is guaranteed. Both teachers encourage
children to identify themselves as readers through their
familiarity with these books. For example, following the reading
of a new book, Teacher B comments:

That’s a pretty funny book fCats and Mice (Gelman, 1978)].
You can all read it, alright? ...Raise your hand if you think
you could read this book today [all hands went up
immediately].
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Some children may become overdependent on their safe
books. They cling to these books, likely fearing the challenge of
taking on the next unknown text. They need frequent experiences
with success to be convinced of their ability to confidently interact
with new text:

?££ n f'°gi¥V B<*r (Cowley-1980) over and over
another11 ACftearby d°eS !lotJwant 10 leave that book for
After he is asked to join a classmate to learn Fizz
(“elsf > ;982> and finds he can follow aTo^
^ bi!h„
riHe V°'unteers to be ‘he first one to read it aloud
on his own. He continues to cite himself as the first one to
learn Friz and Splutter (Melser, 1982) for many weeks
afterward [reminding himself, with pleasure in his voice of
this accomplishment].
’

Students’ feelings of success as a reader may result in
increased participation due to a combination of social and
cognitive growth. For example, Teacher B reports to Jim’ parents
that once he realized:

How much fun it was and that he could really figure out
these poems...[that they] give him success... [that] he can
read the books with [predictable] patterns...that it was safe
[to try], then he felt better socially...he’d start spreading out
more [relaxing, giving of himself] and being a leader.

She reports to Karen’s parents that Karen is “starting to read and
that’s helped her get through that feeling of not being able to do
hard work.”
One constraint that emerges from the data regarding
motivation and self-confidence is the gap between some children’s
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independent reading abilities and their cognitive interests.
Arthur, for example, sometimes finds it difficult to identify as a
On one occasion he notes to the researcher, “There are
only two books I can read because I mostly like science books.” He
does not remember, or grant any importance to, the predictable
books he has mastered. The latter are clearly not as meaningful
to him as more difficult books that address his strong cognitive
interests. Teacher A discusses this issue with Arthur’s parents:

Arthur likes to read about facts and that is limiting in
terms of books that are available at his reading level.

She makes a concerted effort to balance student interests with
independent reading capabilities. Involvement with sixth grade
partners provides one such opportunity. In the example that
follows, Teacher A reminds children of how they need to prepare
for their afternoon meeting with the sixth grade:

Here’s what you need to do to prepare for your sixth grade
tnends this afternoon. You need to check in you book box
sometime in between now and lunch time to find out
whether there is a book in your book box that’s too hard for
you [to read], but one that you would like to have the sixth
graders read. I think most of you are all set as far as that’s
concerned [because most tend to choose a range of books
based upon both interest and familiarity with text].
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Data analysis reveals integrated curriculum and groupings
and one-to-one reading/writing conferences with the teacher as
important forms of support for all children in the participating
classrooms. These supports are built into the regular classroom
program in ways that ensure success and recognition for slowly
developing readers as participants in their classroom community.
Reading and writing are integrated with each other and
with the other content areas (art, math, science, social studies) as
well. Instructional groups are integrated, typically involving
students with a wide variety of abilities and needs.
Both teachers have a great deal to say about the ways that
heterogeneous groups support individual students as
participating members of the classroom community. Teacher B
comments on ways heterogeneous groupings help students
become aware of and accept each others’ differing abilities:

I think the fact that the kids read at all different levels;
every level is valued and it’s okay [to be at any level].

She believes curriculum can increase participation by helping all
students feel like valued members of the community. She
suggests this goal is furthered when curriculum provides
opportunities for readers to demonstrate a variety of abilities/skills
to peers, to become known from a variety of perspectives:
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- so much more

She illustrates her point with

a comment about a specific

individual:

math, no one would We Tv^saidThar^ or^y read*n& and
could solve problems] Or if it w d H\at
^m [that he
couldn’t berin t rela l v? aU workbook oriented, he
'*■

very slowly andhacff^
dummy because he worked
h d t0 really struggle through things So
the fact that there were other avenues was a really^
supporting thing; there wasn’t just one answer or one wav
to do anything. [There was an understanding that]
Y
everyone does things in different ways.
g

Teacher A feels strongly about providing multiple avenues
within reading/writing activities as well. She suggests openended activities increase student participation because they
contain criteria for success across the full reading development
continuum:

If a child is in a classroom where individual abilities are
recognized and encouraged, then that child can be
performing at his or her own level of reading no matter
what other people in the class are doing.

Conversely, she comments upon the dangers of offering only one
form of reading instruction and practice to struggling students,
especially if they have not succeeded with that approach in the
past.
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3 ud things 1 think can be very
those sofndl Wh££^ the differea“ >"
children who have d fficultv h?
^ that a11100 often

“«ssa sas

children up fo^dehtio^I Sre^ sTl thinkTh SetS theSG
significant relationship between^what one sets uTas a*
curriculum and how children feel about it
In a related comment, she discusses isolated lessons and tasks as
a potential hindrance to successful student participation:

I think that very often lessons and materials that don’t have
any connection, that don’t fit into a context, that are isolated
can be very frustrating to some children, particularly
Thevrdn ^h° 3re haVing 3 hard time getti"g off the ground
fet anyuPUrP0Se,ln tHem and they aren’t able to
make the relationships, make the bridges that they need to
in order to relate them to their experiences.

Teacher B mentions the pressure to rush through
curriculum as a potential hindrance to increasing student
participation in the classroom community. She feels strongly that
fostering high quality work and feelings of self-confidence take
precedence over adherence to preset curriculum timelines. In
considering potential hindrances for slowly developing readers
she states, “Trying to fit too much in is a hindrance, I think.
Trying to do too much; the pace of the day not being relaxed.”
Students sometimes express similar feelings about feeling
rushed/pressured to become readers. Karen’s mother describes
her daughter’s initial resistance to the idea of a researcher who
might wish to speak with her about reading. Shortly after the
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latter discussion, Karen told her grandmother, Tm not in a rush;
HI read when I'm ready.” Karen relaxed and began initiating
exchanges with the researcher when she realized there was no
pressure on her to do so.
Physical as well as cognitive differences need to be taken
into account so they do not hinder students’ success. Both
teachers mention that some students need to move their bodies
frequently and become disruptive if movement is too strictly
curtailed. Teachers in this study allow sound and movement
during reading/writing times if students are working hard
(individually or collaboratively) and not disturbing others.
Teacher A has given Sean his own separate writing desk for the
times when he is either disturbing to others or in an active and
unfocused frame of mind. The example that follows illustrates
Sean s ability to be simultaneously highly productive and highly
active:

Sean is working hard on his “Love Is” book. He draws a
cover illustration and writes Love Is, by Sean. He next
creates a dedication page by copying for from the dedication
page of a library book and adding the words Mom and Dad
[subvocalizing D A D as he writes dad]. His writing is
accompanied by a lot of mouth percussion sounds. He often
kneels on the chair and tips it forward with one knee.
Sean’s success is by no means guaranteed by Teacher A’s
commitment to support individual differences. He frequently does
nothing unless a teacher is by his side, although he is able to
listen for sounds and to make use of language patterns, memory
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Of text and a few sight words as he reads. Although his ability to
focus often depends upon adult support, the previous example
indicates Sean’s potential for increased participation in the
classroom community, given curriculum that captures his
interest and supports his needs.
Opportunities for one-to-one reading/writing conferences
with the teacher constitute another major form of support. These
brief periods of individualized instruction occur on a rotating or
as-needed basis for each student in the class. The briefest occur
within the context of whole group activities, as when teachers
circulate among students supporting their progress as they revise
or illustrate a familiar text. Somewhat lengthier contacts occur
when all students are involved in totally independent work,
freeing the teacher up to concentrate on an individual child.
Teacher A frequently uses silent reading time to accomplish the
latter. Teacher B tries to leaves herself unscheduled for the half
hour that follows meeting and partner reading. Children are
involved in choices or in independent follow-up activities, leaving
her free to work with individuals.
Individualized contact with the teacher assists all readers.
Examples of teacher interaction documented in subquestion 2d
illustrate ways the reading/writing conference is particularly
significant for the assessment and support of more slowly
developing readers. Supported readings provide guided practice
for critical reading skills/strategies. This support allows students
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to expenenee a higher level of reading competence then they could
expenence on their own. It gives them a preview of themselves at
their next level of reading awareness. In the case of many
children in the study, it elicits feelings of pride and prompts an
increased desire to participate more fully as readers in the
classroom community.
Aaron's comments at the end of two reading conferences
indicate his level of excitement and joy. The first is a comment
following a conference in which his retelling of a favorite book was
praised and attention then drawn to the “words the author used.”
Although his reading had been heavily teacher assisted, Aaron
said with excitement upon finishing the last page, “I read the
whole book!” The second comment is heard at the conclusion of a
conference in which he learned to read two very simple
predictable books. Aaron clearly did not want the conference to
end, for he asked, “Can we learn another book today?”
Patterns emerge in the way individualized support is linked
to ongoing practice. Both teachers tend to offer support and
guided practice and then bring closure with a specific suggestion
for practice, either for immediate implementation or for
implementation over the course of the next few days. The
examples that follow illustrate this pattern:

If the adult in the classroom says to you, ‘This is wonderful,
you’ve done a great job,’ then you may take your book box,
and this can be one of the books that you will be reading
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those dimes'* (Tea’cherAf fnend r6ading’ during one of

practkTit this weethaTt,n y°Ur WOrk pocket and y°u can
with me. (Teacher B)
^ y°U g°‘ Thank you for reading

Data reveal one ongoing concern regarding the ways
curriculum and instructional groups support more slowly
developing readers. This concern involves the question of whether
it is possible to provide the amount of support some children need
to reach for accuracy as well as meaning in their work. Teacher
A reflects upon this issue when she describes her desire to be sure
“they [slowly developing readers] don’t spend a lot of time waiting
or that the needs of other children are ignored.” One way both
teachers address this concern is by helping students support one
another. The issue of whether classmates can effectively support
one another, thus distributing the responsibility for full
participation across the entire classroom community is addressed
in the next subquestion.

How Do Classmates Support/Hinder Slowly Developing Readers’
Efforts to Become Fully Participating Members of the Classroom
Community?

Findings for subquestion 3d emerge primarily from
observational data. Interviews and informal conversations with
teachers, students, and parents offer additional insights.
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Analysis yields three major themes in the data: classmates as
resources, social interactions around text, and students as
comparisons/competition. Siblings, parents and schoolmates
(from other classes) are mentioned as additional sources of
comparison. The first two themes reflect the desirable roles
discussed in subquestion 2b. The third reflects a role that emerges
despite conscious efforts to design supportive learning
environments.

Classmates as Resourcps

Students serve as resources to each other in a wide variety
of circumstances. They are resources because they are experts on
their own writing, on favorite texts, and on the process of listening
for sounds and making use of environmental print as they create
new texts.
Teacher B suggests that children often feel highly motivated
to support one another:

Kids get satisfaction out of helping each other figure out the
morning chart.

The examples that follow illustrate ways students in her class
view each other as resources when reading/revising studentcreated texts and when when reading commercial texts.
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pnmQN'lffi okRDPMT^g on the ornaments u Lie
the letters LSand says^g8Thatch1'8 t6Xt' Sbe.notices
is.*
y »
S- Thats how you spell is; that’s
pute E a kn0W and 1 don,t want

He erases the 1 £ and

Teache?B asks H d n u 6 °?k Created by the class,
savs if vn,,
,
?u d y°u figure out what the page
could find the
ead7 know?' Haren answered, 'You
d find the person who wrote the page and ask them ’
In the next example, Karen takes a step forward in her ability to
accept and make productive use of peer assistance:
A couple [of] kids volunteered to help her [redo an
tched the text] and she went back and
she re-did it, and she was so happy at re-doing it, and felt so
hIlnh7henTvf rGiadithf b°?k' And happy t0 have someone
help her
They looked in books over here and figured out
what to do [to make it realistic]... Last year she would have
given up...she would have just said, ‘Forget this’’
Karen sometimes assumes the position of helper. In the
example that follows, each child is completing her own copy of a
Halloween poem with some of the words missing. Children are to
fill in the words from their memory of text, using the poem chart
as a resource for standard spelling:

After completing the task, Karen spontaneously decides to
help a group of students who seem to be having some
difficulty. She walks over to the poem chart and starts
pointing to the words needed to complete the task. She ends
up asking children who are searching for a word, what
word they need. [i.e. ‘Are you on pot, Aaron?’ She also
announces, ‘I’m the teacher now so if you need some words
corrected, you can just ask me.’ Her help is accepted by all
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Th« .*»pl. ,h„ Mi™

tW

friends that spontaneously becomes a threesome when more help
is needed:

to^t^r^^e^hav^heard thc^bo<iraia^°^i^aUSS’ 1949>

assumes a gentle leadership role. Together they Le
memory of text, illustrations, sight wfrds and
sound/s3mibol relationships to make sense’ of the text About
two thirds of the way through the book, Jesse [lying on the
floor reading Fizz and Splutter (Melser, 1982)] hears them
both struggling over a word [growing!, puts down his boo™
and JT™mrenturn tnih * *8“? * °Ut They s^ceed. Jim
own bo™k 1
1 their collaborative effort and Jesse to his

Children in Teacher B’s class also work together as they
reflect upon their day. Reflection occurs within the context of
“results,” a daily activity in which each child decides upon and
records something about the day that was of personal significance
to him/her. This activity often involves a combination of reading,
writing, drawing and discussion. The variety of skills children
may use to successfully produce results and the range of abilities
in the class provides opportunities for more slowly developing
readers to offer support and thus experience themselves in the
helping role:

Jesse and several first year classmates are sitting around
the table working on their results. Children become
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suggests iheVmShtSl°onDvf^OW •t°

WOrd

*h^>lan„'nF^s^®^®r<:°<^^l*thehave^to
board^aHis°f
31H
make use of this arhrim
i J
,0 DoardHis fnends
helped one of his younger friend!'wYth resulte8'Attend f
toicfTesse
hetld me listen for Bsounds.’
in a X-edtntof
voice, desse helped

°f

The opportunity to work with friends can often prove highly
satisfying. Clusters of friends share certain difficulties with the
reading process. At their best, these combinations of children
provide both academic and social support for one another. The
example that follows illustrates how three slowly developing
readers with very different needs and independent reading skills
are able to support each others’ efforts:

Frequently Jim, Aaron, and Tim choose to work together on
partner reading or on creating revisions of familiar poems
and songs. On this occasion, Jim helps Aaron listen for
sounds in between working on his own verses for the song
‘When I Grow Up.’ At one point, he realizes the word
Aaron wants is one of his personal words. He goes to his
work pocket, gets his personal dictionary, finds the page he
wants and gives it to Aaron to copy. Jim sings each of his
verses upon completion, tracking along with his finger.
Tim works independently, rereading his revisions quietly as
he completes each one. From time to time he enters into the
conversation and then returns to his own work after a few
words.

The next five examples illustrate how students in Teacher
A’s room interact with each other as teachers and learners.
Examples one and two illustrate the light-handed manner in
which assistance is offered. Example one is especially powerful
as help is offered by Sean, a student who is often unfocused in his
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own work. In this instance, Sean’s motivation to help may be
driven by a desire to hear the book read as he is accustomed to
hearing it sound:

-esss* Ssttss-

backwards counting pattern is maintained.

togethT/
Cara'isfwr
Wly
tutT*
working
together Cara
is familiar
with
the bookreadersKelly is are
reading
SCOtt Foresman- !976)]. She corrects
Kelly s miscues from memory in a kind tone of voice. She
the°roe»aat,tha‘f?he
10 be suPPorted- When asked by
t e researcher, Cara, do you like to read with friends’’ she
replied, Yeah! Because they read to me!’

In the third example, Brad demonstrates his ability to
ignore Jay s efforts at subverting the reading session. He keeps
Jay on task without appearing to put a damper on the
relationship:

rThe Bus Ride (Scott Foreman 1971)]
Jay: ‘The rabbit got off the bus. The horse got off, the fish

got off, the rhinoceros got off, poop got off. I mean the...’
Brad: ‘No, that’s...’
Jay: ‘The goat, the fox, the boy, the girl. And the girl got

stung right in the eyeballs [instead of‘And they all ran
fast’]. Your turn, big boy.’
Brad: ‘Ummm.’
Jay: ‘It’s big boy’s time.’
Brad: ‘I want to see what I want to read first.’
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Brad is particularly skilled at offering support without taking
over. In the example that follows Brad helps Jay recognize a
change in the language pattern and is careful to allow Jay his full
turn as reader:

^bout ^say Tasa4 °“ **

“d

change'in' the language pattern]6

bUS Went"[He is

**indiCateS 3

afa SfiSS' [He iS ^ °Ut “ «
Bmd-. ‘No. Then...’ [again emphasizing the pause].

hhfnS^fenlyflei?emberS
Pattern
and continues on
his own from that point to t]new
the end of
the book.
Jay and Brad are often paired as reading partners. They
also choose to continue that relationship on their own, this time
with Brad as the reader:

Jay is looking at books on his own. After looking at two
books, he packs up his book box and goes to sit with Brad
Brad is reading a riddle book he had illustrated as a
reading follow-up activity. As Jay sits down, Brad turns to
him and begins reading the book in a louder voice so Jay
can hear him.

Social Interactions around Text

The category social interactions around text refers to
interactions in which children expand upon the ways they
typically interact when involved with print. In some instances,
they have chosen (rather than been assigned) to read and write
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With fnends. In others they have chosen to discuss books as much
as to read them. In still others, they read and write as part of
work in the arts. Social interactions around text represent
occasions when children who frequently receive help from others
find themselves on more equal footing. Because the activity is
defined, at least in part, by friendship and interest, it is frequently
broader in purpose than simply figuring out written text. As a
result, children may feel freer to discuss, offer advice, create, or
play around with print on these occasions.
Jay plays a major role in the first three examples. In
example number one, Jay offers Arthur some advice, an action he
never takes when print is the sole criteria for expertise:

Arthur is writing a story about pirates. After rereading his
text, he turns to the next blank page, checking to see
whether or not the markers have bled through from the
previous illustration. Jay notices his action and states: ‘If
you do it soft, Arthur, it won’t go through.’ Arthur nods
thoughtfully, says, Thanks,’ and begins his next
illustration. He holds the marker very lightly, apparently
trying out Jay’s suggestion.

The second example takes place during a three-way reading
partnership:

Brad is reading I Want To Be An Astronaut, (Barton, 1988).
Jay and Nick briefly comment on each illustration as the
pages are turned. At the end of one page all three boys
discuss the fun of walking upside down.
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In example number three, Jay and Brad are in the school
library talking over possible book choices. Jay often initiates the
conversation as they deliberate.
Liz, who frequently chooses to read on her own, can
engage others when she recognizes important reasons for doing
so. In this example, she offers to be a reading partner to two very
slowly developing readers. These children have just transferred
into her class from a self-contained special needs classroom in
another school district. It is their first full day in a regular
classroom:

When Teacher A announces a choice of reading alone or
with a partner, Liz immediately walks over to the twins
book in hand, and asks if they would like to be her partners.
They happily accept. The three girls sit down together. Liz
reads them The Big Toe (Melser & Cowley, 1980) and
engages them in a conversation about the illustrations
Their partnership lasts for the full length of the reading
period.

In the next few examples, children in Teacher A’s class
interact with each other in a relaxed, cooperative spirit
throughout an entire partner reading session:

Arthur is up on his knees looking down into the book with
great interest while Carol reads I Was So Mad (Simon,
1974). She reads an approximation of the last line: ‘If I feel
this bad tomorrow, I’ll run away.’
Arthur: ‘No, maybe I’ll run away tomorrow instead.’
Carol: ‘Yeah.’
Arthur: ‘That’s what it says. Now I’ll read the Ickv Bug
Alphabet Book’ (Pallotta, 1986). Arthur names the word for
each letter and discusses the text (scientific information
about each insect). Carol joins in the discussion about
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&eSannei976)heArthu01 rea^s Cats and Kitten
first half and listens attend f6^ alon6 with her for *e
Arthur• mo T ,7t ntlvely for the second half.
Kittens (Scott Foresmanr 1976)°but1
the ladybug book qSS

read £&ts_and
1&5?? H ™ T*

Carol'1*a^fies bothJ heHaenrdead8

Jean: Bunny. It’s not a rabbit ’
Cara: ‘Bunny and a seal.’ She continues to the end of the
story and then reads two more stories. Jean reads two
books during which there is some happy, giggling
conversation between the two girls sparked by the text
Cara then reads two more books. The second Hn The TWV
Dark WqqJs (Melser & Cowley, 1980)] she knows ver^ well
tW
T h a
dtal °f exPression- After finishing
that book she says, Another book [enthusiastic voice] I’m
just going to read a little more!’

Children are frequently asked to verbalize what they
appreciate about each others efforts. When asked by Teacher A “to
tell your partner one thing he or she did really well as a reader,”
Carol responds, “You read really clearly.” Arthur states, “And
I’m glad you read over all the noise!”
Shared interests an be another powerful incentive to read
and write. In this example children help each other in informal
ways. Their strong interest in the task motivates cooperation so
task can be accomplished:

Sean, Rick and Steven are lying on the floor writing on
boards. Sean is in the middle. All three want to send away
for the fan mail package from Free Stuff For Kids [a
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the cafalncn ^ean kas spent a great deal of time poring over
two fan mS and Ca"read most of the information on ?he
between”opZftL
^* °thers «» back a"d forth

7

collaboratively for both
d^des what he^m *“£ add,tl0n' Sean rereads
letter,
continues ^ K
Wn n6Xt’ 3nd the collaboration

Shared motivation to read may be triggered by shared
access to materials. In the example below, level of interest in the
reading process may also head off arguments:

T

uk by * P°e? chart ^even Little R*hhi>
(Becker, 1973)] and begin to read it. Cara points to a word
and says, What does this say, Sharon?’
Sharon. Q
Cara repeats Sharon’s words in a
questioning tone of voice. Sean, who is walking by at the
time, casually says, ‘One.’ Cara picks up the pointer and
be?-t0 reac*
track. She again asks about the word one
and Sharon reminds her. Cara continues reading. She
counts the rabbits and says, ‘It should be 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2’
[suggesting the number pattern they might create].’ Sean
has stayed and is helping to put on the number stickers He
ignores Cara’s suggestion, but she’s involved in reading
and takes no offense. Cara keeps on reading, tracking, and
self-correcting. Sean puts on three [the chart now reads:
Two little rabbits walking down the road, walking down the
road, Three little rabbits walking down the road, To call on
old friend toad]. Cara reads the three and continues on.
(Bedcer d1Q7?Yl0n

Aaron often initiates projects related to art, an area in
which he is extremely talented. Three examples follow:
On one occasion, having just seen a series of puppet shows
in another classroom, Aaron initiates a puppet show
project. He and Dawn end up writing a script. [Aaron
dictates; Dawn uses invented spelling to record and revise
his ideas so they blend with her own.]
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*° C°Py the S1g" 80 they can ‘get all the

These examples are particularly significant, for previous to
this, Aaron has not initiated reading/writing interactions with
friends. His actions seem to indicate a change from feelings
expressed earlier in the year when he wrote, “The place in the
classroom that I don’t like is Reading [the loft], because I can’t
read the books.”
Karen and Jesse rarely choose to write lengthy pieces
during the “official” drawing and writing period. However, both
initiate reading/writing informally for social, communicative
purposes:

One day Karen spontaneously makes a sign for a
classmate’s pattern block design that was sitting in the
center of the meeting rug [a highly trafficked area] The
sign said YAH AT [Watch Out]. Karen then asked Teacher
B if she could ring the bell [to quiet the group]. She said she
wanted to read the sign out loud in order to make the class
aware of it. Teacher B agreed and Karen read her sign to
the quieted group.
Jesse is asked to illustrate a page of text for a class project
[they are making a big book of Bring in the Pumpkins
(Ipcar, 1976)]. He draws a harvest picture that includes a
crow with a bubble coming out of its mouth [as in a cartoon]
He listens for sounds in the word caw and writes C A W in
the bubble.
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This act was highly significant for Jesse. He chose to add a
written component to his work so his crow could communicate
although the assigned task was simply to create an illustration.
His desire for communication yielded an unexpected benefit.
Classmates enjoyed what they viewed as Jesse’s humorous touch.
They would frequently cite Jesse as the person who “made the
crow talk” when they came to his illustration.
The desire to share books with friends can be a powerful
incentive for more slowly developing readers:

Children have their choice of reading on their own or with a
partner. Karen spontaneously stands up and offers to read
this whole pile of books to a group of children of varying
reading abilities. She sits down on the rug amidst her pile
and wrntsj her offer is quickly accepted by about five
children. The fact that some of her reading is word for
word, some is a retelling, and some is an approximation [a
combination of the two] makes no difference to her
audience.

The same peer support for a broad definition of reading was
evident when Aaron brought in Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present.
(Zolotow, 1962) and asked to read it during sharing time:

Aaron reads his book to the class. He retells each page and
shows the illustration before going on to the next. After the
book is finished, Aaron asks for ‘questions and comments,’
the conclusion to all official sharing events. Karen and
several others indicate they have the book at home, but
nobody makes any corrections or comments about inexact
language.
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The above events suggest that, given peer support, even the most
slowly developing readers can successfully initiate social
interactions around familiar, well-loved text.
Partner reading gives children the opportunity to interact
around books in a playful way when both partners know a book
well:

fcowleavnd198aoTnTbe
a Cu°ral
reading
Hairy Bear
Rowley, 1980) Theyd<Tg
change
their voices
for °f
different
characters and laugh as they read. At the end of the
session Dawn announces, ‘My favorite part of partner
reading is each [both] of us reading the story together.’

Teacher B feels that student recognition of different abilities and
strengths enables them to be truly accepting of peers. She cites:

That community and sharing of their learning that is really
supportive of who they are and where they are. And I think
the kids know each other really well in our room They
reaHy know what everybody’s interested in...[they are] very
insightful about things [individual abilities].
She describes an occasion when children were asked to write
about ways that individual classmates were valuable class
members. One little girl, writing about a classmate who had a
very difficult struggle with reading, described him as “someone
who always knew how to solve problems:”

Which is...a great thing to notice. And it’s true, you solve
problems everywhere. And the fact that he struggled with it
in reading didn’t even occur to anybody else. They said,
‘Yeah, that’s right.’ (Teacher B)
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Two illustrations from Teacher A’s classroom further
support her point. In the first, Brad refers to Arthur’s special
talents, picking up on similar references made by Teacher A:

Arthur

is talking out loud about vampires blood

and a

ADark°rnarrwkn?aS hoe begins his illustrations for In
iffectiokate
(^else^& Cowley, 1980). Brad, in an
anectionate, teasing tone of voice asks, ‘Is that whv vou
rve^ything?' SC‘ent,St’

beCause ^

In the second, a friend validates Sean’s feelings of excitement
concerning a black character in The rinnrhell

During a discussion of parts for a dramatization of The
Doorbell Hang (Hutchins, 1986), Sean says to Arthm^rith a
smile of excitement ‘I want to be one of the four cousins.
That would be good for me; I’m black!’ Later, he shares his
idea with another child who says, ‘That makes sense.
You re already black, in a tone of voice that suggests
excitement and a sense of discovery.
In addition, both teachers create opportunities for informal
helping relationships between older and younger slowly
developing readers. They view the older student as a good role
model for the younger one. In addition, the teaching and learning
that occurs contributes to the growth of helper and recipient alike:
We do a lot of older kid/younger kid tutoring...in that format
he [Tim] would just have time with a special friend [to learn
about the computer and begin to use it for his writing].
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Comparisons and nnmr.,;|h

In spite of the almost overwhelming evidence of support
from classmates in the participating classrooms, some
constraints remain. Data yield evidence of mild challenges by
classmates. The Hrst example illustrates the potential for peer
devaluation of supported reading as increasing numbers of
children in the class become independent readers:

IhartheH» aSm Jay !° r®ad any word he’d like on a poem
chart. He walks up to the chart and points to the word TV
but says nothing [he often has difficulty naming Those
letters]. Teacher A reads it with him. A classmfte softly
murmurs [in a complaining voice], ‘You told him.’
The second example illustrates the tendency of more mature
readers to jump in and help, due to a desire to participate and to
demonstrate their own competence. Teacher B comments on this
potential hindrance from the teacher’s point of view:

It s hard not to pick on Alice and Pam all the time [they’re
so excited about being able to read large chunks of the
morning message]....and its hard to stop them from
reading the whole thing once they’re called on.
Both teachers speak of the enormous challenge they face as they
attempt to balance individual and group needs so social and
cognitive aspects of reading as problem solving can be practiced.
Classmates may also be so supportive that a shy, slowly
developing reader can end up oversupported. There is some
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evidence that Jay and Tim usually receive assistance, that they
are rarely the initiators during reading interactions. In the case
of Tim, evidence is a bit unclear as to how much his slow rate of
speech and movements inhibit his ability to interact quickly and
thus to successfully initiate. Data strongly indicate he
successfully initiates as a helper during writing. It may be that
since most of the class writes slowly due to concentration on both
ideas and sound/symbol relationships, Tim fits in with the
general pace around him during this activity.
Another constraint is the difficulty of establishing or
maintaining a broad definition of reading. To feel like a reader
even when progressing slowly, one must believe that reading has
many legitimate versions, that it looks different at different ages
and in different contexts. One must view reading development as
a continuum along which all progress. Although this constraint
may not always be related to classmates’ actions, it is significant
in terms of how students behave, and are thus perceived, by
classmates. Teacher B, in speaking with a parent, describes the
delicate balance that is often struck between negative comparisons
with peers and positive feelings about successful participation in
classroom reading events:

I think that he’s really excited about his work [personal
words, predictable books, personal writing] right now and
that that’s going to carry us right through. He is aware
that he’s not writing as much as some of his friends. He is
aware of it, but he’s not as frustrated about it right now [as
he has been at other times].
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Because of self-imposed comparisons with peers, slowly
developing readers may grow impatient with their own progress
and indicate a desire for additional support. Teacher B feels the
latter is a social need that must be respected if the child’s identity
formation as a reader is to successfully progress:

he wouldh^rL[WSKUa]’,Wh° had tutorlng. had waited a year
ne would probably have learned to read just fine He iust
would have learned at seven or eight; but he also woid
“e
more frustrated with it because everyone else
around him was reading. (Teacher B)

She also speaks of the expectations students bring to school
with them from society at large. These expectations have to do
with both timing and texts:

A lot of kids come in to kindergarten and expect they are
going to read [fluently] the first day of school.
They [students] see it as [pause], you can read a book- you
can read. If you can read the choice board, it’s not [quite]
reading...That s still an issue because of societal kinds of
pressures they have.

Challenges to reading identity from parents, older friends,
and siblings are evident in the data. Although these finding are
not directly related to classmates as help or hindrance, they
impact on students ability to maintain a belief in their identity as
a reader when faced with challenges from classmates. Such
challenges are more easily overcome if children know that both
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parents and teacher consider them readers at every stage in their
reading development.
In the examples below, teachers discuss the potential effect
of parents’ definitions of reading and writing upon students’
ability to view themselves as readers. The first example is
particularly important in establishing the difference between
viewing reading on a continuum and viewing reading as an all or
nothing proposition:

1 ‘hin1^,these kids,come from families who feel like that
when they read, they read. You know, it’s fine They don’t
care [how early children begin to read], but they dorft
acknowledge that they [children] are reading until they are
reading fluently. So that may be the misunderstanding.
You know, maybe it’s that acknowledgement They
[parents] feel fine that they’re [children are] not reading at
fx’ an? seven. They have no problem with it. But they
still define it as non-reading and they don’t feel the kids feel
tine about it [about being a non-reader]. (Teacher B)
The second example is significant because of the conflicting
messages the student is getting about the process of learning to
read:

She [his mother] sees that Arthur is not behaving like a
[European] first grader, [feels] that his work is messy, his
reading inexact...That he...gets away with murder...doesn’t
have to do anything [in school] but draw. (Teacher A)
Parents note the effect of siblings on student self esteem.
Siblings inject a note of comparison in everyday interactions even
if these comparisons are not present in the classroom. Younger
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siblings may be especially threatening if their reading skills are
developing at a faster pace than that of the older child:

brother. They indicate that^it^
t0
t0 h'S younger
brother, a kindereartner
3 dl?aster> because his
easily than Arthur did
trough the book more
brother is d^5{tl£fenS!,to*,Trt-t,,at hiS
h«,h,
,*
SrJSi”,"'tK«
Parents of another student in this study indicate that older
siblings may inhibit progress if they are insecure and need to
demonstrate their own competence at the expense of the younger
child. Some older children also fail to recognize any definition of
reading other than the mature, fluent variety:

Sometimes when I’m reading with him at night, when I’m
I7lng,t0 se,1 hm to look at specific words...his brother [who
also struggles with reading] tends to step in [while Aaron is
thinking] and say the word really fast, before he can say it
On the other hand, siblings may only be a potential, not an actual
hindrance, depending upon the relationship between the children
and the relative pace of their reading development:

Kelly s father describes how Kelly and her sister try to outdo
one another. They ‘pit themselves’ against one another in
ways that he perceives as helpful. He reports that the
competition spurs Kelly on. She might initially be reluctant
to try something [including reading], but when her younger
sister tries, Kelly jumps right in.
The hard part about it is her older sister. She puts Liz down
a lot [maybe due to her own insecurity] about what she can’t
do. But Liz doesn’t let it bother her because she’s kind of a
relaxed kid.
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Older friends who are as close as siblings may play the same
delicate role, sometimes a hindrance, sometimes a support:

anH raSrry comParative. I think she would sort of look
straggle^thfi? 0ineVtry0ne in the c'assr°om versus her
go™dgpartTtha ,hP-"Karen
to sort of find some
gnotaaihaaj
we sortrf'defusSl ifUS^' t Hlnk' 5eaUy mean and spiteful...so
towards T = - >d
llttle blt s° lt wasn’t so pointed
fr^ding'and w6 ? eaf ^ a!>iIity to do a11 these things
started rLal^ I;gJ ' And th“ [this yearl before school
Sld
j l
d“wn Wlth her Mom’s books [old
readers]...and she said, ‘Karen, this is how I learned to read
when I was five.’ ...And Karen and Laurie sat do™ n for an
hour and Karen read the whole thing. And Laurie
TB her a , nm<!s °f clues [like] ‘-look at the Picture
and see if you can tell what the word might be from looking
at the picture. And those books are still sort of important to
her...that was the first time that Laurie basically took some
initiative to sort of include Karen in the experience... ‘I
now you can do it/ was the attitude that was strongly the
message. Instead of, ‘this is what I can do and what are you

Another type of constraint is resistance to learning. This
attitude can result in students measuring themselves up against
each other for their disruptive powers. Although data reveal few
strong resistance behaviors, teachers note that classmates may be
hindrances if they distract one another as they compete to take
negative control over events. Distractions may be half-hearted,
falling somewhere between a hindrance and an lighthearted
social event:

Arthur and Sean are reading together although they are
not usually reading partners. They are both in a goofing off
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tTern'o^l tTempfs to keeuT Tk t0g,ether' Arthur makes
Arthur begins hvr»,J? P ,u
focused on th«r task.
Pat Hutchen’s
backward* >
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ag^rHp^3511*8^8 Page in
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begln Wlth eight and go
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Sean: ‘Ill read you one.’
Arthur: ‘I’ll read you_one!’
Slnff
|'0Tg,i0 refd y°u everything in this book
tF°
(Lansky et al., 1980)] and that’s final.’
sin: ‘Oh brother? ** 6Verything in this b“ok’

Arthur: ‘Hey!’[annoyed tone of voice]. Arthur reads his
selection and Sean joins from time to time

They both

t0uery tbebook [Where Is Miss Pool? (Cowley,
1987)] which contains repeated language pattern and
rhymes Then things really start breaking down as Sean
begins to read from Free Stuff For Fid* (Lansky et al., 1980)
lusting teams from the page he’d been using to write to
football fan clubs]. They laugh together from time to time.
Arthur: Sean Casey, would you stop reading this book?’
Sean continues naming teams. They laugh a little and then
Arthur says, ‘Would you stop reading that nerdish book?’
Sean reads the names of more teams and ends with, ‘That’s
it!’ They both laugh.
Sean: ‘Your turn.’
Arthur. I dont have anything to read. You’re not reading
one more single thing until I get a book I can read off the
shelf [of the classroom library].’ The remainder of partner
reading was done with teacher support.
Another type of constraint sometimes enters in as children
become increasingly excited about their reading potential. At
times burgeoning readers can feel intolerant of their own
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approximations (especially when they are involved in a
challenging new book that they initially find themselves retelling,
rather than reading with a high incidence of voice-print match).
In essence, they may feel frustration as they develop a clearer
Picture of the skill that is just out of reach. The comparison
between present and potential skill is suddenly clear and
disturbing because the potential skill in is reach, but not yet under
control. Children may feel even more frustrated when they are
unable to realize their vision even with peer support. On one such
occasion, Cara finds she is unable to get help from Kelly as
neither girl is very familiar with the book she has chosen to read.
Cara turns to the researcher and says, “I can’t read this. I want
to have a conference.” Aaron and Jesse have times when they
succumb to these feelings as well. Teacher B sums up the
situation to Jesse’s mother:

And I see him moving ahead, but his mind’s so fast [he
knows what’s not yet in place for him especially in
comparison with peers].

An alternate way of viewing this type of event is to suggest
that Cara and others are beginning to sort out the availability of
different levels of support and to be able to search out the level they
need. From this perspective, the cognitive dissonance they
experience can be viewed as productive. Initial frustration can
lead to finding and making use of help in ways that further
reading development. A classmate’s inability to help only
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becomes a hindrance if it is a frequent event and results in
ongoing frustration and ineffective learning conditions. The
availability of other peers or adults to help is essential for keeping
frustration at the level of a challenge rather than an impediment.

Summary

In summary, participating teachers consider several
factors when designing instructional groups, materials, and
instruction for slowly developing readers. They consider the need
to create groupings in which students are resources to each other
in ways that increase social and cognitive learning. In addition,
they consider ways to foster student self-confidence and sense of
identity as a reader, and to address strategies and skills
individuals need at particular points in time. Considerations for
materials and forms of practice that increase student
participation, success and recognition as a reader and serve
individual needs complement grouping considerations. Teachers
find rhythmic, patterned language especially helpful in meeting
goals for participation, success and recognition. Consideration of
student interests and experiences and of alternative activities and
forms of practice are especially relevant to supporting individual
differences.
Data reveal that the factors teachers consider when
designing groupings, materials, and instruction are highly
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relevant to the success of slowly developing readers as full
participants in their classroom communities. Analysis indicates
that curriculum and instructional groups build motivation and
self-confidence, support individual differences, and provide
support to foster success and recognition as a reader. Writing
emerges as a critical aspect of the classroom reading program
because of the control students feel as authors and readers when
creating and sharing their own texts. Individual conferences are
also key as they provide teachers with opportunities to provide
individualized support and guided practice for the acquisition of
new competencies. Motivation to make sense of texts is high,
probably due to immersion in an environment in which print is
expected to be meaningful. The gap between interests and
independent reading level is a hindrance for some slowly
developing readers, but by no means for the majority.
The support of classmates is vital to the success of slowly
developing readers in heterogeneous classroom communities.
Data analysis yields three major themes, two of which strongly
suggest that students successfully support one another in all
aspects of the reading program. Students serve as resources for
one another within a variety of reading/writing activities.
Informal social interactions around text allow readers who rarely
participate as helpers to experience greater ease in that role. On
the other hand, there are hints that comparisons and competition
(among classmates, schoolmates, or siblings), and parents’
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definitions of reading have the potential to impact upon student
success. Although comparisons and parent definitions are not
serious hindrances in the participating classrooms, they require
sensitive and regular teacher attention to counter potential
negative effects.

Chapter Summitry

This chapter described the analysis of patterns in interview
and observational data. It presented teachers’ conceptions of
reading behaviors; their theories of reading development,
learning, and student potential; and the impact of these theories
upon their interactions with more developing readers. Further,
the chapter organized and presented students’ interactions with
teacher, peers, and text. Analysis focused on ways these
interactions supported or hindered students’ efforts to participate
in their classroom community.
In summary, teachers conceptualize reading as
encompassing a broad range of behaviors. This broad range of
behaviors reflects participants’ belief that successful reading
looks different at different ages and in different contexts. A
characteristic common to all identified reading behaviors is the
integration of oral and written language to make meaning from
text.
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Teachers’ theories stress the importance of motivation,
support, challenge, and shared roles (among teacher, students,
and parents) in the teaching/learning process. Their efforts arc
directed at helping each student establish and maintain a strong
identity as a reader. Teacher-student interactions are
characterized by the assumption that slowly developing readers
can problem solve for meaning as they interact with text.
Interactions also communicate the high value placed on
independent and collaborative problem solving efforts. Through
interactions with their teacher, readers are encouraged to view
each child as both helper and helpee within the classroom
community.
Teachers consider both social and cognitive aspects of
reading when designing curriculum and instructional groups.
In particular, they consider ways students can support each
others efforts as readers, strategies students can use to make
meaning from print, and rhythmic language patterns that foster
successful participation in the reading process. Data analysis
indicates that curriculum and instruction support the efforts of
slowly developing readers in the participating classrooms by
building motivation and self-confidence, supporting individual
differences, and allowing students to experience reading at a level
slightly beyond what they can currently accomplish on their own.
Students in these classrooms are effective resources for one
another. Although some students are more likely to be recipients
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than providers, all slowly developing readers experience the
sfaction of offermg their expertise and support to classmates.
There are hints that comparisons among classmates,
schoolmates, and siblings could constitute potential hindrances
for certain students as the number of independent readers
surrounding the marginal reader grows. Similarly, parent
definitions of reading may challenge the broad definition teachers
advocate to ensure access for all students.
Data analyzed in this chapter provide a foundation from
which to draw conclusions about increasing success for slowly
developing readers and to make recommendations for reform and
further inquiry.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS

This chapter has three purposes. First, a summary of the
present research study is presented. Second, conclusions
concerning ways to increase the success of slowly developing
readers are discussed. The chapter does not discuss all findings.
Rather, it focuses on six conclusions most strongly supported by
patterns in the data. Next, implications for the improvement of
collaborative decision making, teacher education, reading
curriculum and reading instruction are described.

Finally,

implications for further research are considered.

Summary of the Study

In the last decade, assumptions about literacy have come
under critical examination. Currently, literacy is viewed less as
an independent variable and more as a dependent factor when
considering complex issues of social and economic development.
It is viewed as a multi-dimensional concept whose uses,
functions, and roles are solidly embedded in the culture of a
community or people. However, traditional modes of literacy are
not simply disappearing. Rather, the relationship of print to other
forms of communication is changing.

Hence, although the

meaning, contributions, and impact of literacy are no longer
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assumed or easily stated, the ability to read remains key for
individuals who wish access to the full range of social and
intellectual opportunities contemporary technological society has
to offer.
Within the context of school, success in reading remains
closely linked to successful student learning. Although many
schools attempt to provide a varied set of learning experiences,
including diverse ways of attaining and demonstrating
knowledge, reading and writing remain the cornerstone of
contemporary, formal education.
The last twenty years have witnessed not only a changed
concept of literacy. They have also been marked by a dramatic
leap in our understanding of oral and written language
acquisition and the varied ways individuals may successfully
develop as readers.

Reading is gradually being reconceptualized

as a complex interaction between cognitive and social processes.
Reading development, within this framework, is the process
wherein an individual becomes a member of a literate learning
community.
The difficulties experienced by so many young readers, in
spite of our increased understanding of language acquisition and
differences in ways of learning, appear linked to the interaction of
social and cognitive factors in reading development. For example,
success in reading may depend upon both the nature of the
reading task and the context in which it is presented. Successful
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identification as a reader may depend upon the definition of
reading maintained in the learning community, for definitions
are the criteria against which success is measured.

Success may

also depend upon the ways developing readers’ efforts are
supported by teacher and peers.
Some students become disconnected from productive
language learning for extended periods of time; others never even
form a productive connection. Those who fail to establish or
maintain an identity as a reader are pushed to the margins of the
learning community. They run the risk of becoming disconnected
from both school and productive society due to the important
position reading continues to hold in our culture. The challenge
is to discover ways that all students can succeed and grow as
readers within school and non-school settings.
The major purpose of this study is to develop insights about
how classroom teachers create learning environments which
help slowly developing readers increase their participation in the
classroom community.

An additional purpose is to suggest

promising practices for furthering the growth of marginal
readers in regular classroom settings. Specifically, it focuses on
ways in which reading development, and hence recognition as a
reader, is supported in two classrooms identified as environments
in which marginal readers experience success without hindering
the progress of others.
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study was carried out in the following manner. First
two classroom teachers recognized for their commitment and

’

skill in increasing success for diverse groups of readers were
identified and invited to participate in the study. Teachers of
children in grades K-3 were considered because of their key role

in

helping marginal readers succeed before failure and
discouragement put them at risk for permanent marginality. A
review of current literature was conducted to establish possible
relationships between the process of reading development and the
emergence of marginal readers, the role of the teacher in
providing appropriate experiences for all readers, and the nature
of classroom learning communities that support both cognitive
and social aspects of reading development. Next, each teacher
identified six students about whom she had some reading-related
concerns. Data on teacher theories, teacher-student interactions,
and the effect of curriculum, instructional groups, and peers on
student participation as a reader were simultaneously gathered
and analyzed over a period of four months using the constant
comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & Guba,
1985). Data were gathered through a combination of participant
observation, audiotapings of representative portions of the
classroom reading program, teacher interviews, conversations,
notes, and reflections, and student and parent interviews and
conversations. Analysis continued for three months after data
collection was complete. Analysis enabled several conclusions to
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be drawn concerning teachers’ beliefs and their effect upon efforts
to help slowly developing readers become full participants in the
classroom learning community.

Conclusions

In the present study, reports of how teachers conceptualize
reading, reading development, reading instruction and learning
potential reveal efforts to consider very complex and sensitive
issues. In spite of the complexity of the ideas, teachers appear
very clear in their thinking. Reports of the factors teachers
consider when designing curriculum and instructional groups
are also presented in a clear and straightforward manner. This
strength and clarity of thought is likely due to the fact that
participating teachers frequently reflect on literacy, selfconfidence, and community membership as a result of long term
interest and concern with these issues.
Understanding how teachers interact with marginal
readers to reinforce reading behaviors and community
membership and understanding how curriculum, instruction,
and peers affect those efforts is not a straightforward process at
all. It is extremely complex because of the many variables
affecting what occurs as individuals and learning environments
interact. Further, the presence of the researcher may affect what
teachers and children say and do. Teachers may wish to impress
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the researcher with their knowledge, sensitivity, and skill i„
working with slowly developing readers. Children may tiy to
impress either by adhering to, or by actively flaunting, adultsanctioned behaviors.
However, consistent behavior in two classrooms two times a
week over a four month period of time provides a sound footing for
interpreting and discussing findings. This foundation is further
strengthened by the genuine interest and open, spontaneous
reflections of both teachers and children in response to the
researcher’s inquiries. Patterns in interview and observational
data lead to several conclusions about the participation of
marginal readers in the classroom communities under study.

Conclusion #1

Participating teachers conceptualize reading as
encompassing an extremely broad range of behaviors. This range
reflects the goal of reading, making meaning from text, and the
process of reading, problem solving to make meaning from text.
Problem solving behaviors involve integrated use of reading,
writing, listening, and speaking. Hence, any use of the latter to
make meaning from text is considered a reading behavior.
Teachers’ conceptions reflect a belief that successful
reading takes many different forms. Forms differ depending
upon factors such as age, context, and individual child. Teachers
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indicate that a broadly conceptualized perception of reading on the
part of teachers, students and parents increases access for
marginal readers. Further, they indicate that when reading is
defined as a broad range of meaning making behaviors, marginal
readers can be included as fully participating community
members. In short, broader definitions of reading increase
possibilities of success for slowly developing students by
increasing the number of possible routes to the desired goal: the
development of mature reading behaviors.
The literature on marginality (Sinclair & Ghory, 1987) and
language learning (Bloome, 1986; Hood, McDermott, and Cole,
1980; Vygotsky, 1978) underscores the importance of participating
teachers’ conceptions of reading. It suggests that if slowly
developing readers are to participate fully in their learning
communities, those communities must recognize a broad range of
reading behaviors.

Conclusion #2

Students in the participating classrooms have the
opportunity to establish and affirm a reading identity by using a
wide range of skills within varied contexts. Any of the behaviors
recognized by teachers as reading may be used to signal identity.
It is particularly significant that slowly developing readers may
signal identity within the context of solitary, collaborative, and
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supported interactions with text. Successful supported reading is
greeted with the same respect and enthusiasm as collaborative
and independent efforts.
Slowly developing readers have the opportunity to establish
an identity not only as one who can, but as one who chooses to
read. Researchers suggest that by providing opportunities for real
choice and responsibility, social and cognitive learning may
increase (Harste, Short & Burke, 1988; Sinclair & Ghory, 1990;
Tyler, seminar, Coalition for School Improvement, 1990). Because
reading is broadly defined and students have real choice and
responsibility, slowly developing readers have frequent and varied
opportunities to try out the role of reader. They may choose
formats and pace they perceive as comfortable and unthreatening.
The work of Berger and Luckmann (1966) and Goffman (1959)
suggests these role playing opportunities may be of critical
importance as marginal readers seek to establish and affirm a
solid reading identity.

Conclusion #3

Teachers believe their role is to simultaneously support and
challenge marginal students. They believe that increased
motivation, self-confidence and reading skill results from this
dual focus. In this study, teacher beliefs and practice are highly
consistent. Teachers reflect and act in ways that support slowly
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developing readers and simultaneously challenge them to
increase both active participation and specific reading
competencies.
One form of support/challenge is the effort to make risk
taking safe. Teachers are careful to demonstrate the value of
mistakes as part of the learning process, affirm competence
within the context of an error, and guide students toward
increasing accuracy. A second form is to provide clear and
frequent feedback on reading achievements and challenge
students to put continued effort into their own growth. These
efforts are directed at increasing both internal motivation and the
self-confidence to approach challenging tasks. A third form is to
provide clear and frequent feedback on the strategies readers use
to problem solve and challenge students to increase the number of
strategies they put to use. Recent research on metacognition
(Yaden & Templeton, 1986) supports the participating teachers’
emphasis on helping student understand, appreciate, and assume
control over their own learning process.

Conclusion #4

Teachers in this study make highly conscious efforts to
create a supportive learning community. They search for
opportunities for slowly developing readers to assume a positive
and productive role among peers. To this end, all readers are
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opportunities to demonstrate their reading identity, to offer

assistance to peers, and to feel comfortable accepting assistance
from peers, and learning from one’s own mistakes. The effort to
help students recognize and make use of each other as resources
requires careful orchestration and support. Teachers in this
study involve students in guided practice of helping language and
behaviors as a regular part of their reading instruction.
Community building is also served by teacher respect for
the capabilities of slowly developing readers. Teachers encourage
shared decision making and encourage efforts at self-evaluation.
Their respect and confidence in students’ ability to learn is
communicated through language as well as action. Interactions
are characterized by extremely precise and positive language use.
Teacher language demonstrates respect, encouragement, and
enthusiasm for students’ efforts. Further, teachers use language
to reinforce information about reading accomplishments and
ongoing challenges.
Teachers’ emphasis upon clear, positive forms of
communication within social interaction is well founded.
Vygotsky (1978) suggests that learning is socially facilitated. He
notes that as more experienced learners interact with less
experienced learners, those with less experience often identify
effective means for increasing their own learning.
Vygotsky cites adults and peers with greater cognitive
capabilities when he refers to more experienced learners.
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Teachers in the present study encourage an even broader
definition of “learning with social guidance” (Paris & Wixson,
1987) by helping children, quickly and slowly developing alike!
assume the role of experienced helper. By using language to
socially engage with students, and to help students socially
engage with one another, teachers work at building learning
communities that enhance motivation, self-confidence and
understandings of self-as-learner.

Conclusion #5

Participating teachers use practices that are appropriate
for all readers, modifying and extending them to meet the needs of
students who develop more slowly than peers. Teacher A,
thinking about how much two new marginal readers in her class
have grown, attributes much of their progress to the fact that their
special needs work occurs in the context of the classroom
program so “everything that is available to other children is
available to them.” Teacher B echoes her words when considering
Aaron’s progress:
Aaron needs more than the classroom teacher can give him
on her own [a few minutes of one-to-one tutoring each day
for sound/symbol relationships], but he also needs to be
reading lots of predictable books with the rest of the group
[during partner reading].
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The literature on access to literacy, on “
instruction to become literate” (Bloome,

obtaining the requisite
1987, p. xvii) supports their

conclusions. Research indicates that:

develop literacy. (Paris & Wixson, 1987)

Both teachers comment on the flexible nature of the
curriculum and on the importance of that flexibility for
appropriately meeting the needs of a diverse group of children.
When she thinks of certain children, Teacher A realizes not only
how much the curriculum can stretch to accommodate
individuals, but also how relative the concept of marginality can
be:
I need to ask, to what extent is a child marginal? How do
you look at [define] marginal [when children are
progressing along with peers]?’

Practices teachers feel are beneficial for all readers include:
an integrated reading/writing emphasis, the use of reading and
writing for functional purposes rather than exercises, the use of
literature containing predictable language patterns to foster
independent reading, the incorporation of children’s interests and
experiences into reading materials and activities, the use of
flexible, heterogeneous instructional groups (especially reading
partners) to support social and cognitive aspects of the reading
process, and two year, multi-age classroom groupings. Teachers
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also cite reading conferences as critical for individualized support
and practice. They view conferences as brief, but valuable
opportunities to simultaneously observe, assess, and teach. When
used for teaching, conferences provide opportunities to strengthen
“those processes that have not yet matured but are in the process
of maturation” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). Instruction is directed
toward the child’s next level of independence, toward the
“dynamic developmental state” (p. 87) rather than the actual
developmental level. Slowly developing readers gain a vision of
their next level of independence as they read competently with
support what they are not quite ready to read on their own
(Cazden, 1988).
The dual emphasis on individual needs and group
membership gives teachers a well rounded perspective on each
student. This perspective may contribute to the flexible thinking
that blends seemingly contradictory approaches to successfully
serve individual needs. One child in each class spends a few
minutes a day focusing in on sound-symbol relationship through
a variety of multisensory approaches. The use of sound/symbol
relationships to confirm predictions is an important strategy
neither child has been able to master thus far. They do not miss
any of the daily reading/writing activities to have this extra focus.
Thus, extra attention is brought to a difficult strategy in a way that
allows practice within meaningful reading and writing activities.
This effort to provide slowly developing readers with a focus that
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increases their success in a language-rich classroom
environment is supported by research into the negative effects of
e pull out concept on the education of marginal students (Wang,
Reynolds & Walberg, 1986; Will, 1986).
Teachers in the present study feel supported in their efforts
to carefully experiment with curriculum and instruction. They
assume, and are given, the decision making responsibility for
their students as individuals and as members of the learning
community. They turn to colleagues in regular education, special
education, and administration for assistance, knowing they can be
honest with their questions and concerns. As Teacher A states:
I ask the people around me for help. I go to Rhonda [special
education] Tiera [classroom], Charles [principal] or
Marilyn [classroom/inservice support]. We help each
other figure out difficult problems and talk over issues.

Conclusion #6

Teachers recognize the important role that family, peer,
and educator’s conceptions of reading play in the establishment
and maintenance of a reading identity. When broad conceptions
are held by all “significant others,” marginal readers have a
stronger chance of successfully reaching identity formation goals.
If each individual recognizes many forms of reading
(understanding that less mature forms will gradually develop and
mature over time), then definition of self as a reader will likely
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progress. If, on the other hand, only the teacher conceptualizes
reading broadly, frame clashes may occur as the reader goes from
one environment to another, making it more difficult to establish
or maintain a concept of self as reader.

Implication «

When considered as a whole, conclusions from interview
and observational data raise two sets of implications: classroom
implications and implications beyond the classroom. The first set
comes directly from the classroom data and is directly related to
teaching and learning in classrooms. The second set is indirectly
related to classroom data. However, it is equally important, as
consideration must be given to the impact of classroom, school,
home, and community upon the learner.
Different researchers may see different implications in any
given study. The implications that follow are not suggested as the
only implications that can be drawn from the data, rather they
reflect the perspective and concerns of the researcher in response
to the data.
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Classroom Implications

This set of implications includes considerations for building
learning communities that serve all readers and for teacher
evaluation. The former includes three subcategories: integration
of social and cognitive aspects of reading development, multiple
ways to succeed as a reader, and teacher inquiry into persistent
problems.

InipHcatiOns fpr Pyilding Learning Communities Th„t

An

Readers

The mission of the public schools is to provide equal and
quality education for all children. In many schools, genuine
efforts to support marginal readers may have the opposite effect.
Identification as a marginal reader may result in students’ being
absent from their classroom for long periods of time due to
participation in pull-out remedial programs. They may be asked
to spend the greater portion of this time engaged in exercises that
bear little relationship to real reading. Many students lose the
opportunity to read for real purposes because remedial exercises
become their entire reading program. Further, they lose the
opportunity to interact with materials, activities, and peers, to be a
fully participating member of their learning community.
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Data from this study suggest that community membership
provides powerful incentives for slowly developing readers who
are working on difficult and challenging tasks. Data indicate
these responsive learning communities are highly beneficial for
normally developing peers as well. Three benefits of community
membership suggest promising reforms of language learning
practices: integration of social and cognitive aspects of reading
development, recognition of multiple ways to succeed as a reader,
and search for solutions through teacher reflections upon
experience.

Integration of Spqijri and Cognitive Aspects of ReadingDevelopment. Data from this study indicate that motivation, selfconfidence, and chances for successful identity formation as a
reader increase when learning experiences integrate social and
cognitive aspects of reading development. Students often gain
personal satisfaction and greater insights into their own learning
processes as a result of reading together with friends. Reading
within a variety of formats and for a variety of purposes opens
children’s eyes to the varied contributions individuals make to the
learning community. Rehearsal of the social strategies and
language children need to give and receive reading assistance
strengthens their ability to feel comfortable in both roles. These
experiences can be helpful in breaking down the uni dimensional
stereotype of the marginal reader and transforming it into a
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multidimensional image of a valued individual with assets to
contribute to the learning community.
Learning communities take time to develop. One promising
variable that emerges from the present study is the multi-age, two
year placement. Slowly developing readers may increase their
level of comfort with teacher, peers and environment when
relationships are able to develop over an extended period of time.
Development from newcomer to self-confident expert may be an
achievement all students can come to count on within a two year
cycle. Data in this study indicate that when the older half of the
group moves on at the end of the first year, all “new” second year
students can be encouraged to be leaders and helpers if they have
not already assumed these roles on their own.
Student success in developing a positive attitude about selfas-reader may be the variable that most clearly distinguishes
supportive from unsupportive learning environments. The
present study indicates that careful attention to the integration of
social and cognitive aspects of reading development over extended
periods of time may increase positive attitudes about self-asreader for slowly developing students.

Multiple Wavs to Succeed as a Reader. The present study
suggests that environments for language learning must include
multiple ways for all students to succeed as readers. This
conception of curriculum requires teachers to reflect upon the
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commonalities and differences within each group of language
learners and to create viable ways for each child to grow and
develop.
Open-ended learning tasks that have no floor or ceiling in
terms of ability form a critical part of the learning environment.
Such tasks often feature an integration of reading, writing,
listening, speaking, and graphic representation. Materials that
excite and motivate a wide range of students constitute another
important element in the learning environment. Materials can
motivate a diverse population if they allow practice of a variety of
strategies to make meaning from text. Meaningful illustrations,
predictable language patterns, and stories, poems, and songs that
reflect the culture and background knowledge of community
members all increase chances for successful reading.
Environments that foster active thought and participation within
independent work, peer and teacher partnerships, and cooperative
groupwork further enhance students’ ability to experience and
recognize multiple versions of success. Teaching that blends
demonstration, support and challenge, and ongoing
observation/assessment adds to students’ recognition of multiple
ways to succeed. Consideration of the multiple strategies that
may be used to figure out difficult text helps readers develop
independent problem solving skills. Finally, some slowly
developing readers may need temporary support to increase their
understanding of underutilized reading strategies and enable
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them to engage more fully in reading and writing for real
purposes.
Parents and other family members need to be aware of, and
have opportunities to discuss, theories of reading and learning.
Strong home-school connections are critical for negotiating a
shared definition of successful reading, one that reflects multiple
ways students may succeed at different ages and in different
contexts.

Teacher Inquiry into Persistent Prnhlem.

Present data

suggest that teachers are able to address concerns for student
learning by analyzing problems and exploring promising
innovations. Teachers in the present study understand
curriculum as emerging rather than preformulated. They
combine observation, assessment, reflection, discussion with
peers, and study in their effort to reframe problems and solutions
that fail to serve students.
When teachers successfully frame and investigate
problems, their ability to operate on multiple levels within the
teaching/learning process is enhanced. They increase their
ability to keep alive, in the midst of active teaching, a multiplicity
of views of the situation. They increase their ability to interweave
thought and action by reflecting back upon the action. Without the
combination of theory, practice, and reflection, efforts to creatively
rethink chronic problems may be stymied.
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One important implication of the present study for the
creation of effective learning communities is that reflection upon
practice must form the basis for experiments, for hypotheses that
are made and tested out when readers fail to move along in their
learning. The ability to frame important questions depends upon
familiarity with learning theories that seek to explain how
different children interact with oral and written language to
make meaning from text. The ability to formulate answers comes
from the vision of a variety of unusual routes the child might take.
The ability to offer possible solutions comes from creating
descriptions of alternate routes in language that renders these
routes accessible to the child. Increasing numbers of teachers
must view curriculum and theory as emerging rather than
preformulated in order to create learning communities that are
responsive to diverse student needs.

Implications for Teacher Evaluation

Participating teachers appreciated the feedback they
received via researcher questions and transcripts of interviews,
shared reading, and reading conferences. The importance of
these varied forms of feedback in helping teachers clarify goals
and self-evaluate apropos student learning suggests that teacher
evaluation might be designed in a similar fashion. Rather than
basing teacher evaluation on standardized tests that bear no
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relation to the context in which teachers work, clinical
pervasion, in the form of mutual goal setting and naturalistic
data collection holds great promise for providing teachers with a
“portrait” of their work in the classroom. Portraits have the
potential to offer teachers multiple perspectives on their work.
They offer insights into teacher-student interactions as well as
teacher ability to create environments that foster cognitive and
social growth in language learning for students with diverse
skills and talents. Possibly this approach will better ensure that
evaluation is used for the improvement of teaching and learning.

Implications beyond the Classroom

This set of implications includes considerations for
collaborative decision making at the building level and for teacher
education.

Implications for Collaborative Decision Making at the Building
Level

Data in the present study suggest that teachers have a great
deal of autonomy in the decisions they make for individual
students and for curriculum and instruction as a whole. Further,
data suggest each teacher is working in a supportive school
environment, one which respects the expertise and potential of
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teachers and students alike. Finally, data suggest teachers are
successful in their efforts to help slowly developing readers
become fully participating members of their classroom
community.
Ralph Tyler (1986) suggests that when teachers, parents,
and admimstrators all collaborate under the leadership of the
school principal, renewal efforts for individual students are more
likely to succeed. Sinclair and Ghory (1987) also stress the role of
the teacher-principal team in seeking creative solutions to the
problems of marginal learners. When decision-making is
possible at the building and classroom levels, educators can come
together to examine their understandings of marginality and to
generate ideas that may increase productive learning for these
individuals. Flexible timing, alternative programming, and
alternative methods of instruction and evaluation all become
viable options when decisions can be made and implemented by
those closest to the learner.
Much of the effective schools research (Robinson, 1985)
supports the work of Tyler, Sinclair, and Ghory, indicating that
effective schools have an environment that supports team efforts
directed at the improvement of student learning. The fact that
teachers in the present study are making gains in their efforts to
increase learning and community membership for marginal
readers suggests that teacher autonomy and collaborative
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decision making may be key factors in help

mg marginal readers

succeed.
Schools where teachers, administration, and parents make
genuine efforts to engage in collaborative decision making to
increase student learning can provide insights and inspiration for
others. Clearly, innovations from one school cannot be
superimposed upon another. However, when common concerns
and promising solutions are discussed in an open manner,
innovations appropriate to individual schools and learners may
emerge. The Coalition for School Improvement and the Northeast
Foundation for Children could become vehicles for linking
teachers from different schools for information sharing, support,
and collaborative inquiry to increase success for all learners.

Implications for Teacher Rdimatinn

Both the Coalition for School Improvement and the
Northeast Foundation for Children are based on the belief that
equal and quality education for all children is the shared
responsibility of principals, teachers, and parents. The Coalition,
as a university-public school partnership, is involved in both
preservice and inservice teacher education. The Northeast
Foundation, as a laboratory school dedicated to exploring
innovations applicable to public education, has a similar
commitment.

As teachers consider theories of language learning
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in their studies, it is critical they have opportunities to see theory
in action. In particular, it is critical that they have access to
schools where not only individual teachers, but entire school
staffs, are questioning and experimenting with ways to increase
community participation for marginal readers. Only through a
combination of theory and practice in teacher education can
significant innovations be developed and modified over time.
Data in the present study indicate that teacher language is
critical to successful interactions with slowly developing readers.
In particular, language that enables teachers to be specific about
both accomplishments and challenges, that enables them to
compliment in one breath and gently urge forward in the next,
must be consciously developed. Teacher language must
communicate a strong belief in students’ potential to learn for the
combination of support and challenge to succeed. The
importance, and the art, of language use in teacher-student
interactions should be a subject of careful observation, reflection,
and practice in teacher education programs.
Teachers in this study actively reflect upon their
experiences. Their theories develop over time through
interactions with students, parents, colleagues, and written texts.
In short, theory and practice modify each other in an ongoing
cycle of exploration and reflection. Denny Taylor (1989, p. 193)
challenges all educators to take on the dual role of researcher and
educator:
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Is t0 try t0 understand the
our talk/s edta orarf«^behal°r8 °f y0un^ child™ and
support and enhance children1^6Se undcrstand'ngs to
ance children s learning opportunities.
Preservice and inservice teachers must be encouraged to reflect
upon their experiences. They must be approached as classroom
researchers, not as persons who will operate on the basis of
apnon knowledge and past practice alone.

Implications for Further Research

The present study contributes to research on language
learning for marginal readers. It provides a detailed description
of two teachers’ theories of reading development, instruction, and
learning potential and the impact of these theories on interactions
with slowly developing readers. Further, it considers how
curriculum, instructional groups, and classmates influence
efforts to help slowly developing readers become fully
participating members of their learning community. The
following recommendations are provided to stimulate and guide
additional research and study on ways to help marginal readers
successfully learn in the literate classroom community.
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Additional Locating

The present study looks at first grade classrooms in two
small, rural elementary schools with racially homogeneous
student populations. Data from schools in urban settings and
schools with racially mixed populations would lead to a deeper
understanding of both social and cognitive aspects of reading
development for marginal students.

Additional Age/Grade Levpls

The present study documents reading development and
community membership for young readers. It is possible that
older children are less tolerant of differences among peers than
younger children. It is also possible that students who have spent
many years as struggling readers may find it difficult to identify
as readers and participate with peers on that basis. Further, older
students may not be willing to grant equal value to all forms of
reading, from fully supported to independent. However, attention
to teacher language, social strategies for giving and receiving
assistance, and multiple ways to succeed as a reader may
increase reading success and group membership for students of
all ages. Studies on slowly developing readers in upper
elementary, middle, and high school settings are needed to
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ascertain possible effects of student age and duration of
marginally on efforts to increase success for marginal readers.

Observation/AssfiRsm pr.f

Teachers in this study believe an important part of their
role is to simultaneously support and challenge students.
Effective implementation of this role requires ongoing observation
and assessment to note students' current and proximal levels of
development. In the present study, teachers use a variety of
informal assessments and portfolios of student work to assess and
document progress. Both teachers are in the process of rehning
these techniques to ensure that they are practical and accurate
representations of student progress. An investigation into teacher
assessment would deepen current understandings of how
information needed to support and challenge marginal readers is
gathered and analyzed.

Teacher Language

Data in the present study indicate that teacher language
helps create supportive learning communities in which slowly
developing readers learn and grow with peers. Teacher language
appears to be a reflection of teacher theories, reflecting
enthusiasm and confidence in students’ ability to learn and
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concern for the strategies they need to develop into independent
readers. One possibility for further research would be a study of
teacher language in resource rooms and self-contained special
education classrooms serving slowly developing readers. The
knowledge gained about language use, and the attitudes and
theories conveyed by teacher language, could be extremely useful
for both preservice and inservice teacher education.

Longitudinal Studies

Data in this study indicate that marginality may be reduced
and learning increased if slowly developing readers participate in
a language-rich environment that is modified and extended to
meet their needs. Since data in this study were only collected over
a four month period of time, it is impossible to know whether
participating students will continue to be marginal or whether
their skills will approach the norm by the time they reach the end
of elementary or middle school. Further, it would be interesting to
know how long children receiving additional support to
strengthen underutilized sound/symbol strategies continue to
require this assistance. A longitudinal study in which
participating students are followed up at one year intervals for a
period of five to seven years would provide insights into the long
term effects of increasing the participation of marginal readers in
a language-rich learning community.
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Ssading-Writing

Data in the present study indicate that marginal readers
are not always marginal writers. Marginal readers behave and
feel like writers because they have control over their text. Because
they are the authors, they are the experts. Growth in selfconfidence as participating reader/writer and meaningful
practice of sound/symbol relationships are two major benefits of
daily reading-writing integration. Research in classrooms where
marginal readers are not involved in writing process (Graves,
1983) could enhance our understanding of reading/writing
connections.

Two Year. Multi-Age Placements

Data in the present study indicate that teachers value the
flexible nature of the curriculum and the importance of that
flexibility for appropriately meeting the needs of slowly developing
readers. Teacher B is especially enthusiastic about the value of
the two year (kindergarten-first grade) placement. This way of
organizing classes gives her a second year to deepen her
knowledge of each student. Further, it builds in the opportunity
for students to expand into expert /helper roles during their first
grade year, regardless of independent reading skills.
Investigation into two year, multi-age placements could provide
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valuable insights into ways duration of time in a learning
community may affect student progress.

Data in the present study suggest that traditional
conceptions of reading held by families may weaken the impact of
broad conceptions held and promoted by teachers. Further study
is needed to ascertain whether regular efforts to communicate
teacher beliefs to parents can increase parent acceptance of
reading as broadly defined.

Closing

Many young readers experience difficulty in their learning
despite our increased understanding of language acquisition and
individual differences in learning. Their struggles may be
associated with the interaction between social and cognitive
factors in the process of reading development. Effective
environments for reading development require attention to selfconfidence and motivation as well as to the acquisition of specific
skills and strategies. They require attention to the role of teacher
and students in maintaining a learning community that provides
access and support for all members.
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Ensuring all language learners access to an appropriate
and high quality education involves careful analysis of existing
practices to determine if teachers’ theories about reading,
learning, and student potential limit or expand classroom
alternatives for students whose reading development differs from
that of peers. Further, it requires examination of the role of
classmates and family in promoting or hindering student
progress. Such analysis requires examination of teacher intent,
teacher effectiveness, and home-school connections in light of
current research.
Classrooms and schools that are responsive to differing
language learning needs are not easy to create. The challenge is
to explore collaboratively, to learn from one another. Educators
must build upon ideas that demonstrate promise for helping all
language learners reach high levels of competence, particularly
those young people who struggle to make meaning from print.
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appendix a
SAMPLE PARENT LETTERS
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Beth Gildin Watrous
RFD Box 272
Bernardston, MA 01337

November 2,1989

Dear

From this point on, my dissertation
Blues children with a ^

Blues began'

am inviting your child to participate in the study in th‘ s more
focused manner. I believe he/she would enjoy such partidpation.

documents will be helpful to me when analyzing the findings.
My records will be confidential; they may be used in
discussion with members of my dissertation committee and in
papers, articles, and conferences to report the findings In each
instance, anonymity will be used to protect individuals and their
families. I will be happy to discuss the findings with parents of
participating students at the conclusion of the study.
I am excited to have this opportunity to learn more about
ways teachers can address children’s needs through the
classroom reading program. I hope you will consent to your
child’s participation in this study. Either Deb or I would be happy
to answer any questions you might have regarding my work.
Please understand that your child is free to withdraw from
participation at any time without any penalty whatsoever.

Sincerely,

Beth Gildin Watrous
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this

return

and consent to my Ail^sapartLtrat*me”\^derStan<* its contents,
that my child is free to ^thdrawf T the
I understand
without any penalty whTtsoeven
* StUdy 3‘ a"y time

Date

Parent/Guardian’s Signature

Child’s Name

Beth Gildin Watrous

RFD Box 272
Bernardston, MA 01337

October 23,1989

Dear

read and write sinc^my^isU^tfslmtesb°W Fl^ graders learn to

eve ne/she would enjoy such participation.

rsssass zzsssstshss i&

documents will be helpful to me when analyzing the findings.

My records will be confidential; they may be used in
discussion with members of my dissertation committee and in
papers, articles, and conferences to report the findings. In each
instance, anonymity would be used to protect individuals and their

lam excited to have this opportunity to learn more about
ways the first grade teacher addresses children’s needs through
her reading program. I hope you will consent to your child’s
participation in this study. Either Sue Fletcher or I would be
happy to answer any questions you might have regarding my
work. Please understand that your child is free to withdraw from
participation at any time without any penalty whatsoever.

Sincerely,

Beth Gildin Watrous

without any penalty whTtsoeven

® ^ 3t any time

Date
Parent/Guardian’s Signature

Child’s Name
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APPENDIX B: OBSERVATION SCHEDULE:
Sept 12
Sept 13
Sept 19
Sept 20
Sept 27
Sept 29

Oct 2
Oct 5
Oct 10
Oct 16
Oct 18
Oct 23
Oct 24
Oct 31

Nov 1
Nov 6
Nov 13
Nov 17
Nov 20
Nov 22
Nov 27
Nov 28
Nov 29

SCHOOL A

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

5
6
13
18
19

APPENDIXB: OBSERVATION SCHEDULE: SCHOOL B

Sept 21
Sept 22
Sept 28
Sept 29

Oct 5
Oct 6
Oct 11
Oct 13
Oct 19
Oct 20
Oct 25
Oct 26

Nov 2
Nov 3
Nov 6
Nov 9
Nov 10
Nov 15
Nov 16
Nov 30
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Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

1
7
8
12
13
14
15

Jan 3
Jan 5
Jan 12
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APPENDIX C:

good & BROPHY TEACHER OBSERVATION GUIDE
L

®e„alas?ienments: low achievers are disbursed

2

^ated^/rthest^way'frTrnteacherFat^er tha" bei"B

4.

time tcf think when^v, pat,ent’ wllllnB to give students
Affirms correct nn! they Cannot answer immediately
urrns correct answers: consistently provides

5.

Sta»8wtdhaCtkH0r °CCasi0nal Ptafse foUowing
Negates^ncorrprt5114 °GS n0t overreact or patronize
of-factlv 2
answers: states clearly but matter-

b.

either acting as7fhevSWerS are inCOrrect’ rather than
intense or p^r.ona/lrtitism™1 °r
with
Asks for explanation: when the thinking that led to «n

sisterc,ear'the “ 7.

^“

Elicits improved responses: where feasible sustains
attemntl?110/1 ™th the original respondent and
attempts to elicit improved response by repeating or
simplifying the queStion> givin c]
or identifying
the reason for the error and inviting correction
g

™akes SUre low achievers know
what to do and how to do it before releasing them to
work on assignments, monitors progress closely,
provides help and encouragement but does not do the
work for the students
9. Response to student initiations: listens carefully and
responds respectfully to low achievers’ questions and
comments about the content
10. Remedial work: provides additional instruction to
students having difficulty; requires or at least allows
these students to do additional work, redo assignments,
and retake tests to improve their grades
11. Commitment to specific goals: commits self to making
sure that all students master basic knowledge and
skills objectives identified as essential
12. Task variety: even with a mastery emphasis, makes
sure that low achievers experience a variety of
cognitive levels, not just drill and workbook exercises
13. Responsibility/autonomy: sees that low achievers get
their share of opportunities to fulfill monitor roles and
other classroom responsibilities and to exercise
autonomy in choosing or planning work on
assignments
14. Nonverbal communication: nonverbally as well as
verbally, the teacher communicates warmth,
encouragement, patience, positive expectations, etc.
during interactions with low achievers
15. Other (describe)
8‘
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c°NDrr,ONs ro4SSS.Sc™ leak*™
From Tyler:
1. Motivation.

2'

(a

inception of what one is

3. Appropriate learning tasks.
4. Confidence that supports willingness to attempt the task.
5. Rewards and feedback.

6. Opportunities for practice fearVi cnkaa™

<
broadly or more deeply into the task tK^+k practlce S°es more
preceded it).
task than the practice that

7.

Opportunities to practice in a variety of contexts and
circumstances (opportunities for transfer).

From Cambourne:
Use of a developmental language learning cycle including:

1. Immersion in reading, writing, listening,
speaking as
integrated aspects of language learning. ’

2

^1^a^ratlon^modeling of> meaningful/purposeful uses of

3.

Expectation that all children will learn to use oral and written
language.

4.

Opportunities/responsibility to explore oral and written
language based upon individual pace and interests.

5.

Support/rewards for approximations of the target task.

6.

Feedback.

7. Opportunities for practice in a variety of contexts,
circumstances.
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appendix e

/AH x ^?'ude“t Interviews: School A
(All student interviews occurred at school)
name

Date

Cara

11/6
11/20
11/6

Kelly

11/21
11/8

Liz

11/21

Arthur

11/8
11/21
11/8
11/22
11/20
11/22

Jay
Sean

Parent Interviews: School A

Arthur
Cara
Liz
Kelly
Jay
Seth

n

Date
11/22
11/22
11/29
11/29
12/3
12/18
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Location
School
School
Phone
Phone
Phone
School

appendix e

/in
Student Interviews: School B
(All student interviews occurred at school)

_il/lb
12/7
10/26
11/16
12/7
10/26
11/16
12/7
10/26
11/16
12/7

Tim

Karen

Dawn

Parent Interviews: School B

Karen
Jesse
Aaron
Tim
Dawn
Jim

Date
11/16
11/17
11/17
11/31
11/31
12/1
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Location
School
School
School
School
Phone
School
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APPENDIX F: TEACHER INTERVIEW GUIDE
1.

2.

What is your definition of reading?
What competencies do you attribute to a mature reader?

3.
reading? dS °f behaviors d° you consider evidence of
4.
es^hlish'themsel^^a^readersOnThe^r
the eyes of peers)?
(n their o^raderS
own eyes T
and into

5.
become

^ C°mp“ ** — to

6.
student in thTa"d °f^
7.

How do you view the potential of more slowly developing
readers for becoming mature readers?
P g

8.

How do you try to reinforce the reading behaviors you see
students demonstrate in the classroom (What is the
potential for the teacher and the classroom to make a
difference in students’ language learning given that
students come to you with so many different needs)?

9.

What factors do you consider when establishing reading
groups, reading partners, or any other way you structure
your reading experiences?

10.

What factors do you consider when designing instructional
materials related to your reading program?

11.

Do you have any thoughts on how curriculum and
instructional groups might help or hinder more slowly
developing readers?

12.

In what ways do you see classmates helping or hindering
the efforts of more slowly developing readers?
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1.

When you are reading and
you come to something you don’t
know, what do you do?

2.

Who is a good reader?

3.

Why is_
a good reader?

4.

Do you think
something s/he can’t read ---.ever comes to
or understand when s/he is
reading?

5.

If
s/he didn’t know, what would s/he do? C3me ‘° SOmethinS

6.

If you knew that someone was having trouble readme or

7.

How would your teacher help that person?

8.

How did you learn to read?

9.

How do you feel about reading?

10.

Do you think you are a good reader?

11.

What would you like to do better as a reader?

12.

13.

What are the best parts of the classroom reading program
for you? Why?
Do you think that you have changed as a reader since school
began? How?

14.

What things do you do that help you to become a better
reader?

15.

Do you have a favorite book? What makes it your favorite?
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APPENDIX H: PARENT

Do you feel
reader and writer?

"

INTERVIEW GUIDE

views him/herself as a

In what ways does
possesses (or does'r^ossess) this self-image (i
reading, chooses to read for nleasnro
ole Plays
drawing, does independent writing of’notes lette'rTet"'^^^^
purposes or as part of play)
’
’ etc' for real

Are there specific incidents, activities, or people that have helped
or hindered--,’s growth as a reader
and writer?

Please add any other thoughts, concerns, or questions you have
concerning____as a reader and
writer.
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APPENDIX I: EXAMPLES

OF CODING FAMILIES

Setting/Context Codes
Definition of the Situation Codes
Perspectives Held By Subjects
Subjects’ Ways of Thinking About People
Process Codes
Activity Codes
Event Codes
Strategy Codes
Relationship and Social Structure Codes
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APPENDIX J: UNIVERSAL SEMANTIC RELATIONSHIPS

1. Strict inclusion (X is a kind of Y).

2. Spatial (X is a place in Y;X is a part of Y).
3.

Cause-effect (X is a result of Y).

4. Rationale (X is a reason for doing Y).
5. Location-for-action (X is a place for doing Y).
6.

Function (X is used for Y).

7. Means-end (X is a way to do Y).
8.

Sequence (X is a step/stage in Y).

9. Attribution (X is a characteristic of Y).
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